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INTRODUCTION
Down to modern times, China's educated elites always looked 
to the Western Chou Dynasty (about 1122-771 B.C.) as the.classical 
age par excel·lence, an era .in which the basic norms of all higher 
civilization were developed and put into effect by the sage rulers 
who lived early in that period. An integral part of the political 
order instituted by the sage kings. and regents of the early Chou was 
a combination of devi'ces that permitted that dynasty to control 
efficiently and for a long time the vast landscape of north and 
. centra 1 China, which they conquered from the Shang Dynasty ·late in 
the second millennium B.C. 
It is usually impossible to make clear distinctions between the 
ideal and the actual in the surviving ·accounts of those devices --
which include the doctrine of the ·Mandate of Heaven, the idea of 
one world "all .under Heaven" ·(t'ien-hsia), the ruler as Son of Heaven, 
the development -of a proto-bureaucracy, strategically placed royal 
garri.sons, and the so-called "tributary system," the topic under 
consi~eration here. But while the sources may give us an idealized 
state of affairs, they also give us a picture that is plausible and 
consistent, and it is possible to interpret the small stock of existing 
concrete data (archaeological remains, bronze inscriptions, etc.) in 
such a way as to support the main outlines of that picture. 
·The "tri_butary system" of the Western Chou was a solution to 
the -prob·l em :of contra 11 tng a very'. big and recently conquered territory. 
l 
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The Chou royal house, having no means to rule its vast possessions 
centrally, parcellefd them out to kinsmen, meritorious retainers,, 
and other parties and maintained control over all these dependencies 
by methods descri'bed in the fo 11 owing chapters. 
The tributary system in later times gradually developed into a 
regular international diplomatic order among the· states of East Asia. 
The system continued in use until the.Nineteenth Century, when it 
was superseded by the Bri.ti sh treaty system, after the defeat of China 
in the Opium War of 1839-1842. 
The tributary system in its later history characterized China's 
- relationships with foreign states or tribal groups, making clear-cut 
distinctions tietween superior and inferior, senior and junior, and 
suzerain and dependent in a geogr~phical and religio-political frame-
work, with China as the suzerain state and every other state attached 
to it in various degrees of subordination .. Until the Ninet~enth 
Century, the system persi"sted despite great changes over the centuries 
in the economies and societies of East Asia, 
M~ny scholars have studied the institutional development, a~d 
the poli.ti'cal, commercial, and cultural aspects of this system. The 
study of Dr. Ying--shth Yii focuses on the inst"itutional development 
of the tri.'5utary system in the Han period (202 B.c.· - 220 A.D.), when 
Chi ria was. centralized and began to expand its influence abroad. Ise 
Shi.ntarp has::analyzed the tributary system during the T'ang (.618-~07), 
as it affected China's relationships with such states as Po-hai, 
Japan, and Korea. According to the study, the tri_butaries were 
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linked closely or distantly to the Ttang in accordance with their·. 
perceived degree of support for th~t beacon-light of civilized· 
culture. Dr. T.F. Tsiang stresses the input of the Nee-Confucian 
philosophyi'nto the tdbutary system in Sung times .(960-1279). His 
study shows that in this era, any possibility of international rela-
tionships on terms of equality between China and other states was 
in theory denied by the Cunfucian dogma, which automatfcally imposed 
an inferior status upon any state that wished to enter into relations 
with Ch fna. The Ch' i ng tri',buta ry system, which wa~ inherited from 
the Ming, consisted of two parts, the Board of Ceremonies and the 
Li-fan yUan, according to th~ studies of J.K. Fairbank and S.Y. T'eng. 
The Board bf Ceremonies controlled tribute-bearers ftom the east and 
. sout~ includtng some European countries, while the Li-fan-yiian dealt 
with the triButaries from the north and west. Their study shows in 
great detail the complexity of the tributary system as it had. evolved 
on the eve of modern times. 
As far as the tributary system of the classical period is con-
cerned, the studies o.n the subject are few, and little has been done 
on the ori'gi"n and nat.ure of the system in tts formative period. As 
to the origi'n ~f tne trtbutary ·system, i't is commonly said that it 
grew out.of the political relationship of the early Chou kings with 
their feudal lords. Dr. H~G. Creel deals with the Western Chou 
tri'outary system ·as one of the secondary techniques by which the 
r6yal house of Chou controlled its feudal lords. Richard L. Walker 
and Roswell S. Bri'tton regard the tributary system as it worked later 
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on in the ch•un-ch'iu period (721~486 B.C .. ) as equivalent to its 
system of interstate intercourse. Neither st~dy, however, investigates 
closely enough the nature and function of the tributary system during 
the Ch'un-ch'iu period, or the question of its evolution from the 
earlier system as_practiced in the Western Chou. · The lack of such 
an investigation makes it impossible to understand the real historical 
foundations of the tributary system of later imperial times .. The 
present work attempts to fill that·gap. It essays a study or the 
origtns; nature, and functiqn of the W~stern Chou system, and of 
the, important changes that system underwent in the Ch'un-ch'iu period. 
- It deals mainly with the political, social and religious aspects of 
the system. 
This dissertation contains five chapters. The first chapter 
consi'ders the geographi ca 1 condi.ti ons of the· ~Jes tern Chou dynasty 
right after its conquest of the Sharig. It considers the tribal 
character·of the royal house of Chou; the number and distribution of 
its dependenctes; and the scope.of their distribu~ion; and the 
ori.gi'n of each dependency. The chapter considers the feng-chien 
system as mai·nly a tri'butary system, rather than as a "feudal II or 
llpatrinionial" system as often described. 
Chapter Two discusses the internal organi.zation of the settle-
·ments which the trioutary dependencies were based upon. It also 
identi.fi'es the rultng class in the dependencies, and its role i'n
the framework of the·fe~g~thien sys~em. 
The control devices of the Western Chou dynasty are discussed 
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in Chapter Three. It further details the purpose, function, and 
nature of each control device, and its role and influence in main-
taining the feng-chien system. 
Chapt~r Four:is a concentrated study on the origin, function,: 
and ideological meaningof the tribut_ary system in the Western Chou 
times; while the growth and change_ of the .t~ibutary system into·a 
multi-state system, and a comparison of that system with its- antecedents 
in the Western Chou is the subject of Chapter Five. 
In carrying out this study, I have tried to do my best·to make 
good.use of earlier scholarly ~ontributions in Chinese, Japanese, 
. and Western languages. Without the contributions of these·other 
scholars, I could not, I think, have found my way through the subject . 
. I cannot claim that the present work is as well done as I had hoped. 
1 should mention something of the exist~ng debate about the 
nature of the· ferig.,;..chi en system, and my own approach to the matter. 
H.G .. Creel insists that the feng-chien system of the·Western Chou was 
a kind of feudali"sm, because polittcal authority and military power 
were par_ce 11 ed out by the roya 1 court to its subordinates, who were 
the rulers of certai~ districts. Paul Wheatley disagrees, and says 
that the·feng~chi.en_ sYstem was a ki_nd of patrimoniali.sm, because it 
involved the extenston of the principle of paternal authority and 
·fi Ha 1 duty among a 11 the members of the royal 1i neage. Li Tsung-
t lung argues that ttte·ferig~thten system was an extension of the 
tsung~fa, or conical clanship system, In fact, the feng-thien system 
was partly feudal, i_n that it was characterized by dependent tenure, 
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immunity, and the exercise of certain political and military power 
and authority. The system also contained a strong element of 
patrimonialism, inasmuch as the Chou royal house appointed and 
controlled its subordinates as junior kinsmen. The final definition 
of the nature of the feng-chien system depends upon further study 
by comparative historians and other spec1alists. My ·own approach 
is to view the feng-chien system a~ an extension of a satellite 
settlement sys tern centering ·upon the roya 1 city, and dating from 
the pre-conquest period. It fitted closely with the concurrent 
system of coni'cal clanship~ · It could be said that my understanding 
is close to that of Paul Wheatley. As for the ·terms "dependency" 
and "holder of a dependency," these are terms devised by myself in· 
connection with my understanding pf the feng-chien system. 
In the process of carrying out the study, I became aware of 
many prob 1 ems owing to my 1 ack ·Of anthropo logi ca 1 knowledge, and 
· my i nsuffi ci ent comprehension of the bronze i nscri pt ions of the 
Chou dynasty, which are cri ti ca 1 in supporting some of the information . 
in the texts such as the Lt~chi ahd.Ch6tl-li. However, I believe that 
this offering may sefve as a starting-point for future work on the 
subject. 
CHAPTER ONE 
THE ORIGINS ·OF THE FENG-CHIEN SYSTEM 
IN WESTERN CHOU-TIMtS 
The W~stern Chou (about 1122-771 B.C.) was not the e~rl1est 
dynasty to rule in China, but its ruling system is the first that 
is known in any kind ·of systematic detail. 
Before founding their dynasty_, the Chou people lived in the 
basins of the Wei ~nd Fen Rivers, 1 alorig the great bend of the 
Yellow River, in modern Shensi and Shansi provinces. These basins 
were rich agricultural distri~ts and fairly well isolated by natural 
barri'ers. There ~he Chou people engaged in agriculture under the 
leadership of what shouliprobably be c&lled tribal leaders until. 
around the _time that they founded,. thei,r dyn.asty. 2 
Ethnically, the Chou people may have differed from the Shang 
people, although most tradition~l Chinese opinion had it that they 
were essentially like the Shang people. The material culture of 
Chou, possibly related to the Yang-shao or Painted Pottery Culture, 
was different from that of the Sh_ang, which sprang out of the Lung-
shan or Black Potterr culture. In other respects, however, they 
shared important similarities. 3 ~ 
The early development of the Chou people can be discerned in 
the _ancestral my_ths of their ~ri gins as a tribe and as an urban 
society, The ancestral myth of the Chou tribe is asso~iated with 
the birth of Hou-chi, the founding ancestor of the Chi clan, which 
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was later destined to be the Chou royal clan,. The myth of Hou-chi 
is preserved in the Ta-ya seciion of the Shih-ching, and in the 
Shih-chi~ According to the ~ecord. of the Shih-ching; 4 
She who in the beginning gave birth to the people 
This.was Chiana. Yiian. 
How did she gi~e birth to the ~~ople? 
Well she sacrificed and prayed 
That she might no longer be childless 
She trod on the big toe of God's footprint 
Was accepted and got what she desired 
She gave btrth, she nurtured, 
and this was Hou-chi. 
The passage attributes the birth of Hou-chi, the founding ancestor 
of the Chou people, to the blessing of Heaven, which became.the 
supreme diety of the Chou tribe later. ·According to some anthropo-
logical vi'ews, the miraculous birth into a primitive society of a 
certain individual can signify the. incarnation of the tribe's 
totemicpower i.nto that per~on. 5 The legendary event may also 
indicate the emergence of a chiefdom out of a segmentary tribal 
soci.'ety. A chiefdom is generally characterized by the creation of 
·a rudimentary political hierarchy under the leadership of a chieftain 
who, partly By vi'rtue of his miraculous birth, possesses power and 
universal authority, as well as wealth, strength, and magical 
expertise.· This change is usually accompanied by the development 
and increasing specializati.on of the village, economy, 6 Socially, 
ttie cni:efdom ts often integrated and consolidated by various ritual 
practices such as religious ceremonial and ancestor worship which 
symt5oltze the mai'n social values, spiritual beliefs, and mutual 
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relationships. 7 In this regard, the miraculous birth of Hou-chi, 
the progenitor of the Chou tribe, indicates a point at which the 
Chou cast off their segmentary totemic tradition and evolved into a 
more elaborate stage of development. It means at the same time 
that the Chou tribe was becoming an independent territorial group 
under the leadership of a powerful chieftain who monopolized the 
totemic emblem of the tribe and who had a special relationship with 
a powerful guardian god.· In fact; the Chou tfaditions suggest that 
the Chou people .experienced,a long per~od of chieftainship under the 
leadership.of the.Chi clan before founding their dynasty around 
1111 B.C. 
The beginning of Chou urban life also seems to have taken place 
in the pre-dynastic period. Acco!ding to the Chou tradition, the Chou 
people first· 1 ived north of the ~Jei and Fen bas ins. But they were 
forced out of their homelands by the pressure of other war-like tribes. 
Accardi ngly, tney moved southward_ to the plain of Chou, from which 
t~ey may have derived their name of Chou. ·sometime after settling 
down at the foot of the Ch'i mountatn, their urban life began. The 
Ta-ya section tn the Shih--chi ng and the Chou pen-chi in the Sh.ih-chi 
provide·a vivid description of their early urban life. The 
·shih~thing relates: 
When (our)_ people .. first was born, it came from Tu, 
from Ts'i and Ts'u; the ancient prince Tan-fu, he 
moulded covers, he moulded caves; as yet they had 
no houses. The ancient prince Tan-fu, at day-
lir~ak he galloped his horses; he followed the bank 
of the Western river, he came to the foot of 
(mount) K'i; ... he called the Master of Works, 
. he called the Master of the Multitudes, he made 
them build houses; their plumb-lines were straight; 
they lashed the boards and thus erected the 
·building frames; they made the temple in careful 
order, (the walls) rising high; ... he raised 
the outer gate, ... he raised the principal gate·; 
... he raised the grand e8rth-altar, ... the · 
roads were cleared; .. 
The Chou pen-chi in the Shih-chi runs: 
Tan-fu took his family and left the Pin. He 
crossed the rivers of Ch'i and ChU and went 
over the Liang mo~~tain to arrive in the foot 
of the Ch'i mountain. All of the people of Pin 
followed Tan fu there. The neighboring states 
heard that Tan fu was benevolent and gathered 
about him, ·Therefo-re,·Tan fu discarded the 
customs of the Jung and Ti. He built up houses 
and walls, He set up the separate towns to be 
li'ved in (_by people). He arranged the five 
authorities ~nd officials. The peop~e were 
happy with them and sang his virtue. 
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The passages above describe the earliest permanent settlements 
of the Chou. The Shih-ching passage indicates that the Chou people 
did·not have houses and lived in caves and.huts before they settled 
down at the .foot ·of Ch-i mountain, The building of a_ city started. 
after they moved into the plain of Chou. The city of Chou at this 
time seems to have contained houses, temples, altars, roads, gates, 
and walls, i'ndicati'ng a walled city which remained typically Chinese 
throughout succeeding periods. 
The description of the city in the passage of the Shih-chi indi-
cates another fact: that ~eparate towns or villages were set up 
around the walled city for kinsmen and followers. This could be 
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understood to mean that the Chou developed satelli'te communities 
centering on the main city. In many .primitive societies, the expan-
sion and spread of urbanism was caused by constant population 
increase coupled with a limited subsistence technology and lack of 
immediately exploitaole land resources, 10 as well as by a need to 
protect scarce resources against raiding and pillage from outside. 
This expansion of urbanism often results in the development of satelite 
communities or villages oriented toward the original or parent city. 
Mutual _relationships among sucn settlements demanded the subordination 
of the offshoot village to the pare_nt city on the basis of kinship. 11 
The Chdu's construction of separate villages for its kinsmen and 
followers seems to have followed such a scheme. It seems likely that 
through the uroan system the Chou could solve a population problem by 
.dispersing people into new villages, a possible internal power struggle 
among members of the ruling family by appointing junior branches as 
heads of the separate settlements, and a security problem by forming 
military alliances on the basis of kinship·~ In fact Henri Maspero 
suggests that in the latter period of the Shang, vast areas of the 
Wei" and.Ching basins were occupied by many Chou clans. 12 After the 
Chou conquered the·Shang and founded their own dynasty, numerous 
Branch families and relatives of the Chou .royal house were established 
as holders of dependencies at strategic points throughout North China. 
This tndicates that the Chou already consisted of many- clans under the 
leadership of the Chi family in the pre-conquest period •. 
Another implication of the passage above is that some unrelated 
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tribal groups already joined the Chou during this time. The Ta kao 
section of the Shang~shu, one of the reliable sections of that 
classical text, suggests that many tribal groups were associated 
with the Chou tribe·in .the conquest of the Shang dynasty. The Tso-
chuan and other related texts preserve names of some of these 
dependencies (such as Ch'i, Lai, Hsiang, and so on) which did not 
belong to the Chou royal surname. All of this indicates that the 
emerging Chou dynasty was made up of a group of· clans with many branches 
based upon staelite communities, and associated with other t~ibal 
groups over which the Chi royal clan oc·cupied a position of leadership. 
· In fact, the Chi clan came to- command a powerful confederation on the 
western border of the Shang state.· Seizing upon the misrule of the 
last Shang ruler, the disloyalty of his dependencies, and a debilitating 
war in the east, King Wu of Chou pushed his army, which had been formed 
by an alliance among various tribal groups, across the Yellow River, 
and defeated the Shang army, thus founding the Chou dynasty, 
However, the Chou people and their allies constituted a minority 
over the much larger Shang population they had conquered. Some of the 
former Shang elites revolted against the Chou dynasty shortly after 
the death of King Wu. There were also many other groups of hostile 
tribes who carried·out raids against the Chou. Pressure from war-like 
tribes on the west was -especi a 11 y f ormi dab le, and demanded the main-
tenance of a defense 'force. The Chou allies expected to be rewarded, 
and these were not the only difficulties. The territory to be adminis-
tered by the Chou was huge, stretching from the.basin of the Wei 
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River to the eastern extremity of Shantung, and from southern 
Manchuria to the middle and lower valley of the Yang-tsu River. This 
territory included huge mountains, vast marshes, rivers, and uncul-
tivated forests; There were as yet no roads. · Within the territory 
there lfved numeroui indigenous peciple still at a primitive cultural 
ievel, and ethnically different from the Chinese. These conditions 
made it difficult for the Ch6u ~ulers to dispatch armies rapidly or 
to send communication rapidly. 
In response to these conditions, the Chou royal house developed 
various political arid ideological control devices. Most of these 
· m~asures and devices were initiated arid carried out ,during· the time 
of King Wu and his brother the Duke of Chou, the founders of the 
dynasty. The first thing they had ·to do was to create a stable and 
permanent political system as the backbone of the dynasty. An answer 
to this problem was found in the establishment of the feng-chien 
system, which has often been called 11feudalism. 11
The ~erm feng-chien contains two char·acters, feng (Ji ) and 
chi en C~ ... The earliest known example of the word feng is on a 
bronze i'nscri'ption in the form of a pictograph of a plant with a 
hand or two hands· ho 1 di.ng it . 13 This has been interpreted as either 
a mound of earth i'ndi eating the wa 11 of a city or town 14 or a 
growing tree on a mound of earth which came to indicate a city or_ 
town boundary. 15 From this, it developed the sense of 11 establish. 1116 
The term chi en is ·f; rst seen in' the Book of Changes and in the Tso-
chuan. lt also means 11 establish. 1117 The earliest combination of both 
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characters into the term feng-chi~n is found in the Tso-chuan. Both 
characters.together have the same meaning as that of feng or chien 
separately, that is 11 establish. 1118 · As a political system, the feng-
chien system may have appeared as early as the la~ter period of the 
Shang dynasty. 19 Ch'i Ssu-ho suggests that the Chou already had a 
feng-chien system in their pre-dynastic period, 20 However, it is 
likely that the systematic imposition of a feng-chien system was 
carried out only in the time of Ktng Wu and the Duke of Chou. 21 
After the conquest, Ki~g Wu established a numb~r of new dependencies. 
He also permitted;Wu· K'ang, the son of the last Shang king, to con-
tinue the sacrifices to his ancestors~2 To forestall any possible 
revolt against the Chou royal house, King Wu appointed his brothers 
Kuan Shu and Ts.• ai Shu to rnai ntain survei 11 ance over the Shang ·roya 1 
. 23 heir. These wer.e the so-ca 11 ed San-chi en ( ~ \i), or "Three inspectors. 11
Howe~er, the ·rebellion of Shang pebpl~ against the Chou and the coali-
tion of the· San~-chi en ·~with the Shang rebe 1 s compe 11 ed the Chou roya 1 
court to mount a great punitive expedition; Under the command of the 
Duke of Chou, the expedition marched as far as the eastern extremity 
of the Shantung peninsula. Then; after defeating and relocating the 
various rebel groups iricluding the subjugated Shang people in 
accordance with the interests and safety of the Chou royal house, 
the Duke of Chou established his relatives as holders of dependencies 
(~hu-hou) at strategic points through North China. These included 
the sixteen dependencies· of Kuan, Ts'ai, Ch'eng, Lu, Ho, Chieh, Mao, 
P'ing, Yung, Kao, Chao, T'eng, Pi, Yuan, Feng, and Hsun which were 
given to the descendants of King Wu's father King Wen; the four 
states of Chin,· Ying~ Han, and Yu .to the sons of King Wu, and the 
. six dependenties of Fan, Chiang, Hsing, Tsu, Hs~, and Chi to his 
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own descendants. 24 Among thes~ dependencies, the most important 
were the Lu, Wei, T'ang, and Ch'i ·states. The State of Lu was 
established near modern Ch'~-fu·in Shantung to watch and contfol the 
Wan-mai, Huai-i, and Nan-i barbarians, 25 who in fact did revolt 
against the Chou royal house 1ater. The state of \~ei inherited the 
previous surveillance respo~sibility of the san-chien over the Shang 
royal heirs. 26 The T'ang state, located ·in modern T' ai-yuan in 
Shansi', was given the responsibility of maintaining defenses against 
the Hsi-i. 27 Also in the Shantung area, the·Ch'i state was put in 
charge of checking the T' ung- I barbarians, who were earlier a 11 i ed 
with the Shang dynasty } 8 At the same time, the Chou royal ·house bui 1t 
up another capital at Lo-yang in Honan which was more in the heart of 
North China and a more convenient-place from which to control the 
varfous newly-established dependencies. By putting trust in depen-
dencies placed at strategic points in the territory, and by bui1ding 
a second capital at Lo~ang -to control them, the Chou royal house 
lafd·down the foundatibn of their state. 
However, esta5lishment of dependencies by the Chou royal house 
was not limited to these, The establishment of new dependencies con-
tinued throughout the Western Chou period in response to political 
and military needs .. Many sources. relating to . the Western Chou reveal 
the exi.stence of numerous dependendes, but the number of dependencies 
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is reported very differently in different texts, rahgi ng from 1 , 800 
to less than one hundred. 29 Substantially,. there is no way to confirm 
the exact number of dependencies established by the Chou royal house 
at· any point in time. Fragmentary sources stemming. from the Western 
Chou period itself, and some sources dating from later periods, make 
possible some guesswork about the number of dependencies, their 
location, and their genealogical connections. 
First of all, as to the number of dependencies of the Western 
Chou, the HsUn-tzu, which is a late source, says: 
At the beginning of Chou, seventy-one states 
were· established, of which fifty35hree were given to members of Chi surname. ·. 
The passage implies that in·the early period of the Western Chou 
dynasty the rel a ~ives of the Chou roya 1 hous·e occupied more than ha 1 f 
of its dependencfes. Another s6~rce giving a number of the Western 
Chou dependencies is the tale of·Ch'eng-chuan in the Tso-chuan. It 
runs: 
Formerly when King Woo subdued Shang and 
ootained grand possession of al1 the land, 
fifteen of his.brothers received states, and 
forty other prfoces of the surname of Ke [Chi] 
did the sam!1 •.. these were appointments of kindred. 
The tale of Ch'eng-.Chuan indicates a total of fifty-five· states 
conferred upon holders of the Chi surname early in the Western Chou 
period. The Han lai chu-hou nien~piao in the Shih-chi also reports 
that there were fifty-.six states of Chi surname in the Western Chou 
period. 32 The HsUn-tzu, the tale of Ch'eng. Chuan in the Tso-chuan, 
and the repori o~ the Shih-chi thus agree that there were about 
fifty-five or fifty-six states of the Chi surname in the Western Chou 
perfod, Of these states, as already mentioned, twenty-six states . 
were identified by name in the tale of Fu Ch'eng in the Tso-chuan. 
Ma Tuan-lin, who during the Sung period studied the number of states 
on the bas1s of ~he data in the Tso-chuari, identified yet another 
twenty-six states of Chi surname by name. These were the states of 
Cheng, T'ung~kuo, Hsi-kuo, Shui, Jui,· Chia, Tan, Hsi, Hua, Y~, Chou, 
· Kan, Pa,.T'ang, Chao, Yin, Pei-yen, Hu, Liu, Ching, Wei, Wen, Chiao, 
Yang, Tun, and· Yii. 33 The Shih-chi~also lists the state of Wu as· a 
state of the Chi surname. 34 A 1together, then, one can come· ·ap-·wi".th .~a 
. . 
total of ftfty-.three states of the Chi surname which can be identified 
by name. On the other hand, ·a modern scho 1 ar, Ch' en P' an, i dent i fies 
fifty states of the Chi surname in his study, and lists thirty-eight 
more states whose kinship connection he could not identify. 35 The 
nineteen states of unidentified surname must certainly contain a few 
states of the.Chi surname, so the number of Chi states in the study 
of Ch'en P'a~ ~ould eaiily be increased. The indications are, there-
fore, that there probably existed some 53 to 56 states of the Chi 
surname in the Western Choo period. 
In addition, many tribal ·groups who were allied with the Chou in 
the conquest of Shang were also granted dependencies. Some local 
rulers who had long exercised powel'.' -in various local places were per-
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mitted,. after submitting to ·the Chou, to continue to rule as Chou 
dependencies. . Some 1 ands were· given to the presumed descendants of 
such sage kings as Yao and Shun~ As to the number of states of 
non-Chi surname, the relevant sources have little to say.· Ma Tuan-lin 
lists forty-five states of known non-Chi surname together with thirty-
one states of unidentified surname, while Ch'en P'an notes sev·enty 
states.of non-Chi surname .. The total number of holders of dependencies 
of the Western Chou royal house, including both kin.and non-kin, is 
listed as one hundred thirty-three in.Ma·Tuan-lin 1s study, while 
'Ch'en P'an lists one hundred seventy-six. 36 Henri Maspero estimates 
that the number of one hundred states is too low. 37 While· Li Tung-fang 
lists one hundred seventy states,38 Ku Tung-kao mentions two hundred 
and ni'ne. 39 The total.number of the Western Chou dependencies is 
different according to-~a~h:scholar. 40 A r~asonable estimate would 
be something like 100-170 dependencies all told. 
Looking into the kinship background of the dependencies, there 
were about fifty-.three or fifty-five state·s of Chi surname. in the . 
Western Chou period, Aside from the twenty-six states given 
descendants of Kings Wen and Wu and the Duke of Chou, the rest of 
the Chi surname states are believed to have been given to branch 
families or relatives of the Chou royal house. Thus there were two 
kinds of dependency of the Chi surname:. one kind was occupied by 
the direct de~cendants of King Wu,·Wen, and.the Duke of Chou who 
were the founders of the dynasty,. while the other ki n·d was composed 
of branch .famiHes of the Chou royal house, which constituted a part 
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of the larger Chou clan since before the founding of the dynasty. 
The states of non-Chi surname consisted of ·various tribal groups·as 
already mentio~ed. According to the study of Ch'en P'an, these 
include -Ch'i, Lai, Chou, Chi, Hsii, Shen, Chang, Hsian, and Li from 
the Chiang tribe; Sung and T'an from the Tzu tribe; Ch'u and Kuei 
from the Chieh tribe; Chen and Sui from the Kuei tribe; Huang, HsU, 
Yen, Ku, Ch'in, ·Chiang,· and Ko from the Ying tribe; Shu, Shu-1 i ao, 
Liao, Ying-shih, and Liu from the ·Yen trib~; Chu and Hsiao-chu from 
the Ts I ao tribe; ChU, Wen, and T' an fr.om the Chi tribe; ·Su, Jen, 
Hsu-chu, and -Chuan-yu from the Feng tribe; Teng from the Man tribe; 
Lo from the Hs_iung tribe; T'.ang' and c.hu fr~m the Ch Ii tribe; I' Hui' 
Pi-yang and Yu from the ··Yun tribe; Hsd.en from the Wei tribe; Yu-yu 
from the Yao tribe; and Tsurig-i from the Tung tribe. This indicates 
that the rulers of the dependericies of the Western Chou came from 
some twenty·different tribes (or surnames) including the. Chi surname 
of the Chou royal house. 41 
Among these dependencies of non-Chi surname, the state of Sung 
was granted to Wei~tzu, a descendant:of the Shang royal family, to 
continue the sacrific~s to his ancestors. The state of Ch'en was 
given to ~u Shang who h~d rendered sage counsel and distinguished 
service in the conquest of Shang~ Lu and Yen were granted to the 
Dukes of Chou ~nd Shao not only as relatives of the Chou royal house, 
but also in recognitiqn of their discinguished service to the Chou 
royal house, The states of Pi; Hsu, Jen,.iand ·Su were older local 
societies· permitted to continue their rule as Chou dependencies after 
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they submitted themselves to the Chou .. This demonstrates that the 
Western Chou dependencies consisted of relatives of the Chou royal 
house, meritor{ous retainers and tribes, descendants of ancient sage 
kings, together with some existing states which surrendered to the 
Chou. The dependencies of the Western Chou were highly diverse and 
heterogeneous in their origin and character. 
As to the time when each dependency was established, there are 
only a few mentions in the Shih-chi and the Tso-chuan. According to 
the Chou pen-chi in the Shi·h-chi, the states of Ch'i, Lu, Kuan, Ts'ai, 
Ch'en, Ch'ai, Chu~ Chi and Ch'i were esiablished during the time of 
King Wu, However, that so~r~e suggests that still other states were 
granted by King Wu, 42 Jhe same source has it that the states of 
Sung and Ch• u were the only states which were granted during the 
time of King Ch'eng. 43 There is.no mention ·of the exact time when 
each dependency was granted. The Tso-chuan pro~ides only some vague 
indications as to the time of establishmerit of a few of the dependencies. 
As already mentioned, the tale of Fu Ch'en-in the Tso-chuan indicates 
that the Duke of Chou established twenty-six states to protect and 
screen the Chou royal house after the great expedition toward the 
east which followed the suppression of the Shang rebellion. The 
·rso-chuan also mentions fifteen dependencies of the king's brothers 
and forty states of relatives of the Chou royal house during the 
time of K.i"ng Wu. After that there are only occasional notices of 
the esta6lishment of n~w dependencies~ such as Ch'in in the time 
of King Hsiao44 and Cheng in the reign of King Li, 45 Another passage 
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in the Tso-chuan vaguely indicates a period· when the majority of the 
total number of dependencies had already been created during Western 
Chou times. It runs: 
King Woo subdued Yin; King Ch'ing secured tran-
.quility throughout the kingdom, and King K'ang 
gave the people rest. They all invested their 
brothers with the rule of state46which might serve as defence and screen for Chow. 
The passage indicates that grants of new dependencies to holders 
of the ·Chi surname in the Western Chou were carried out in the reigns 
of Kings Hu, Ch'eng, and K'ang~ which was the fonnative period of 
the Western Chou. However,· cons.idering that the feng-chien system 
was a political institution set up to protect the Chou royal house, 
and that the more important dependencies were allotted to bearers of 
the Chi surname in the early period of the Western Chou, and that 
there were·only occasional new ~rants mentioned later, it is likely 
that the feng-chieri system was already nearing ~ompletion in the 
time of King wu· who initiated the practice·· of the feng-chien system 
right after the destruction of the Shang drnasty, and of King K'ang 
who expanded the territory of.the Chou to the extreme east at the 
time of the .Duke of Chou's great expedition, It thus appears that 
the establishment·and:development of the feng-chien system of the 
Western Chou dynasty followed· very soon after the expansion and 
di"ffus·ion of royal political power and military strength, and then 
slowed down quickly; 
The location of each dependency in the Western Chou.times is 
also hard to pinpoint because there are not enough source materials 
and modern studies do not always mutually .agree. Accardi ng to the 
study of Ch' en PI an, there were 'fi ftY-one states . (.Sung, Ch I en, Huang,. 
H s ii , Ku an , Yu , Jo , Shen , Ts I a i , Wei , Ch I i , Hsu , Chi , Shen , . Nan-yen , 
.. 
Fan, Tsi, Teng, Hua, Yuan, Tan, Po, Ting, Kung, Tai, Chiang, Mao, Ying, 
Chiang, .T·su, Pu-kung, Tung-kuo, Ljao, Lai, Ko, Hui, Tao·, Wen, Liu, 
Mi, Lu, Shan, Chiao, Yung, P'ei, Shih-wei, Ying, Feng-fu, Tun, Yti-yii, 
and K'un-wu) in the modern privince of Honan; thirty-nine states 
(Chi, Cheng, Lai, Shih, Kuo, Yen, Lu, T'eng, Ch'i, Pi, Chu; .Chu, 
Hsiao~chu, Su, Mou, Sui, Chang, Jen, Ts'ao, Ch'eng, Hsu-chu, Mao, 
Shou, Y~, I~ Chi, T'an, Chu~n-y~, Pi-yang, T'an, Yang, Han, Chia-fu, 
Yu-li, Ch'en--kuan, Ch-en-Kuan, Ch'en-hsin, Kuan, and P'u-ku) in 
the modern pd.vince of Shantung; ten states (.Yu, Ching, Ho, Chin, 
Hsun, Chi, -Yu, Wei, Li, and Yang) in the modern province of Shansi; 
three -states (Yueh, Ni-man and . Chou). in the modern provi nee of 
Cheking; twelve states (Jui, Chi a, Liang, Pi, ·Feng, Han, Tu, Hu, 
T'ai, Ch'i, Ch'un, and Hsi-kuo) in the modern province of Shensi; 
a state of Pa in the modern province of Szechuan; seventeen states 
(Ch'u, Lt, Chiao, T'ang, Yung, Kuei, Sui, Ku, Yu, Erh, Chen, Yuan, 
Lo, Chou, Ch'uan, Fan~, and Tan} in the modern province of Hupeh; 
three states (Wu, Hsien, and Chun~-wu) in the modern province of 
Kiangsu; ftfteen states lLiu, Hsu, Hsiao, Ch'ao, Chou-lai·, Hsiang, 
Hsu-liao., Li'ao, Tsung, T'ung,- Ying-shih, Hsu, Hsu-chiu, Chung-li 
:and Hu)_ in modern Anhwei; two states (Ch'in and .Mi-hsu) in the modern 
provin-ce of Kansu;·and five states (Pei-yen, Hsing, Ku, Kuo, and 
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Hsien-yu) in the modern province·of Hopeh .. Ch'en P'an also lists 
nineteen states (Yu-yu-ch'iu, Pi, Ch'ung, Chu-yung, Shu-chiu~ Shen, 
Ssu, Ju, Fei, Yu-hsin, Yu~ch'iung, P'ei, Jen, Yu-min, Feng, Ch'ueh-
kung, Feng and Tsung-i) whose surname or location he cannot.yet. 
identify, together with several unlocated barbarian states (Mao-jung, 
Chia-shih, Shan~jung, Pai-ti, and so on). 47 
The distriBution and location of the. known dependencies of the 
Western Chou dynasty (which ·consisted of more than one hundred and 
seventy altogether) show t~at most dependencies stretched from. the 
basin of the Wei River in the West to the eastern end of Shantung 
along both Banks of the Yellbw River, and north-to-south spread 
from southern Manchuria to the middle and lower valley of the Yang-
tzu River, covering some 3,500,000 square miles of northern and 
central China, 
To summarize the above, in the period leading up to their conquest 
of the Shang, the Chou people developed a·chiefdom based upon 
groups of related clans with many branch families and a system of 
satell tte settlements centeri.ng upon a ma in city under the 1 eadersh·i p 
of the ChJ clan .. The Chou people also allied with other tribal 
groups over which the thi clan of Chou occupied a position of leader-
shtp~ After the conquest of the Shang, the royal house of Chou 
es taol i. shed the· f eng..:.chten · system as the main terri.tori a 1 contra l 
system of· the dynasty, Wi.thi.n the framework of the· feng.:.chi en system, 
numerous Branch famtltes and relatives of the-Chou royal house were 
appointed as· holders of the dependenctes at strategic points throughout 
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the territory to support the -royal house of Chou. However, the number 
of these dependencies was q~ite large. Included were more than 
twenty tribal. groups which pre~erved their own tribal organiza-
tions arid tradi'tions. They were divergent and heterogeneous in their 
origin and character. To understand the internal organization and 
nature of the feng-chien system, it is necessary.to investigate the 
internal organization and control systems of each dependency, because 
these related to and affected the feng-chien system as a whole both 
directly and indirectly.· 
•
CHAPTER TWO 
INTERNAL ORGANIZATION AND CONTROL QF SETTLEMENT 
IN WESTERN CHOU TIMES 
As already mentioned, after the conquest of Shang, the Chou· 
royal house established its relatives, branch families, and the 
heads of the allied tribes as holders of dependencies at strategic 
points throughout the old Shang c~ltural realm and further afield, 
· particularly in the east, .which had never been ·brought under Shang 
political control. The establishmen~~f these dependencies in Western 
Chou times was named feng-yi ( ME,) or feng-kuo (~{~) •1 The
Shang term for a local settlement was l.!_ (Tb) and this continued 
in the same form throughout the Chou period. 2 The terms~ (fµ) 
and kuo O® ), like .,}j_, were also used in referring to larger local 
settlements along the lines of a city or town. 3 As to the original 
meaning of yi, the Shang oracle .. bones depict an enclosure above a man 
in a deep-kneeling position,.implying pres~mably an enclosed place 
where men dwelt. The Shuo~wen chieh-tzu says that the ch~racter Yi
consisted of two components, an enclosure (tJ) and a tally .(15 ). 
The original meaning of yi was an ·inhabited settlement. 4 The Shuo-
wen chieh-tzu also analyzes the character™ as made up of two 
elements, establishment(~ or Ji) and settlement ( i).5 The 
original meaning of™ was the same as that of feng (!i ) , which 
meant a growing tree on a mound of earth or boundary of a .settlement. 
With the passi'ng of time, the me.aning of·™ came to include the 
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entire settlement including the people and the surrounding land 
area. In the meantime," the meaning of feng changed to signify the 
' boundaries of a local settlement. The old form of the character 
kuo ( l~) was composed of. an enclosure ( l J ) and defense capabi 1 i ~y 
as indicated by a halberd(~). In time, however, the term kuo 
came to mean a state. 
Chou tradition seems to show some differentiation among the 
terms yi, pang, and kuo. First of al~, the Shang-shu has the term 
ta yf Chou ( 'f'.B\ ~ 6 which _meant the ~reat city Chou. The Shi h~:chi ng 
mentions the ta yi Shang (f'@.t~) 7 which meant the great city Shang. 
The 11 great yi" in the Shang·-shu and the Shih-ching were the names 
of the main or central cities of the Shang and Chou dynasties. The 
names of these cities were also the names of the two dynastic states. 
Also, the Tso-chuan says that Yi· designated cities and towns that 
lacked temples for ancestor worship. 8 On the other hand, the I-ching 
apparently implies that 300 households constituted a representative 
size for an yi, g while the Lun-yu mentions· an yi of ten households. lo 
All these indications suggest that the yi was a nucleated settlement 
of no determinate size. As to~' the Chou-li says that a large 
settlement was referred to as a~' while a small one was called 
a kuo, forming the compon~nt fonn pang-kuo ('$¥{~). The pang-kuo 
meant an enclosed and defended settlement inhabited by groups of 
people who were united through territorial and blood relationships. 12 
The kuo was an urban form of settlement which-contained the fortified 
cult center of the ruler as well as his territory, without which a 
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state could not come into being. 13 'However, exact definitions of 
yi, ~-andkuo in terms of their size and nature are impossible, 
because descriptions of these cities and towns are very different in 
different texts. However, as time passed, .l:!_, ~' and kuo grad~ally 
became synonymous and interchangeable, all indicating a walled citJ 
or town. 14 The Tso-chu~n mentions that there were about 3,000 ~ 
in the time of King Ch'eng of Shang, about 1,800 ~ in King Wu's 
time, and 1,200 pang right after the ~ransfer o: the Chou capital to 
Lo-yang. These numerous ~' or pang_-kuo, substantially meant local 
settlements which originated in the Lung~shan neolithic period and 
developed throughout the Sh~hg period. J 5 The ·l:!_, ~' and kuo in 
Western Chou times designated these local settlements. The feng-yi 
or feng~kuo referred to the establishment of.local settlements called 
yi, ~' or kuo at places designated by the Chou royal house after 
the· conquest of Shang .· A vivid description of the process of estab-
1 i shi ng a local settlement can be found in the Shih-ching and the 
Ts6-chuan. One description; in the Lu sun~ section of the Shih-ching, 
says: 
Uncle, I set up your eldest son and make him 
pdnce in Lu;· I grandly open up for us a domain 
to be a support for·the house of Chou. And so 
he appointed the prince of Lu, and made him 
prince in the east. I gave him mountain and 
· rivers, lands and fields and attached states. 16 
The passage clearly indicates that the holder of the Lu state, 
the eldest son of the Duke of Chou~. received a certain territory, 
including mountains, rivers, and ·fields, from the Chou royal house 
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on the condition that he would protect the Chou royal house. The 
holder of the Lu state received not only land but also people, 
military authority, and gifts in token of his duties and prerogatives. 
A description in the Tso-chuan indicates this: 
To the Duke of Loo (Phih-k'in, the Du~e of Chow's 
son) there were given~-a gran~_chariot, a grand 
flag with dragons on it, the hwang-stone of the 
sovereigns of Hea, and the (great bow), Fan-joh 
of Fung~foo. (The Head of) six clans of the 
people of.Yin--the T'eaou, the Seu, the Seaou, 
the Soh, the Chang-choh, and the We-choh,· were 
ordered to lead the chiefs of their kindred, to 
collect their br~nches, th~ remoter as well as 
the near, to conduct the multitude of their 
connections, and to repair with them to Chow, to 
receive the instructio~s and laws of the Duke of Chow. 17 
According· to the study of Kaizuka Shigeki, the grant chariot was 
a large ceremonial carriage which the Duke of Lu had to use on the 
occasion of his visit to the Chou royal court. The hwang-stone of 
the sovereigns of the Hea (i.e., Hsia) was a jewel handed down from 
the kingdom of Hsia which served to advertise the high rank of the 
Duke of Lu at court gatherings. The great bow was a symbol of the 
military authori"ty by which the Duke of Lu could defend his community 
from alien tribes, or.subdue enemies who resisted the Chou royal 
house. 18 Another item in the passage is a gift of people to the 
Duke of Lu. Six clans of Yin people (the T'ao, Hsii, Hsiao, So, 
Chang-shao, and Wei-shao) were ordered to assemble their main and 
branch clans under the command of the Duke of Lu. These Yin people 
were destined to be the population base of the Lu state in the 
Ch'un-ch'iu period, along with the indigenous population of the Lu 
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territory-. The passage quoted a 1so· indicates that some instructions 
or laws concerning the·ruling of the new state were given by the 
Chou royal house. A description in the Tso-chuan suggests that some 
functional groups accompanied the Duke of Lu when he left for his 
new state: 
Lands (also) were apportioned (to the Duke of Loo) 
on ~n·enlarged scale, with priests, superintendants 
of the ancestral temple, diviners, historiographers, 
all the appendages of state, the tablets of his tori cal 
records, the various off1 9ers and the ordinary instru-ments of their·officers. 
The implication of thi~ passage is that these various officers, 
diviners, historiographers, and superintendants were to serve the 
new Duke of Lu as functionaries in ~harge of the performance of 
specific duties and particular missions. It is believed that these 
functional groups must have constituted the basic element of the 
Chou leadership in the formative period of the Lu state, and they 
gradually became an aristocracy. 
~his state-founding procedure was not confined to the case of 
the Lu state. Wei, Ts'ao, and other dependencies of the Western 
Chou were a 11 set up fo a similar way. In other words, the ho 1 ders 
of the Western Chou dependencies received land, people, some military 
authority, and offidal staffs, together with some kind of operational 
code from the Chou royal house. In this way a transplanted Chou 
elite under the command of the ho 1ders of the dependencies was fully 
equipped, self-sufficient, and capable of imposing its rule in their 
new territories. 20 
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However, the Chou elites were a small minority in any of their 
new .territories, even if they were fully equipped and self-sufficient. 
The majority of the population in the new territories was non-Chou, 
including many independent or semi-independent tribal groups, 
· remnants of the Shang state, and pockets of neolithic survivors who 
were hostile to the Chou people. Under the circumstances, the Chou 
people were farted to take special precautions to guarantee their.own 
safety. Therefore, their seats or foundations·were typically 
garrison-style establishmeDts. They built walled cities or towns 
at strategic locations where they could retreat and defend themselves 
in case their subjects turn~d hostile or other tribal groups invaded 
them. 
According to the archaeological evidence, walled citi~s and 
towns in.the Western Chou period were generally built on level 
plains near waterways and hills. They were surrounded by stamped 
earth walls of hang-t'u or pis~ construction, which remained 
typically Chinese throughout succeeding periods. The majority of 
the cities were rectangular or square in overall plan. Their ~izes 
varied: smaller ones were about 1,000-meters to a side, and the 
largest was 8,000 mete.rs east to west. .... Most cities contained the 
holder's ancestral temple and other palatial structures which were 
also surrounded by walls of hang-t'u. The orientation both of the 
city itself and the ceremonial _and palatial structures within it 
was in line with the four cardinal directionsi Earthen platforms_ 
or mounds served as the foundations for ceremonially important 
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structures. Other urban components included fanning hamlets, work-
shbps, and houses.21 
The textual studies of such cities and towns by Marcel Granet 
and Os hma Ri i chi ·describe more vividly the detailed fun ct ions of ~ach 
component of the cities and towns. According to their studies, within 
the waled cities and towns, there were located the ancestral temple, 
\--
which probably a 1 so served as the ceremoni a 1 center, the mi ao ( ~~ );
the al tar to the god of the· soi 1 ,the she (~:t)or she-chi (.%1-~! ) ;
and the palace.22 Ancestral temples varied in ~ize from humble 
earthen edifices with thatch~d roofs to magnificent structures with 
tal pointed columns and roofs. The altar of the god of the soil 
was usualy a simple affair of beaten earth~ It was square in shape. 
'" 
Trees were planted to mark the sacred place. The god of the soil 
represented fertility and also served as guardian of the city's 
territorial integrity. The palaces also varied greatly in size and 
shape. They were generaly. located at the center of the city or 
town and were surounded by wals of hang-t'u. Each building had 
its assi~ned places, such as audience hals and living rooms~ With 
the passing of time, 'the tendency was toward increasing magnificence. 
Cities or towns also had various ancilary setlements which 
consisted mostly of workshops, houses, and cemeteries, and farming 
hamlets appear to have been scatered around the ancestral and 
ceremonial center and the palace.23 Beyond the setlement, there 
were farmfog, grazing, and hunting lands, forests, and border areas.24 
Both the archaeological evidence and the textual studies agree that 
these were the main components of the Western Chou cities and towns. 
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The :society that. inhabited the wa 11 ed cities and towns seems to 
have consisted of two classes: an aristocracy on the top, and the 
skilled qrtisans and the peasantry.at the bottom. The aristocracy 
consisted chiefly of the holder of the dependency, together with 
his family and his collateral and other relatives. Originally they 
were related to the Chou -royal house, in that their surname was the 
same as that of·the Chou royal house. In early times, however, 
people divided into sub-groups according to their proximate kinship. 
All related groups did not share a common ancestor to the same· 
degree. Each regatded only the founder of its own sub-group as its 
proper ancestor. 25 Each sub~group of this kind was· referred to as 
a tsung (.~ ) . 
tsu (~ ). 
Each tsung was segmented into·smaller groups called 
'-
One of these tsu was supposed to be the main family, 
referred to as the ta-tsung C-/:...~,), and the others including the 
younger brothers and their descendants were minor families known as 
the hsiao-tsung ( d,_~). The main family was composed ?\ a .direct 
oldest heir Ctsung-chu .[~i J or tsung-sun [,~~]), wh~ was keeper 
of. the· tsung 's ritual chamber, the tsung-shih (1~J~), in which the 
lineage ancestor's tablets were stored. This sacred line of des-
cendants was always tt~ced through the eldest son of the group. The 
branch famili'es and their descendants were bound to their main family 
through regular worship of the common ancestor and the clan feast, 
which followed the worship of the common ancestor at the ancestral 
temple. 26 
This linear·kinship system, known as the tsung-fa (,~~f.J, may 
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be regarded as a kind of.conical clanship system. A conical clan-
ship system played a critical role in consolidating the political 
power and organization of certain clans·in primitive societies. 
Generally, a conical clanship system served to make power and wealth 
distinctions on the basis of genealogical distance from the remote 
founding ancestor. 27 For example, when a certai~ clan began to 
expand its military and political power and influence in a primitive 
society, the members of.the·clan assumed positions of responsibility 
and enjoyed the benefits·u~equally. The territory which was acquired 
by the clan's political and military expansion was subdivided among 
the branch families of the tlan and their chieftains. As a result, 
each branch family usu~l]y had. a regional appanage, a district in .
which it was supreme and over which the chief of the branch family 
presided •. Extensive. chiefdoms could be constructed on the basis of 
this sub""'.division of the territory, forming a political hierarchy 
according to kinship distance. The aristocracy of the walled cities 
and towns of Western Chou China were branch families and relatives of 
the royal house of Chou who were established by the King of Chou in 
accordance with the feng-chien system, when the Chou people expanded 
· into northern China after destroyi~g the Shang dynasty. They were 
branch fami 1 i es of the Chi ( ·lt.i )· cl an ca 11 ed tsu ( 7ft ), whose ·. 
main line was occupied by the royal house of Chou. They were given 
power and responsibility in certain territories granted them by the 
roya 1 house of Chou, and· ·they enjoyed the economic benefits that 
resulted from political. and military expansion. In this regard, the 
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aristocracy in the walled cities and towns were the localized branch 
families of the.Chou royal house. They formed units of political 
order in subdivisions of the Chou territory, in a. fashion that 
closely resembled a conical clanship system. 
Also, the members of the aristocracy possessed a unique surname, 
the Chi ( ~ ) , which indicated descent from the common mythi ca 1
ancestor. 28 They were strongly united and constituted a corporate 
group owing to their consciousness· of common kinship and their 
possession of a unique sur_name (hsing)., The aristocracy of non-Chi 
surname who submitted to the Chou roya 1 house and who were a 11 owed 
to continue to rule in their territories ·were ·admitted into the 
order of the Chou tsung"'.'".fa system by intennarri age with one of the 
families of the royal house of Chou. Therefore, the aristocracy 
were conquerors or-rulers uf-the walled cities and towns and the 
surrounding agricultural land, and they were linked together through 
a kind of conical clanship system. They occupied palaces in the 
cities ~nd towns, supervised the territory. including the fanning 
land, and defended the walled cities and towns 1n case of attack. 
The commoners consisted mostly of the conquered Shang people 
and the indigenous populations. It is probable that the Shang people 
mainly became skilled artisans and craftsmen, and engaged in 
commercial transactions and trade. The indigenous population 
.engaged in agriculture. 
According to the Western Chou bronze inscriptions, these subject 
people were at first called the mang (~ ) or the hsiang ('f~ ),
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and later on the min (l;\) and the pai-hsing.( ?9 ·fr!£ ) • 29 In the 
earlier period of the Western Chou, ·they seem to have been organized 
in thefr own tribal groups and lived in their own villages. In 
contrast to the aristocracy, they did not possess any surname 
(hsing), and therefore, had no ne~d of genealogies. It seems likely 
that they paid a sort of tribute to the ruling ari stotracy. 3o When 
eventually they·merged with the Chou people through a combined pro-
cess of political and cultural absorption, they became serfs of their 
ruler. 31 In this regard, t.hey did not own their land. They just 
cultivated it and were transferred with it whenever the land changed 
J
hands. The society of the -w~lled city and town was org·anized in a 
pyramidal form with a .closed aristocracy at the apex, supported by· 
a broad base of peasant agriculturalists.· 
The functions of the walled city'or town were various. and 
divergent. The temple of ancestor worship (the miao) was the most 
sacred place in the city or town. Important functions and affairs 
were carried out at this sacred place. Heirs· to the throne were 
named here. It was here that·coronation ceremonies took place. 
The king's vassals were invested with their fiefs in the ancestral 
temple, demonstrating the concurrence of the deities in the pro-
ceedings. Th~·ancestral temple was also the place where the Chou 
kings held their audiences.with the holders of the dependencies and 
their officials, issued orders concerning both civil and military 
matters, heard news of .victory in battle, received the spoils of war, 
and dispensed rewards to meritorious officials. It was the sacred 
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place which seasonally reaffirmed a mutual relationship between the 
living and the dead members of the aristocratic families. All these 
ceremonies and activities conveyed the warning that attempts to 
depose the kings or to disobey the.ir commands wou·ld lead not only 
to royal but also to divine disapproval and punishment. 32 In this 
regard, the temple of ancestor worship was the most important 
symbolic center.of the aristocracy. The walled cities and towns 
which included such sacred places were the ceremonial and adminis-
trative seats of the aristocracy. 
When a holder of a dependency set up a walled city or town, 
there was usually set up a garrison to protect the ·city as we 11. as 
the surrounding agricultural land and area. The expansion of agri-
culture under Chou auspices required a large number of conscripted 
laborers. There also existed·~ constant demand for men to carry 
out the clearing, draining, and protective diking of new farm land, 
and this in turn demanded a high level of organized effort. The 
establishment of irrigation .systems, the building of embankments, 
and the maintenance and protection of these irrigation complexes were 
carried out under the direction and control of the rulers of the 
walled cities and towns, who. possessed the requisite authority and 
power. In other. words, the surrounding agri cul tura 1 lands were 
both developed and protected by the walled cities and towns. 
Gradually an intensive agricultural zone emerged from the Great 
Plain of the north to the middle and lower reaches of the Yang-tzu 
River, its landscape dotted with incre~sing numbers of walled cities 
and towns. 
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The maintenance of large garrisons in the walled cities and 
towns, and the large number of the laborers needed for the estab-
lishment of irrigation systems and the building of river embankments 
created a·heavy demand for grain stores, both for emergencies and 
to supply the soldiers and laborers~33 At the same time, the 
expanding scale of production must have occasioned a greater need 
for tools, which were supplied from the walled cities and towns. 
When a party of Chou people under the-command of the holder of the 
dependency arrived in a ·new territor,y., this group included skilled 
artisans and craftsmen such·as carpenters, potters, sword-makers, 
blacksmiths and so on. These artisans produced cloth, tools, luxury 
goods, and other commodities in the city's workshops. These various 
products attracted butsiders to thi cities. All these factors 
increased the commercial and iridustrial functions of the walled 
cities. and towns. 34 A developing· need for salt, iron, silk, copper, 
tiri, and exotic luxuries led to an· increase in long-distance trade. 35 
Eventually there·appeared sep~rate groups-of merchants in charge of 
short--range commercial functions between the city and its hinterland, 
and l ong--di'stance trade among the cities and towns themse 1 ves. 
However, ~s Paul Wheatley points out~ the ea~ly industrial activities 
of the city were restricted·to crafts producing prestige items in · 
bronze, jade, lacquer, pottery, and bone for- the Chou aristocracy and 
manufacturing the stone and bone implements used by the peasantry in 
the fann and field. Corrnnerce did not develop· to a high level until 
the Ch'un ch'iu period. In this~regard, commercial activities still 
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played only a very limited role in Western Chou ·times. The walled 
city or town had for the most part a self-contained manorial-style 
economy. 36 
Another function of the walled city or town was to serve as a 
holy place for the peasantry. The holy place in earliest times bore 
the totemic name either directly or in some purposely disguised 
form, 37 and its chieftain as the embodiment of sacred power received 
the worship of the hierarchical community group. There one 
communed with one's native soil and invited one's ancestor to come 
and be symbolically reincarnated. Various festivals were held there 
to celebrate these acti vi tfos. : : l'fhe sanctity ·of. the holy pl:ace was 
concentrate_d in the altar of the soil, the ancestral temple, and 
the ramparts and gates of the walled city or town, and was embodied 
in the person of the ruler of ~he city. 38 In this regard, the 
walled city or town became the·.-successor of the primitive holy 
place. 39 
As already mentioned, t_he walled city' or town was built as the 
seat of the ruler of the dependency and his ministers. At the time 
the walled city or town. was ·built, the founding aristocracy, in 
full dress and wearing all theit jewels and jades and bearing mag-
nificent swords, first inspected the c~rdin_al points of the compass. 
They examined the angles of sunlight and shadow. Account was taken 
of the direction of the. running water. Finally the tortoise oracle 
was consulted to detennihe whether the previqus calculations were 
correct. Once the site was settled, the order was given to build, 
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and a large ~orkforce of builders was set to work so that the city 
. · 40 took fonn with great speed. . The procedure and process of con-
structing the city or town indicates that they were built according 
to a plan rather than as the result of natural growth. 41 After 
erecting the walls, the construction of the ancestral temple and 
the placement within it 6f the lineage treasures were given the 
first and most prominent attention. The stables and the arsenal 
came next, and .the ruler's iesidence the last. This indicates that 
the w~lled city or town w~s not just a settlement whose inhabitants 
engaged.in commercial transactions and susbistence enterprises of 
various kinds. ·It was a religious and ceremoriial locus of the 
politically prominent clan and its wealth. 42 Also, each walled 
city or town included a religious. and ceremonial center, contained 
facilities for the storage of the grain, the residences of the 
military, and enjoyed autonomous judicial and tax authority. These 
units were repeated indefinitely all over northern and central 
China. In this regard, each walled city or town was a cell in a 
sort of cellular territorial structure which maintained local 
autonomy and self-sufficiency. 43 
On the other hand, when the holder of a dependency established 
his state in a new territory, he in turn granted certain areas to 
his collateral kinsmen and followers, putting these under their 
direct control, in order to create powerful supporters for his rule. 
This process_ was carried out by subdi vi ding the 1 i neages into sma 11 
groups called shih, which were given special names as a mark of 
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honor. · Usually the name was that of a territory or an administrative 
function. 44 The members of a shih, compo·sed of descendants of a 
common recent ancestor, shared an attitude of solidarity which in 
a specific situation might afford united action. By contrast, the 
hsing was a much larger and looser common descendant group. 45 There 
gradually appeared numerous cities and towns of various sizes which 
were the seats of this sub-aristocracy of shih. These cities and 
towns were called ordinary yi, tsung-yi, tu, and kuo according to 
their function and size. Generally, ordinary li referred to vi 11 ages 
and hamlets which were not walled. Tsung-yi, tu, and kuo in most 
'
cases were surrounded by a wall of hang-t'u. 46 The.se cities and 
towns were ranked.by a hierarchical kinship system by which the 
aristocracy was localized. Accordingly, the cities and towns con-
sisted hierarchically of ordin~ry yj_; tsung-yi with the temples of 
the aristocratic lineage; tu with the temples of the grand lineage; 
kuo with the temples of the supreme lineages; 47 and the tsung-chou, 
which was the seat of the Chou roya 1 house··, at the apex of the 
hierarchy~ Kinship thus detennined the system of urban ranking. 
The -founders of the new Chou dependencies constituted th=every 
case· a·very·small elite ruling.:much larger populations of varied 
origins. It·became a leading policy of each dependency in its 
formative period to unify these non-Chou people with the Chou. 
Assimilation gradually proceeded through mutual interdependence, 
.as when the Chou people needed labor for construction wor~, or 
when the indigenous population sought to obtain the implements, 
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tools, and ornaments that were produced in the city's· workshops. 48 
In the process of assimilation, one important measure was that the 
ruler of the dependency himself took charge of the celebrations and 
festivals of the indigenous population, and the worship of their gods. 
Thesi native festivals usually took place on river banks or near 
mountains, where ·the div'ine forces that produced wind, rain, and 
the like were be.lieved to reside.49 By taking charge of the local 
worship of these forces, the ruler entered a sort of partnership 
between the holy place and" himself. He tried to unify the people 
under his rule by allying with the supernatural order to instill 
harmony in society and in the universe. SO The rule·r directly took 
charge of sacrifices to~the local gods. At the court of each ruler 
was th~ altar of the god of soil and grain, the she-chi. The 
term she..:.chi consists of two c~~pounds, she (~i ) and chi ( t'i ) . 
Originally the she was the local .earth deity or god of soil, a 
primitive god of fertility. 51 In some sense, he was also a protector 
·of the pebple of the land and· of those whd had gone before. 52 The 
chi was the god of grain o~, according to one study, it designated 
Hou-chi who wa~ Lord of Millet and giver rif agriculture to the 
people. 53 · With the passing of time, the she began to absorb most 
of the other local deities; and gradually merged with the god of 
grain, the chi, becoming a generalized god of agriculture, the 
she-chi. 54 ·This god of soil and grain was worshipped by local 
. people in Western Chou times. 
Owing to the belief that ancestral-detti'eswould not accept 
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the sacrificial .offerings of men who were not of the same blood and 
would not allow the participation of alien people in their worship, 
the ruler set up the altar of the god of soil and grain on the 
opposite side of the ancest~al temple at the court. Therefore, in 
Western Chou times, the·. ·ancestral temple was always· pl aced on the 
left side, and the altar·of the god of soil and grain on the right 
side, at the court of each dependency~ 55 This was one of the 
essenti a 1 features of the Western Chou· city or town. At the same 
time, the altar of the god of soil and grain was established.in 
various other cities in accordance with their hierarchical ranking. 
These altars of the god of soil and grain were· referred to as the 
ta-she C"X:?,1:-) for vario~l;JS cl ans, the wang-she ( ~1.) for the king 
himself, the. kuo-she (\~~\t.) for the holder of a dependency and his 
people, the hou-she t1i~j:} fo~ ·the holder of a dependency, and the 
chih-she q( :?,t..) for the local people. 56 Also, the functions and 
nature of the god of the soil and grain came to have new roles; he 
became a g~d of war, of judgment, and of the territory. 57 With the 
passing of time, the most important roles becam~ those of· a god of 
war and a guardian ~bd of the region. As a guardian god of the region, 
the worship and sacrifice to the altar of the soil and grain by the 
ruler of a state, and participation by local people in the worship 
and sacrifice~ provided an important link between the ruler of the 
state and·the local population, who were excluded from the tsung-fa 
kinship system. 58 The role and fynction of the.god of soil and 
grain as a:god of war provided the ruler with military support from 
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the local population. The military·forces included clans of the 
local population. The sanctity and dignity of the altar of the god 
of soil and grain thus helped consolidate the diverse military 
forces that the ruler led. 59 Therefore, sacrifices for victory, 
or report after the conclusion of wars, were always carried out 
at the altar of the god of soil and grain. That altar became the 
sacred center of military affairs in a state. The altar gradually 
became one of.the state's important-control devices. 60 The principal 
altar of the god of soil aryd grain actually came to represent the 
state. Many·records in the Tso-chuan indicate this trend. 61 A 
description in the bo~k particularly reflects this:· 
Is it the business of the ruler of the people to 
. merely be above them? The altari of the.State 
: should· be his chief care. Is it the business of 
the minister qf a ruler merely to be concerned 
about his support? The nourishment of the altars 
should be his object~ Therefore, when a ruler 
dies or goes into exile for the altars, .the 
minister should die or go into ~xile with him. If. 
he die or go into exile for his seeking his own 
ends, who, -excepting his private .. associates, 
would presume to bear the consequences_ with him?62 
The passage stresses that the business of a ruler should be con-
centrated on.the altar of the.god of soil and grain, which meant the 
state, and that the business.of a minister should also be devoted to 
its pres~rvation. As James Legge explains, the she-chi became the 
altar of state. The altar of state became a symbol of state which 
included not only the family of the ·ruler but -also the various clans 
and the local population.· This reflects the gradual process whereby 
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the kin-based dependencies were transformed into independent, terri-
torial·, and sovereign states in the Ch'un-ch'iu period, after the 
breakdown of the feng-chien system. The roofing over of the she-chi, 
or damage to it, signified the extinction both of the ruler's line 
and the state he ruied. 63 · In the meantime, the ancestral temple 
remain~d solely for the private use of the ruler and his family. 
In sum, the holders of dependencies built up their control 
systems by· grants of towns to co 11 atera 1 families, by making 1 oca 1 
people into his subjects through inte1:111arriage and mutual dependency 
in social and economic affairs, and by taking charge of the worship 
of the altaf of the god of ~oil and grain (the·she-chi) which was the 
god of agriculture, war,_and the region for the local population. 
Th~ dependencies Of the Western Chou-court were originally 
political.ly autonomous units, s_elf-sufficient 'in economy. The royal 
house of Chou itself was a great chiefdom before the founding of 
its dynasty, commanding various tribal groups including branch 
families and clans .. This meant that the royal house of Chou did not 
have any ·experience with bureaucratic rule. The feng~chien system 
of the Western Chou was based upon the wide distribution of territories 
to its relati~es, meritorious allies, and others. Despite this 
decentralization, the Chou royal house successfully ruled for more 
than three hundred and fifty years, and managed to monopolize religious 
and ceremonial authority for a long time after it had lost its actual 
military and political strength in the Ch'un-ch'iu per'iod. This 
indicates that the royal house of Chou must have possessed some highly 
developed control devices to maintain its supremacy. 
CHAPTER THREE 
THE CONTROL MECHANISMS OF THE 
WESTERN CHOU DYNASTY 
After the conquest of the Shang, the Chou royal house began 
to develop and elaborate a number of political devices and measures 
for the permanent and stable control of their new possessions. 
These included a number of Jdeological and practical devices. 
One of the ideological devices was the doctrine of the Mandate 
of Heaven. . The Mandate of Heaven, or t' i en-ming · ( 1-./~), consists of 
the words heaven, or t I i en ("*-); and mandate .or decree, ming (1,p). ·
The word tlien is seen often in Chou literature, such as the Shih-ching, 
the Tso-c~uan, and the Shang-shu, and also in the bronze inscriptions 
of the Western Chou period. The character t'ien represents a man with 
a strongly marked head~ Accor~ing to the analysis of the Shuo-wen 
chieh-tzu, which was compiled in Han times· (around the first century), 
the character t I i en is composed of one (-.) and great or 1 a rge ( ~ ) , 
and means nthe highest. 111 Lo Chen-yU says that the t 1 ien consists of 
two (.~ . ) and man (. A. ) and that it m~ans the top of a man. 2 Wang 
Kuo-wei also suggests ·that ttien means the top of a man. 3 More 
recently,:H~B. Creel has stated that the original character for ttien 
was a variant form of the character ta(*), meaning great or large. 
· Th~ character ta was~ pictograph of a large or great man, This became 
specialized to refer to .the great man among t~e Chou people, the king, 
and especially the· dead kings who from He~ven controlled the fate of 
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men. In this sense, the character ta acquired a head on the man and 
came to have· its own pronunciation, t'ien. T'ien gradually became 
. 4 the single and powerful supreme deity of the Chou people. 
The nature and conception of the Heaven was variously elaborated 
and specified during Chou times: 
Heaven's grace evermore arrived. 5 
. . 6 Heaven protect and secure you. 
Receive blessing from Heaven. 7 
All things originated from Heaven. 8 
Heaven arranges the existing rule. 9 
. 1 h . t· ·t lO Heaven regu ate t e ex1s 1ng r1 es. 
Consider our Heaven I s majesty arri v~d. 11 
Heaven gives charge to those who have virtue12 ... Heaven punishes those who have guilt. 
The merci 11§s Heaven sends down injury on our house. . 
Heaven's mandate·· is . not easy to keep. 14 
Son of ¥5aven receive only mandate from Heaven. 
· According to these passages, it is apparent that Heaven in Chou 
times was considered. the creator of all things, a fearful, i rresi s-
ti bl e, and omniscient-being-, and that it gave a surrnnary mandate or 
decree to rule the world to whomever it chose. In fact, the Chou 
people attributed their successful conquest of Shang to Heaven's favor. 
The term "Mandate of Heaven" thus appeared around the time of the 
conquest of the Shang .. The first mention of thfr Chou having received· 
Heaven's mandate is seen in the ~'ang-kao section of.the Shan~-shu: 
Your greatly illustrious (dead) father.Wen Wang 
was able to make bright the virtue and to be 
~areful about the punishments. ,He dared not 
maltreat the·widowers and widows. Very meri-
torious, very respectful, very majestic, he was 
illustrious among the people .... In our one 
or two states there was thereby created order, 
and our western territories relied on him. It· 
was seen and heard by God on High, and God 
favoured him. Heaven then grandly ordered Wen 
Wang to kill 1~he great Yin, and grandly receive its mandate. 1 
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The passage indicates 'that King Wen, a predecessor of King Wu, 
received the Mandate of H~aven because of his just rule, his love of 
people, and his protection of the state. In fact, it has been said 
that King Wen planned the conquest of Shang and King Wu, son of King 
Wen~ merely carried the~plan out when he found the opportunity. 
Therefore, both King·Wen_and Wu were worshipped and received sacrifice 
as founders of the Chou dynasty-by their descendants later on. 
More invocations of the Mandate of Heaven are found in the 
speeches and statements of King Hu and the Duke of Chou. The term 
"Mandate .of Heaven·11 cl early appears in the· speeches of the Duke· of 
Chou after he·put down the rebellion of the Shang· people against the 
Chou royal house. For example, the To-fang section of the Shang-shu 
states: 
But the lord of Hia increased his pleasurable 
ease, ... He was greatly lazy towards the people. 
A 1 so the people of the lord of H;i1.a, their grief 
and annoyance became daily more intense. He des-
troyed and injured the city of·Hia. Heaven then 
.sought a (new) lord for the people, and grandly 
it sent down its illustrious and felicitous 
mandate to Ch'eng T'ang, and it punished and 
·. destroyed the lord of Hi a·. . . . But now, when it 
came to your sovereign (i.e. the last Yin [or 
Shang] king), he could not, having your numerous 
regions, enjoy Heaven's mandate .... It was that 
. your 1 ast king of Shang . . . enjoyed his 
pleasurable ease, despised his government work 
and.did not bring pure sacrifices. Heaven then 
sent down that ruin .... Heaven then searched 
in your numerous regions and greatly shook you by 
its severity.. . . . Heaven then instructed us to 
avail ourselves of its1~race, it selected us and gave us Vin's mandate. 
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A~cording to the above passage, originally the Mandate of Heaven 
was possesse·d by the rulers· of the Hsi a dynasty. Because of their 
misrul~ of the people and their neglect of the sacrifices to Heaven, 
Heaven withdrew its "Mandate-from the Hsia and ·gave it to the Ch'eng 
·T'ang, the founder of the Yin (or Shang) dynasty. Displeased with 
the.misrule and sloth of the degenerate last King of the Shang, Heaven 
selected the Chou.to receive its Mandate. According to the study of 
H.G. Creel, the doctrine of the Mandate of Heaven was created by the 
Chou royal house, especially the Duke of Chou, to pacify and control 
psychologically the Shang people who poss~ssed a far more advanced and 
sophisticated culture than the Chou did, and revolted against Chou 
rule. 18 By either creating or elaborating the doctrine, 19 it seems 
true. that the Chou royal house used the doctrine of the Mandate of 
Heaven to help pacify the Shang people. In another statement, the 
Duke of Chou tried to convince the Shang people that the small state 
of Chou dared not aim at the Shang on its own initiative; it had 
merely obeyed the Mandate that Heaven gave i L 20 He a 1 so emphasized 
. . 
that the Chou was simply fulfilling the same historical function 
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that the founder· of the Shang dynasty had fulfilled when- he accepted 
the divine command of Heaven to destroy the last unworthy ruler of 
the·Hsia dynasty. 21 He asked the Shang people to cooperate with the 
Chou as fo 11 ows: 
I will tell you. It is you who have been greatly 
lawless, I ~id not.cause your deplac~ment .... 
I also think of how Heaven has applied to Yin a 
great punishment, ... this was the command of 
Heaven, do not disobey it. I dare not be dilatory. 
Do not bear resentment against me .... It is not 
that I am at fault, it is Heaven's command .... 
'If you cannot be_ reverently careful, Heaven will 
not give you favour and pity you. If you cannot be 
reverently careful, not only will you not h~ve 
your lands, I s2211 also apply Heaven's punishment to your person. · · . 
In the statement, the Duke of Chou again explains that the Chou 
destroyed the Shang by the divine command of Heaven. He went on to 
say that if the Shang people obeyed the co_mmand of Heaven and 
cooperated with the Chou, they would keep their lands and -their 
descendants would prosper~· 
The indoctrination of the Shang· people with the Mandate of Heaven 
idea ran parallel with a policy·of reshuffling the Shang people, 
transporti'ng them to various new locations such as the states of 
Lu and Wei, in order to destroy their tribal organization and their 
poliUcal units._23 After that, the Shang people did not revolt against 
the· Chou royal·house again. The Chou royal house did not need to take 
military action against the Shang people. The eight armies of the 
Chou consisted mostly of Shang people incorporated into a military 
force under th,e direct command of the Chou king. 24 Fu Ssu-nein says 
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that the state of Lu in the Ch 1 un-ch 1 iu period consisted mostly of 
forme~ Shang peopl~. 25 . All these things indicate that the indoc-
trination of the Shang people with the Mandate of Heaven idea was 
successful in winning the Shang population over to the Chou royal 
house. This means that by creation of the doctrine of the Mandate 
of Heaven, the Chou royal house made its military conquest of Shang 
a holy crusade," and legitimized their rule by making their king an 
ordained ruler who derived his power and authority from Heaven. 26 
The doctrine of the· Mandate of Heaven not only brought the Shang 
people into the Chou political realm but also provided the Chou royal 
house with a new poli_tical theory and a new world-concept that had an 
immediate arid far-reachtng effect in consolidating Chou power and 
authortty over a 11 of its dependenc, es. From their doctrine, the 
Chou royal house developed a general political theory. Two passages 
in the Tso-chuan state: 
When Heaven produced the people, .,H appointed 
for: them rulers for their proftL· 
Heaven, in giving birth to the people, appointed 
for them rul 28s to act as their superintendants and pastors. . · 
The Tso-chuan was compiled about 468-300 B.C. However, it is 
believed that the conception of t'ien in the Tso-chuan does reflect 
the Western Chou understanding fairly well. This conception is alsQ 
reflected.in the Mencius: 
Wan Chang said, "was it_the case that Yao gave 
the empire to Shun?" Mencius said "No, the 
emperor cannot·give the empire to another. 11
"Yes; - but Shun had the empi"re. Who gave it 
to him?29 "Heaven gave it to him," was the answer. 
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The Chou royal house used the Mandate.of Heaven idea to turn its 
ruler into a universal rul~r~ A statement in the Hung-fan section of 
the_Shang~shu, which is one of the reliable chapters, reads as follows: 
The Son of Heaven is the father and mother of 
the pe~51e, and thereby is king over the whole 
world. 
Another statement in the same section reads: 
Under the wide heaven, all is the king•s land. 
w~·thi'n the. seas ~9at bound the earth a 11 are the 
k1ng~s subJects. . 
This was a new concrete conception of the world embracing all 
people and all land under the jurisdiction of the Chou king, and 
expanding ·his benefits and blessings to all mankind who responded to 
the will of Heaven, To-express this new ~bnception of the world, a 
new term, "all under ·Heaven, 11 or t 'ien-hsia, appeared in Western Chem 
times~ The term t' i"eri~hsi a (f. 'F ) is found frequently in such Chou 
texts as the·r-thing,·the~Shang~shu, the Ta-hsueh, the Lun-yu and the 
Hsiao-ching~ 32 The scope of the t'ien-hsia included th~ whole wortd 
as·i.t was known to the contemporary Chinese. 33 
. Furthermore, the Chou royal house elaborated a new relationship 
of its ru 1 er with Heaven· as the supreme deity ·and the · source of a 11 
things~ In Chou times,.Heaven was not only the supreme deity; it was 
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also the place where the ancestral kings of the Chou lived. It was 
believed that the ancestral kings in Heaven were more powerful and 
capable than when they lived, so that they could control the fate and 
affairs of men and could protect and support their descendants on 
the earth. They were rulers in Heaven and the living Chou king was 
their counterpart in the capital. 34 Accordingly, the cult of Heaven 
was added to the ancestral religion of the Chou house. Worship and 
sacrifice were offered to Heaven which was proclaimed to be both the 
pri mev a 1 creator as well as the ancestor of the Chou roya 1. house. 
Heaven received sacrifice both as a god of nature as well as an 
an~estor of the Chou royal house. 35 
The Chou royal hous,~ styled its ruler the "Son of Heaven," or 
t I i en-tzu (_~ ~). The term II Son· of Heaven II did not exist in Shang 
times. 36 It appears only in Chou times, and is found in the Shuo-ming 
and Hung-fan sections of the Shahg-shu, and in the Chiang han section 
of the Shih-ching. 37 It is believed that the term Son of Heaven was 
invented by the Chou roya 1 house, which thereby tried to make its king. 
a direct descendant of Heaven, which was the creator of the universe 
and also its ancestor. This· hierocentric doctrine of the Chou became· 
a central cohesive force binding together not only the Chou people but 
· also the entire Chinese people until as late as the nineteenth century. 
Hierocentric doctrines were commonly used by the great conquerors 
of ancient.time~. In ancient Egypt, the Pharoah claimed that he was 
ruler of all that was encircled by the sun. He was the Son of God, 
and none could resist him. All people were subject to him, his bounds 
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were set at the ends of the earth, and to him the gods promised world 
dominance. 38 In Babylonia, Naram-sin called himself "king of the 
Four Regions and king of the Universe. 1139 The Assyrian king also 
called himself "king of the Four Quarters of the world," and "king 
of -the universe. 11 All these claims meant that the monarch rules· 
over all men, that it is god who has ordered him to do so, and thus 
it is his sacred mission to extend his dominion over the whole world. 
All his wars are holy wars. 40 The doctrine of the Mandate of Heaven 
of the Chou royal house was a typical great conqueror's claim, aimed 
at establishing an exclusive and monopolistic hierocentric idea that 
in Heaven there is one .etern~l and supreme god ·and on earth there is 
one king, the son of god!. The Chou ruler as the son of Heaven and 
universal ruler reigned over the holders of dependencies and their 
people. For a long time, this charismatic authority of the Chou royal 
house continued in effect, even after the royal house had lost its 
military and political control over the holders of dependencies in 
the Ch'un-ch'iu· period. 
Military prowess was another control device used by the Western 
Chou dynasty. The Western Chou developed a strong standing army under 
the direct control :of the Chou king and it maintained its military 
strength ·almost to the end of the dynasty .. The Western Chou army con-
sisted of infantry and war· chariots. The infantry had a basic unit 
of five so 1 di ers ca 11 ed the· wu .( ~11. ) . Five fami 1 i es- provided the 
men. Each wu was led by·a non-commissioned officer, the kung ssu-ma. 
Each vi 11 age had a unit of twenty-five men ca 11 ed the 1 i ang under 
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the order of a p 1 a toon commander ca 11 ed the 1 i ang s s uma. Each 
commune (group of village~) provided a company of a hundred men, 
the tsu. Five companies fanned a battalion of 500 men, the shih. 
Then five battalions constituted a· regiment of 2500 men, the 1~. 
The largest operating force, the chun, consisted of five regiments, 
over 12,500 men. 41 According to a description in the Chou-li, all 
these units were under the control of the department of war, which 
was one of six departments ·directly responsible to the Chou king. 
This Western Chou anny was equipped with various kinds of weapons, 
Whi.Ch::Were mostly made.tof bronze) The_Chou people had been bronze 
metal wqrkers long before they conquered the Shang. One of the 
earliest Chou bronze vessels, the ch'en kuei, was unearthed at Ch'i-
shan and can be dated to the year when King Wu won his victory over 
the Shang. The vessel was cast for the grand sacrifice offered to 
King Wen, father-of· King- Wu. The bronze vessel, a food container, is 
twenty-four centimeters high and twenty-five centimeters . in diameter. 
It was not i'nf eri or to those made by the $hang. In every ·.respect, the. 
vessel shows that the Western Chou people were masters of the brorize 
industry ·1 ong before they overthrew the Shang dynasty. 42 These ancient 
metal workers of the Western Ch_ou also· produced a wide variety of 
weapons~ tools, and personal ornaments. The·bronze weapons of the 
Western Chou army may be divided. into two categories, offensive and 
defensive. The offensive weapons included the dagger.;.axe, or ko (·~" ); 
the dagger-axe and knife, or kou-chi (~1})( ); the dagger-axe and 
spear, or chi ( ~"\" ) ; the spear, or mao ( ~ ) ; the broad-axe, or yueh 
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( ~"'\'); the 1 arge knife, or ta-tao ( 1'1}); the knife, or tao ( 1J ) ;
I 
the dagger, or pi-shou (t:~1 ); the bow and arrow, or kung--shih 
( ~ .~); the cross-bow, . or nu (.~ ) ; and the sword, or chi en (~IJ ).
The dagget:'-axe had been the most important armament since the neolithic 
1 period in China. In the Chou period,. the stone dagger-axe was still 
used for mortuary purposes. The bronze dagger-axes of the Western 
Chou were notably advanced. They were used·for pecking and scything, 
and were-efficient weapons .for attacking a ~orse or chariot, The 
dagger-axe and knife was made by casting two· b 1 ades in one piece to 
give the·dagger-axe two extra cutting edges at the base parallel to 
the shaft. The dagger-axe and spe~r was used.for piercing forward, 
scything to the left, hooking to the right, and jabbing backwards. 
It was more efficient than the dagger-axe and knife. The spear was 
an offensive weapon of the Chou·. army~ It had a broad 1 eaf-shaped 
blade with a slender, socket mounted on a round shaft. The broad-axe 
was a small weapoo of about seventeen.centimeters in length, pierced 
with four perforations for.hafting and decorated with tlao-tieh masks. 
The blade was made of iron and.was attached.to the bronze butt-handle 
by the mortise and tenon method. This indicates that iron was intro-. 
duced into China in early.Western Chou times, The large knife was 
used as .a weapon in war and ·as an executioner's knife. It had a · 
sharpened cutting blade, and was a formidable weapon in actual use. 
The knife was generally slender and short. It had a thin cutting 
edge and a thicker ridge on the back. It served more·as a scraper 
than as a military weapon. The dagger was a small weapon of about 
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twenty centimeters in length. The blade had two cutting edges 
meeting in a point at the end. It w~s a favorite weapon for surprise 
or secret assaults. The Chou bows had a double curve like a Cupid's 
bow, and was about 139 centimeters long. The core was made of 
four bamboo plates, thick and heavy in the middle with tapering 
ends and notched wooden tips to receive the cord. The whole bow 
was bound and glued with rattan strips and fini~hed with a close 
binding :of silk and lacquer~ The crossbow was the most outstanding 
in the Chou armory. It had a stock of wood, a bow of laminated bamboo, 
and a tfigger mechanism of bronze. The stock was mortis~d to support 
the bow and had a channel f6r the_dart or small arrow and a pistol 
grip. The trigger mechanism was an assemblage of four precisely cast 
bronze parts, fitted together and onto the stock with two bronze pins. 
Together wi"th the bow, the crossbow constituted a major offensive 
weapon. The defensive gear included suits of armour with helmets 
and shields~ The Chou battle dress inclLlded bronze buttons, plaques 
and strips~ The shields were make of wood and l~cquer, fitted with 
a bronze grip at the back, and were round in shape. 
The war chariotconsti"tuted somettmesthe matn striking force 
in the ·Chou army·. The war chari"ot originated i"n Western Asia during 
the second mtll en i.um B ~ C. ·Then, owing to its great ef fi ci ency as 
a source of power, tt was soon ·employed throughout the civili.zed 
parts of the an dent _world. lt was introduced into, China during 
Shang ttmes and constttuted a basi_c unit ·of the Shang army. The 
Chou people knew about the war chari.ot before they overthrew the 
Shang dynasty,. but they adopted the·war chariot of the Shang only 
after the conquest. The Chou war chariot was driven by first two 
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and later four horses. Both teams were yoked in the same way, only 
with a longer cross-bar to harness the four animals. Both wheels 
had twenty-one spokes and strong conical wheel-hubs which were rein-
forced with bronze caps. The cab was divided by a barrier into a box 
at the rear and a small platform in front. The pole curved upwards 
in a slightly convex manner at the end, carrying there the cross-bar , 
whose bent up ends wer~ each mounted with a spear-like bronze weapon. 44 
The ord~_na ry Chou war chariot carried three men; the driver, a 
spear man or lancer, and an archer. There was also another special 
charfot which functioned. as a flagship, carrying the commander of the 
army or of a unit of it, and a drum and flag by which the.signals to 
advance.or retreat were given .. These command chariots, carrying 
perhaps a duke or even a king, w.ere naturally focal points of a battle 
because of their role in directing the iighting. 45 However, the war 
chariot was not a formidable weapon like the tank, even though it 
constituted sometimes a quick striking fo~t~,.especially to barbarians 
who were not used- to- them. Generally the war chariot was used by the · 
commander as a mobile command post. It gave· him a much better view of 
the s Huat ion, and an ability to observ_e a 11 of the movements of the 
enemy. 46 · He also could transport himself quickly wherever he wished 
to go. Another important function of the war chariot was display; its 
splendor could have an impressive_psychological effect upon both 
Chinese and barharians. 47 In war, the foot soldier and the war 
chariot in most cases operated together, :1the war chariot forcing 
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open a pat.h for the foot-so 1 di ers to fo 11 ow. However, the Hes tern 
Chou a·rmy depended most heavily on the foot-soldiers. 
The Chou military forces were recruited from and supplied ·by the 
peasantry. The Ch'in section of the Shih-chinq states: 
The king raises his army, we put in order our 
dagger-axes and mao lances. I will have the 
same enemy as you. 
Another passage in the same section runs: 
The king raises his army, we put in order our 
mao lances and ki lances; togeth~§ with you 
I will start (on the expedition). . 
Both the passages ~ndicate "that the husbandmen joined the anny 
when the king summoned them. The soldiers were often sent to guard 
the frontiers against the barbarians: 
The king has ordered Nan-chung to go and to 
build a wall in Fang; the out-going carriage 
sounds pwang-pwan~, the dragon banner and 
tortoise~and-snake banner are brilliant; ... 
the Son of Heaven ordered-us to build a wall 
in that Shuo-fang; awe-inspiring is Nan-chung; 
the Hsien-yun are expelled. Long ago, when 
we marched, the millets were just in flower; 
now when we iome (back) the falling snow settles 
on the mud;.the s~rvice to the king has many 
difficulties, w~9have no leisure to kneel down or sit at.rest. 
Another poem describes the same situation: 
The Hsien-yUn·were scornful of us, they 
encamped at Chiao-kuo. · 
·They invaded Hao and Fang . , . 
With woven patern of bird blazonry 
Our silken banners brightly shone 
Big chariots, ten of them 
went first, to open up a path. 
We smote the Hsien-yiln. 50 . Mighty warrior is Chi-fu. 
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These two p6ems deal with or mention the campaigns of the Chou 
people against the fierce Hsien-yUn tribes. The two Chinese generals, 
Nan-chung. and thi-fu ~ ~ both traditionaly placed in King Hsuan's 
reign (ca. 827-782 B.C.). The Hsien-yun tribe was a dread foe who 
invaded Shensi, the home-country of t.he Chou, and were driven back 
in a series of campaigns, some of which took place around 800 B.C. 
These two poems describe th~ fatigued and wearisome life of the 
husbandmen while on guard duty ·at the borders. 
The husbandmen also received military ~raining when they were 
at horn~ during the slack seasons. According to the Ku-liang chuan, 
there·were ·four··periods-of military· training for the -peasants during 
the year; these were the spring military training referred to as the 
t'ien (\11); the summer training~ the miao (~ ); the autumn training,. 
the sou nt);and the winter training, the shou CJtf ).51 In the 
Tso-chuan there appear the military training of the sou(~) for 
spring, the mi"ao (~ ) for summer, the hsi en ( J~)for autumn, 
and the shou. ( {1)for w1nter. 52 The Kuan-tzu says· that there were 
only two· mi"litary training periods: the sou (~)in spring, and 
the hsien (~j ) in winter. 53 These· sources indicate that there was 
regular m1litary training for the·_peasantry in accordance with the 
change of seasons. They also suggest that military training in the 
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spring, summer, and autumn was shorter because of busy agricultural 
affairs, while the training period in ·the winter was longer. 54 
However, this was compiled much later, after the end of the Western 
Chou period. The number and names of the military training periods 
varies from source to source. In. this regard, these are not very 
reliable in figuring out the details of military training in the 
Western Chou times. However, a few poems in the Shih-ching do state 
that there was military training in Western Chou times. One poem 
says: 
In the days of the second there is the meet, 
and so we (continLle to) keep up our prowess· 
in warfare; we keep for.ourselves the young 55 boars, we pre~~nt the older boars to the prince. 
The poem implies that the military training of the peasantry was 
carded out through hunting. Another poem likens hunting preparations 
to military maneuvers: 
The hunting carriages are fine, 'the four stallions 
are very big; in the East there are the grasslands 
of the (royal) parks, we yoke and go (there) to hunt. 
These gentlemen go to the surruner hunt, they count. 
the footmen with great clamour; they set up the 
tortoise-and-snake banner and the oxtail flag;- they 
catch animals in Ao .. · .. the meeting (of the 
prfnces) is grand. The thimbles and armlets are 
convenient, the bows and arrows are well-adjusted; 
the archers are assorted, they help'us to rear a 
pile .... if the footmen and charioteeri are not 
attentive, the great kitchen will not be filled. 
,These gentlemen go on the expedition, it is audible 
but there is no no~~e; they are noblemen; indeed a 
great achieve~ent. · . . 
Included in the hunting expedition 0ere big and small chariots; 
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the tortoise-and-snake banners which were a 1 so used in military 
campaigns; footmen ·and charioteers; bows and arrows; and the 
assembly and: ·dep 1 oyment of the peasants. H. G. Creel interprets the 
term of "meet" used in the poem as a·great hunt which was used as 
training for warfare. 57 All these things seen in the hunting scene 
are also essential for military campaigns and strongly resemble 
descriptions of military expeditions. Also, the literal meanings 
·of the names of military training periods for the peasantry in the 
Tso-chuan all refer to huDting. This suggests that military training 
and great hunting meets were closely related affairs. 
It is likely that the ·western Chou army was well-trained and 
disci'plined~ The army was firmly under the control of the Chou king. 
Under the king, th~ Chou-li mentions a department of war under the 
supervision of the minist~r o~ ·war, the ssu-ma ( ~.~). The Shih-
ching uses the title tsou-ma~'(:~~~), meaning the director of horses. - ;.~°(V'"J
There is nothing to show what function attached to the title of 
tsou~ma in the Shih-ching. However, it ii beyond doubt that there 
must have existed some kinds of-institution and officials who were 
in charge of mili'tary affairs for the king in the Western Chou times, 
although the Chou li description of these things is probably not 
entirely reliable. 
This Western Chou army was divided into three divisions, the 
six armi'es, the Cheng-chou armies, and the Yin armies, according to 
their organization; fun·ctions, an_d strategic ·location. The term 
"six armies" is frequently met with in the Chou traditions, in the 
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bronze inscriptions, and in the Mencius.·. The Shih-ching suggests 
that the six armies had existed from the early period of Chou. 58 
King Wu is said to have led six armies in his conquest of the. Shang 
dynasty. It therefore seems likely that the six armies were a 
basic element of Chou military power. The six armies are always 
mentioned with the king. In the Shang-shu, two.of the chief 
ministers are quoted as urging King K'ang in about 1079 B.C. to 
"display ·and make august the six armies. 1159 The Shih-ching men-
tions 11 s·o he raises the s.ix armies (of the king)," and "the king 
of Chou marches and the six armies go· along with him. 1160 All these 
indicate that the six armies were _a main military force under the 
direct control of the Cbou king. Accordtng to the study of Cheng 
Te-K'un, the six armies formed the garrison forces of the capital 
and were under the direct comm_and· of· the king himself. The Cheng-chou 
armies consi"sted of the eight-armies. These annies were composed of 
the co·nquered Shang pe·opl e w00 were assimi 1 ated into· a part of the 
military force led by the Chou king. Thes·e armies were stationed in 
and around Lo-yi, and controlled the territories to the south where 
the Huai-yi lived. The Yin eight armies are frequently mentioned in 
the bronze i'nscriptions. Some of them took over the Shang military 
and hunting grounds at Ch'ao-ko and garrisoned the old Shang capital 
area. These forces could easily be sent out into the Tung-yi barbarian 
territories to the east i'n case of emergency. 61 
. The Chou royal house also maJntained individual_ garrisons in 
certain ~order areas. Several bronze inscriptions mention such 
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garrisons 'established by the Chou royal house. One inscription says 
that "the king- was at the Ch'eng garrison." Another says that 
Commander Yung-Fu was on guard duty at the Yu garrison. 62 All these 
disclose that the Chou royal house had several garrisons in certain 
strategic areas. The study of Ulrich Unger on the bronze inscriptions 
· which can be dat~d in the later half of the Western Chou period 
shows that the Western Chou royal house had a garrison in the Fen 
River area. The Fen valley was one of the northern border areas 
frequently in dange~ of barbarian attack in the Ninth and Eighth 
Centuries. 63 
Besides the Western Chou roy~l annies, each holder of a dependency 
controlled military forQes as well. As indicated in the previous 
chapter, the cities· and towns in the Western Chou times were fortified.· 
They possessed their -own garrisons by which they could defend them-
se 1 ves in case Of emergency. , A statement in the Chou-1 i says that 
the king has six annies, a large dependency has three armies, a 
dependency of the next size has two, and a: sma 11 dependency has one. 64 
Some powerful dependencies in the border areas maintained a considerable 
mi'l itary force to prevent barhari an attacks. There they were pinned 
down. 65 It is also believed that the military forces of the other 
dependencies were much inferior to the royal -annies in terms of size, 
organization, and equipment. Thus the central Chou forces remained 
supreme. 
The royal army was.firmly under the direct control of the Chou 
king. None of the officials was· entrusted by the king with ful 1 
power over the military. The king himself often led and co~manded 
his armies in person. Only in special cases did he appoint a 
selected indivtdual to command a ·specific-military campaign. In 
fact, the Western Chou royal armies were ready any time to be 
sent out to meet a crisis or emergency case under direct command 
or by order of the Chou king. 
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In the period of the Western Chou, there occurred about fifty 
wars. Of these wars, two-thirds were against the barbarians who 
made incursions into Chou territory. 66 There were few wars featuring 
Chinese against Chinese. Whenever there was a great barbarian 
incursion, it was the Western Chou royal armies which provided the 
main task force for deterring the barbarian attack~ 67 · The holder 
of a dependency who wen_t out to co 1 oni ze the distant 1 and from 
Kiangsu to Jehol had full military support from these royal armies 
and garrisons. 68 Unfaithful holders-of dependencies were removed 
from thefr posHions by this powerful royal army. It was the Western 
Chou roya 1 ·armies which made the roya 1 · house I s authority f e 1 t among 
the dependencies. This military supremacy of the Western Chou royal 
house continued down to the end of the dynasty in the Eighty Century 
B.C., when the royal forces were defeated by the army of the state 
of Cheng.· 
Another control·mechanism of the W~stern Chou dynasty was its 
development of an administrative or bureaucratic system. According 
to Chou traditions, the Chou people seem to have had a kind of governing 
system fo the pre-dynastic period of the pre-.conquest of Shang. The 
Shih-chi says that when the Chou p~ople migrated to the foot of Mt. 
Ch'i, they _set up officials to maintain peace and order in the newly 
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· establishe~ cities and towns. 69 Another hint of a governing system 
in the early Chou period comes .from the Ta-kao· section of the Sha-
chi ng: 
The king spoke thus: I wi 11 greatly tell and 
discourse to·you, (princes of) the numerous 
states, and to you, managers of affairs .... 
Thus I tell you, princes of my friendly states, 
you (local) officials, you various officers 
and managers of affairs ... You princes of 
the var~ous state70 and you officers and managers · of affairs. . . • .. · . 
·The Ta-kao, or "great announcement," might have been issued by 
King Ch~eng or the Duke of.Chou to appeal ~6 the supporters and 
a 11 i es of the Chou roya 1 house when it was faced with a great revo 1 t 
of Shang people in which some Chou elites were involved. The 
announcement revea 1 s .the titles. of .managers, officers, and di rectors 
which-might have ~xisted in the period of King Ch'eng and the Duke 
of Chou. The functions of the holders of these titles are unclear, 
however. A statement of the Duke of Chou in the Li-cheng section of 
the same text states: 
Chou Kung spoke thus: Now I admonished the king 
about all and said: (Those in the left and right of) 
the nearest assistants .of the kirig are the 
permanent leader, the permanent (man in charge) 
manager, the man of law, the stitcher of garments 
and the (chief of the) tiger braves ... when it 
came to Wen Wang and Wu Wang . · . . they reverently 
served God on High~ and established governors for 
the people. In the establishment, the (man in 
charge) manager, the man of law and the pastor were. 
the three executives;. The (chief of) the tiger 
'.. braves~ the stitcher of· g~rments, the equerry were 
minor functionaries. The carriers were minor 
functionaries. The carriers and attendants of the 
left and right were (hundred) many officers. 
The various repository keepers, the captains of 
the great cities, and the accomplished (ministers) 
directors of decorum were many officers. The 
grand scribe and the chiefs of the secretaries were 
several permanent auspicious officers. (After) the 
director of the multitudes, the director of the 
horse and the direc~~r of works there were next-
following officers. 
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The statement was delivered by the Duke of Chou•to King Ch'eng 
when he was enthroned after the death of King Wu. The purpose of 
this statement was to convince the young king of the accomplishment 
of Kings Wen and Wu, and to remind him of his heavy responsibility 
as a new king. In the statement, the Duke of Chou.outlines a 
governmental system which might have been established by Kings Wen 
and Wu. The offices and the officers mentioned in the statement 
might be classified as follows: As executives there were managers 
(. 4,i.( .. ), the man. of law U{f-1~), and pastor (#'jz ). The functi ona ri es 
. . ' ~ ,r, 
·incl u~e. the commander~ of the tiger braves (l1t/~), the stitcher of 
. garments ( ~~ {x ) , and the equerry (ft:§tx.~~ ) . The. officers consist 
of carriers and attendants of the left and right ({i.:(:i'f:~A{'~, the 
repository keepers c!)ttL the captains of the cities c1~ i~=1~f(l,
. . • . k": ' .>-: .
and di.rectors of decorum ( U,1\f~. The higher offices are occupied 
by_ the di rectors of the multitude ( q 1;f)' of the horse c~J..~ )' and 
. _,,.,,· ·'?)
of the works (~1 '!:t). It seems 1 ikely· that the grand scribe (f......~.J 
and the chief secretary tJt{B) held the highest offices. These 
titles of offices and -positions indicate that there were classified 
and specialized officials and functionaries arranged hierarchically 
in the Western Chou governing s1stem. However, the exact organization, 
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functions, and jurisdictions of.the offices are not known. 
The Ku-ming section of the book discloses ·further titles which 
might be the highest: 
The grand guardian, the grand scribe, the 
grand master of rites all _had h72pen state caps-and ant(-:-colored) sk1rts. 11 
The titles of the grand guardian, the grand scribe, and the grand 
master of rites· fragmentari-ly appear in other parts of the Shang-shu. 
The title of the grand guardi.an, the t'ai-pao ((...J.~ was held by 
the Duke of Chou and then .by the Duke of Shao after the death of 
the Duke of Chou. 73 These two persons were brothers of King Wu and 
uncles .of the new king.~ As is well-known, both the Duke of Chou and 
the Duke of Shao were powerful and trusty holders of the Lu state. 
At the same time, both men were high retainers of the Chou royal 
house in the formative period of the Chou, and held the principal 
power at court, Also in the ceremony of th~ investiture of the new 
king, the grand guardian played a very important role, guiding the 
princes of the western states to the newly enthroned king ~nd 
delivering an opening address.?4 All these indications show that 
the position of grand guardian was very important. Next was the 
positfon of the grand scribe, the t'ai-shih (~~). In the ceremony 
of investiture of the-new king, the grand scribe held the document 
which was the last order of·the dead king, and presented it to the 
new king. 75 Other functions and duties of the position are not.known 
from the Chou traditions. However,.the original meaning bf the 
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character shi h ( r/!J was the scorekeeper in archery contests or the· 
custodian of written records. Another meaning of the character was 
· an official who dealt with books. 76 On these grounds, the grand 
scribe is believed to be the chief secretary. The last was the grand 
master of dtes, the t'ai-tsung ('"(~). This title is translated as 1::- ff'
"the minister of religi"on" by James Legge, and·as "the grand master 
of ceremonies" by H.G. Creel. The study of Kar1gren on the title 
shows that this position was in charge of all religious rites and 
ceremonies. In the inves~iture of the new king, there also attended 
the assistant master of rites, the tsung-j en ('~A.), who took part 
in the ceremony. 77 The speculation exists that the· grand master of 
rites had supreme charge of religious· and ceremonial functions, 
although there is little infonnation to support··it.-·· As H.G. -·Creel 
suggests,· the grand guardian, the grand secretary, and the grand 
master of ri'tes seem to have constituted the three highest· dignitaries 
in the Chou court. 78 , 
The Chou-1 i is the only source that c·ontai ns a comp 1 ete and 
detaHed descri"ption of the governing system of the Chou dynasty. 
According to the description in the Chou-li, the governing system 
of the Western Chou included a cabinet headed by the prime minister, 
the. tai-tsai' ( f,/j. ) or the t I ai-tsai (f..,j ) . Under the contra 1 of 
. ~ ~ ; 
the prime mfoister, the cabinet was composed of six departments: 
the royal household, the multitude, the cult, war, justice, and 
public works. The royal household department-was headed directly 
by the prime minister and his two assistants, the hsiao-tsai (.1)\ i) 
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and the tsai-tu (,~ ). The palace personnel were controlled by
the· kung-cheng {,~-;-r~ ) . A large group of. functionaries such as cooks 
\~-
and butche~s belonged to the kitchen department. The chief 
accountant, the ssu-hui ( ~t ) , had speci a 1 c 1erks in charge of the 
account-books in the department. Food and drink were supervised by 
the shih-i (~~-) who belonged· to the medical department. The 
roya 1 camp, :its· furniture, and the tents, and their pitching were 
the responsibility of the kung-jen u'?:i/,J. The government reposi-
tories were headed by the ta~fu (1'~). There was a department which 
took care.of the royal harem and female attendants; it was under the 
contra l · of the. nei-tsa i Ci1'J f). 79 .. The department of the multitude 
supervised· the people a_~d their i.nstr.uction as well as the land and 
its admi ni strati on.· The departm~nt · was headed by the ssu-tu ( ~tfj 
and- his twff· .assistants, the hs fao ssu-tu (d, ffltft and the hs i ang-shi h 
(j@() ~rt)). The juri sdi ct ion of the department was divided into two 
fie~ds, that of the territories, and that of instruction. The field 
of the terr Hori es, which was divided into the Hsiang ( ~~ ) and the· 
Suf ( }i), was taken charge of by governors, vice-governors, and 
administrators in hierarchical order. They controlled subordinate 
functionaries who were. in charge of the markets, the forestry depart-
ments; the taxation of land and grain, and irrigation and so on. The 
field of instruction was supervised by the instructor and guardian of 
t~e king, the princes, and the sons of the aristocracy. ·He was also 
responsible for the-investigation and· punish~ent of irregulari,ties and 
faults, and he ordered censors ·to 1nvestigate the conduct of the 
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people. The department of cult consisted of the six main bureaus 
under the supervision of the ta-tsung (';(.~~t),who was assisted by 
the hsiao-tsung.:.po (lJ,~~0)'and the ssu-shih ~~ ). The six main 
bureaus were in charge of rituals, musicians, oracle officers, 
pray-masters, recorders, and officials in charge of  carriages. The 
ritua 1 officers such as the yi-gen r~ /,) and' the chi-jen (f_(t;/\ ) 
supervised the libations and were in charge of jade and valuable 
objects. · The musicians, the ku-meng (~ae~ an9 the ti en-t • ung 
(\~li1) were in charge o~ inst.rumen~s including musical stones, drums, 
flutes and so on. The pray-master, headed by the ta-chu (f._~11.J, had 
the duty of praying at buri-als, hunts, and the making ·of covenants. 
The recorders_ included ~stronomers, astrologers, and secretaries.· 
The offic~rs in charge· of carriages·were also keepers of .the nine 
kinds of flags.81 The department of war had.the minister of war, 
·theta ssu-ma C1'~~) and his assistants, the hsiao ssu-ma _(,}, f,}~),
the chun ssu-ma ('@Q~), and the yu ssu-ma (-·:(;~~). The general 
duty of the department was to control the fortification of cities and 
towns, land surveys, and the like. The general staff of the department 
consisted of the subordinate functionaries; the ssu-hsun (~~) was 
in charge of· ·rewards and punishment; the hou-gen ({f~/,)took care of 
roads in varfous regions; the· .she-jen ( g}J/~directed the ri tua 1 · 
archery; ·the arsenals were entrusted to the ssu-ping .(~~) and the 
ssu-kung (~'~ ) ; the chariots were' managed by the: jung-p '.u ( *1~.); 
_ and the ta;.yu (1,~~,the mu-shi ( !ri ~) and the sou-jen c~~)
were functionaries in charge of the pasture-grounds.82 The department 
of justice was in charge of judicial affairs. The head of the 
department was the ta ssu-k'ou (·t~%:)with his assistants, the 
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hsiao ssu-k'ou (d\ ~ ~ ),the _shih-shi (~-p~),a~d the hsiang-shih 
(~)-:1: ) . There were special law officers .such as .the hsiang-shih 
(~*V:!: ), the sui-shih ~~-:r),and. the hsien-s~i.h (~~) who were 
in charge, of judicial affairs in the :provincial cities and the palace 
towns' of dignitaries. The criminal code was entrusted to the ssu-hsing 
( ~ :W\}). · The prisons were· con tr~ 11 ed -by the ssu-y~an Cf,\~ ) .There 
were alsn special law officers in charge 6f litigation, who proclaimed 
the punishments imposed· in the states, investigated maters under 
the control of th~ chief ctiminal·j~dge, and che~ked tases of disorder 
and i'mpri sonment. 83 . Hoy1ever, the last section of the· Chou-1 i, ·which 
dealt wth the department of works.,·was·lost and was replaced by a 
work caled.the k'ao kung chi :(1fT~G),·which describes the various 
artisans ·and· craftmen atached to the Chou royal house. 84 · ft.Few 
functionaries' such as the kung-~ en ("';L/~or the kung-shi h ( J:~u)
. '
. . .
belonged to the works department are found in other books. This 
indi~ates that there ·did exist a department of works in the cabinet r· 
of the Western C~ou royal house.85 
This is the gener~l description of the Western Chou governing 
~ystem in the Chou-li.86 :In·a word,.the administrative system of 
the Western Chou as described in the Chou-li was wel developed and 
highly specialized. However, .the authenticity of the Chou-li has been 
-hotly debated among the· scholars,: both Chines~ and.Western;87 The 
opi'nions vary . Bernard Karlgren, wh_o based his study on the =,· ·. ·~
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comparative grammar of this and other pre-Ch'in texts, says that the 
Chou-li .existed at any rate in the middle of the Second Century B.C. 88 
Sven Broman claims.that the 'governing system of the Western Chou in 
the Chou-li prevailed in middle and late feudal Chou in the various 
states and has its roots in the system that existed in the late 
Shang and early Chou. 89. However, a more careful investigation of 
the authenticity of the Chou-li was carried out more recently by H.G. 
Creel. He· says that the ·chou-li. was compiled by one or more scholars 
to describe the Western Chou government oh the basis of the informa-
. tion available to them, and that the governing sy~tem in the Chou-li 
was presented as an ideal government. Their descri.ption was heavily 
influenced by the ·preoc-~upations bf the Warring States period. In 
this regard, even though the Chou-li preserves some accurate infor-
mation in some matters of detail, it is useful only when used in. 
conjunction with qther genuine sources of Western Chou times. 90 
H.G. Creel carried out his study· of the governing system of the 
Western Chou on the basis of the newly discovered bronze inscriptions. 
of the Western Chou period. His study reveals that the Western Chou 
administrative system might have-consisted_of the departments of 
justtce and ftnance under the conttol of the grand pro~ector, the 
t'ai-pao or the grand secretary, the t•·ai...;shih. The justice depart-
ment did.as its title implies, while the financial department dealt 
wtth·trade~ media of exchange of various.kinds, and financial opera-
t·i.ons. 91 Hts study a 1 so shows • th~t under the contra 1 of the grand 
secretary or the grand protector, ~here were a large number of 
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of administrative and functional officials. These officials were 
·.
in charge of the performance of specific duties or carried out 
.particular miss i ans. They were se 1 ected according to their ta 1 ent 
and a·bi li'ty, were educated for offi ci a 1 se·rvi ce, and spent their 
whole lives in their fields. How~ver, these officials· seem to have 
been hereditary. The Chou royal house gave them income feifs in lieu 
of salaries. In carrying out ce·rtain specific functions and duties, 
however, · th~y were proto-bureaucrati c-. in characte;. 92 In this reg a rd, 
the administrative apparatus of the ··western Chou seems to have con-
. . ~ 
sisted of certai.n departments to which functional offi ci a.ls and staffs 
were attached under the control.of .the prime minister~ 
However, it is not~clear to what extent this proto-bureaucratic 
system functioned outside the domaih of the Western Chou royal house 
itself and made its power. felt in th~ various territorial dependencies. 
The direct evi'clence of archaeo 1 ogy and ·th·e bronze.inscriptions is 
extremely meager on this point. In fact, Ssu Wei-chih, who compiled 
the comprehensive annotated catalogue of Chou official titles on the 
bas·i s of both bronze i nscri ptfons and 1 i terary sources, says that the 
Cho~ offi.ctal system remai.ns difficult to verify. 93 Paul Wheatley 
also poi~ts out that tt is difficult tG investigate the extent and 
,,.... 
degree to which the proto-bureautrati~ system worked in the domains 
of the kfng and of the dependencies, according to the bronze inscrip-
.. 94tions which have been dtscovered so far. More recently, Elman R. 
Ser~ice insists that personal rul_e in the Chou ·teng.:.·thien system was 
the most i~portant ~nd basic eleme~t, and attacks the view of H~G. 
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Creel, who stresses that the Western Chou practiced an effective 
'and centralized administrative rule on the basis of its proto-
bureaucratic system. 95 In fact, the territory of the Western Chou 
dynasty was divided into numerous dependencies in the framework of 
..
the feng~thien system .. Local affairs and control in ~ach 
dependency wer_e left to the discretion of the holders of the 
dependencies, who were remote from the Chou capital. Under the 
circtimstances, it is reasonabl~ to think that th~ feng-chien system 
must have prevented the extension of the central proto-bureaurcacy 
much b~yond the royal domain itself~ Yet the main.conce~n and 
attention of the Western Chou royal house naturally would have been 
focused on the control 'and management of numerous and various 
dependencies ihich were politically autonomous units under the 
chartsmattc authortty of the Chou royal house, and under the pro-
tectton of tts milttary-force. The next chapter examines the ways 
in which the Court exerted its control over them. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
THE NATURE AND FUNCTIONS OF THE TRIBUTARY SYSTEM 
.After the conquest of the Shang, the Western Chou royal house 
granted dependencies to its close relatives, branch families, and the 
heads of tribal groups by means of a ceremony known as the tz'u-ming 
(/~{;p ).· 
This ceremony was conducted aGcording to a d.efinite. ritual pro-
cedure and with considerable pomp at th~ royal ancestral temple or 
the pal~ce -Of the Chou king. · Attending the ceremony ~ere the 
ki'ng ;. the nei.-shi h. ( t10 _j:) ·or the shi h ( ~), who kept the document 
of appointment; the aprointee, and some other holders of dependencies 
who-were ·invited as· guests by. the king .1 The document of appointment 
was read alnud; it praised th~ appointee or his ancestors for their 
service to the royal house, and .it enjoined the appointee to serve 
the royal house faithfully in the fu·ture .. In return for this, the 
.holder in. pledge of.his good faith presented jade vessels, and swore 
to serve· the Chou royal house with unswerving·loyalty.2 The ceremony 
a 1 so i'ncl uded i nstructtons and gifts .from the king. Among the. gifts 
were a written tablet :describing the granted land and the term qf the 
enfeoffment, together with valuable items such as bronze vessels, 
• ' f ' 
weapons,·ca~riages, ~nd clothing, 3 The ceremony cemented a political 
relationship between the Chou king and the holder of the dependency 
on the basis of. the relationship of sovereign and subject which bound 
the holder to the Chou royal house,, At the same time, various 
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political duties and obligations were assigned to the ·appointee. 
According to Chou tradition, one o~ligation was to visit the court 
at certain stipulated times. Such a mandatory court visit was 
ca 11 ed the ch 'ao ( ~A ) or the ch' ao-chi n (',~4 ;~. 
.These terms are seen in th·e sources related to the Western 
Chou period. For example, the.Li-chi states: 
When the Son of Heaven stands with his back to 
the screen with ·axed-head figures on it, and the 
princes present ·themselves before him with their 
faces to the north, this. is called kin (autumn 
audience). Whe"n he stands at the ( usu a 1 point 
of reception) between the door and the screen and 
·the dukes have their faces toward-the.east, and the 
feudal princes theirs towards the west~ this is 
called khao (the spring audience). 
Another description in the Li-chi says: 
:i
When King Wu died, King Khang being young and 
weak, the duke took the seat of the Son of Heaven, 
·and gbverned the kingdom .. During six years he 
gave audiente to all the·printes in the Hall of 
Distinction; instttuted.c~remonies, made his 
instrument of mustc, gave out his (standard) 
we!g~ts_and measures, and t~ere.wa§ a grand 
submtss1on throughout ;he. kingdom. 
Both passages in the Li-chi indicate -that the holders of dependencies 
in Western Chou times had a political duty to make court.visits to ·the 
Chou royal house in spring and autumn. However,_ the authenticity of 
the L t.:..chi· has Been daunted. ·Accardi ng to the analysis of the · 
·wei_.:..shu T'ung.:k•ao, the Li-chi ~as_ compiled in the first century 
B. C. It is a very mi see 11 aneou s : co Tl ect ion of documents on many 
subjects. 6 However, the ·oook sometim·es· preserves accurate information 
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about the Western Chou political, administrative, and social system. 
Other Chou sources such as the Chou-1 i, the Kuo-yu, the I-li, and 
the ,Chu-shu chi-nien contain some accurate information handed down from 
early times.: Therefore, each chaptef and passage in the traditional 
sources must be compared with evidence known to be reliable, such as 
the Shih-ching, the bronze instriptions, and other archaeological 
discoveries. In _this regard, a description in the Ts' ai shu section 
of the Shih~ching supports·the idea that the holders_ of dependencies 
visited the-Chou royal house in Western Chou times. The description 
runs: 
When the princes see the ·king 
Their coming they.exoress 
In various ways, No'w here I see 
Their flags, with drago? b 1 azonry 
Al waving in the wind. . 
The passage underlined above is writen "chun-tzu lai-ch'ao" 
C~~ ~~~~ ~ )in the original text of the Shih-·ching. The commen-
tary says that _•ichun-tzu" ( ~-3-)' means the· feudal princes and that 
"lai_ch'ao'! (.~~) means a ·court visit. James Legge translates 
"lai-ch'ao" as •i:to see the king." ~ctualy this means a court visit 
of the holders of dependencies to the Western Chou royal house. 
Another poem in t~e Hsiao-ya section of the book states: 
We gather the beans~ we gathe~ the beans, we 
put them in square baskets and in round; the 
lords come to _court for an audience .. ·Squirting 
is the straight-jeted fountain; we·gather the 
·cress; the-lords come.to court for an audience, 
we see their banners; their banoers fluter; 
this is where the lords arrive. · 
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This poem-aiso mentions the court visit of the holder .of a 
dependency, even though nothing is said of the frequency of such 
visits. A bronze inscription from the late Chou period has to do 
with a court visit of the ruler of Yen in the remote northern corner 
. . 9 
of the Western Chou-dynasty. According to all these indications, 
it· is not out of the question that the holders.of dependencies were 
supposed to make court vi s·i ts to the Chou roya 1 house at certain 
fixed times. 
As to how often the holder.·s of· dependencies were required to visit 
the Chou royal court, there seems to be no evidence in the authentic 
sources of Westetn Chou times.· The Li-chi and the thou-li alone 
mention the fr~quency C?,f the court: visits and specify some of the 
regulations concerntng them. A desc'fi pt ion in the Ming' t' ang section . 
of the.Li~chi says: 
In th~ir relation to the Son ,of Heaven, 
the feudal princes were required to send 
every year a minor mission to the court, 
and every three years a greater mission; 
· ~nee in. ny0 years, they had to appear there ,n person. 
The Chou~lt.is more specific. A ,description in the Ch'un-k'uan tsung- . 
po section- of the Chou-li states: 
The audience for the spr·i ng was ca 11 ed the 
·ch•ao, the audience for the summer the tsung, 
the audience for the autumn the chin, the 
audience for the winter the~' an1 the 
audience for the occasion the hui. _l 
. -
However., the ch'·i.u-kuan ssu--kou .section of the Chou-li describes the 
arangements differently: 
The hou-fou made audience once a year, • , the 
tie~-fu once in two years ~ . the nan-fu once 
in three years .. the pien-fu once in four 
years .. the wei-fu once in five.years .. 
and the y~o-fu once in six years .. ,2d outside 
the nine provinces once in a life time. 
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According to ~ ~ commentary, the territory of the Western Chou outside 
the Chou royal domain was divided.into nine provinces caled the 
nine chou (.fl,~) or the n.i ne fu ( 1vt9~-in the time of the Duke of 
Chou. the six fu, which consisted of the hou-fu, the tien-fu, the 
nan-fu, ~he pien-fu, the wei-fu and the yao-fu,-were ~ncluded in the 
nine provi'nces. However, the existence of the nine fu or the nine 
chou as admtnistrative -units in Chou times has been debated among the 
scholars, For example,Ch'u WaD-li says that the theory of the nine 
ch6u was a legend which appeared about the time of King Mu, and that 
it_is hard to believe that the nine chou realy existed as. adminis-
trati've units,13 ·shigeki Kaizuka claims that the territory of the 
Western chou was divided into the inner regi ans, the nei-fu ( Aflt~) 
and the outer regions, the wai'-fu ch(,l1&LThe inner regions con-
tained the ·areas surounding the·Chou royal domain and were occupied 
by the _holders of dependencies who _were closely· related to the Chou 
royal house, The outer regions were the regions oeyond the nei-fu and 
were occupied by the_heads of tribal groups who were alied with th~ 
Chou in the conquest of the Shang· dynasty.14_ In any·case, the passage 
indicates that each·fu paid visits to the Chou royal house, and that 
the numb·er of visits varted-according to the di stance from the Chou 
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-.royal domain. However, the indkations of the frequency and of some 
of the.regulations of the court vi~it are recorded differently in 
different texts, and even in the same book. These contradictions make 
it impossible to figure out the system. The most reliable source about 
court visits is a bronze inscription which was unearthed in Cheng-chou. 
The bronze i"nscription bears five characters: 11Ming pao yin ch'eng 
chou nein. 11 According to the commentary of Kuo-Mo-jo, Ming pao was 
the name -of Po Ch' in .((i\j \t ) who was one _of the sons _of the Duke of 
I 
Chou and the ruler of th~ Lu state, He identifies the character of 
yin ({~ 'i ) with the yi_ n C(i~ ) in the Ch I un kuan se~t ion of the Chou-1 i , 15 
which:means an occasfonal court visit paid by a holder of a dependency. 
Chteng Chou was Lo-yang. which was the eastern capital of Wester~ Chou 
during the time. The whole sentence could be ·translated as follows 
according to the commentary of-Kuo -Mo-jo: 
Ming pao, the ruler of the Lu state, made a court 
vis i't at Lo.:..:yang .. 
The i_denti ty of the term for a court with the same term in the Chou--1 i 
mak.es i_t possible that the court visit of the holder of a dependency in 
Western Chou times was carried out under certain special names or titles. 
Another·oronze inscription.has to do with a court visit paid by the bar-
barfans to the royal house of Chou. The bronze inscription reads:, 
Barbarians of.Fu-tzu invaded our territory, The 
king defeated and .chased them into Chtao ... 
Fu-tzu sent an envoy to meet the king, Then, the 
southern and ea~tern barbarians came to see the 
ki'ng. A 11 these were twenty--si x ~tates. 
Accordi.ng· to the commentary of Kuo Mo...:jo, the king mentioned in the 
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bronze i.nscriptfon ts Ki_ng Chao P who ruled from ·1052 to 1002 B, C, 16 
Althougti there is no evtdence concerning ·the frequency· of any of 
these visits, th~·Menttus~ a relatively dependable source~ does contain 
such informatton: 
(If a feudal lordl once failed to appear at court 
tie was· reduced in rank, · -If he fai"l ed to appear 
~ second time, he was ·deprived of some of his 
territory. If he di~ so a third ti'me, the si.x 
armies removed him. · 
Though the passage of the Menctus_does not mention the exact 
. . frequency of the court vtsHs; -it shows. cl early t.hat the ho 1 ders of 
. . 
dependencies were required to make· 9oµrt visits at cettain· fix~d 
times. Although tt ts hard to verify the statements in the Chou-li 
and the:Lf-thi that the court ~isit~ were regularly made at fixed 
times under special names, the indic~tidns in the Shih~ching, the 
oronze i.nscri'pttons, and the.Mencius. reveal that the holders of 
dependencies of the Western Chou were required to make periodic 
personal visits of some sort to the· Chou ct>Urt, 
Chou tradition has tt that when th_e holders of dependenci.es paid 
their vtsi.'ts to th·e Chou royal· court, they paid a tribute called the 
· kung (~ J. to the Chou ldng, . In· fact, the term kung is seen in many 
Chou sources such as. the Shang-shu, the Chou-li:- and the·rso-chuan. 
The· Chou.:.-H_ says about tne · kung that the: 
· ·Hou.:.fu. , , p~id tribute.in sacrificial victims 
th~ ti~n~fu. , . sent silk; the n~ri-fu contributed 
·dtsHes for· ~acrifice ., •• ; th~·t~l~i~fu offered · 
cloth • · •• ; tfi~·~ei~fu presented eight kinds of 
timBers •18 ,; the·yao~fu·gave in trtbute its national products. 
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The passage indicates that each region and the barbarians outside the 
nine provinces were supposed :to pay various tribute to the Chou king 
when they visited~ However, as has been·pointed out, the Chou-li is 
a questionable source. Some scholars claim that the regular practi~e 
of the court visit and the presentation of the tribute as stated in 
the Chou-li are an invention of later Confucianists trying to idealize 
the Chou admini~trative system. Yet the Shang-shu has some trustworthy 
information about the kung·which was paid to the Chou royal court. 
The section called the Yu~kung, whi~~ is one of the reliable Western 
Chou works, 19 says that the Chou terri.tory was divided ·into nine chou 
(,/uij.). These were Chi-chciu (1!,ttj- ), Yen-ch(,u (~-\If'), Ch'ing-chou
(.~~), Hsii-chou. C4~·,# ), Ya~g-chou (tt.f1r), Ching-chou (*\}-ttf ), 
vii-chou -P-~-\ij--1, Liang-chou ( ~+If ), and Yung~chou (ti iJf ). Then
it·mentions tribute from eight of these chou. Yen-chou sent lacquer, 
silk, and patterned woven stuffs in baskets; Ch'ing-chou presented salt, 
· fine.cloth, sea produc~s of various kinds, silk, hemp, lead, pine-wood· 
and ~trange stones; Hsu~chou paid earth of five colors, variegated 
pheasants of the Yu va 11 ey, so 1 i tary t' ung trees from Mt. Yi 's south 
slope, and mu~ical stones that float~d in the water; Yang-chou sent 
bronze of three colors, yao :and kun ·stones, fine and coarse bamboos, 
. .
teeth, ·hides, feathers; and hai~ and timbers~ Ching-thou tfibute 
. .. . 
included-.f~athers, hair, teeth, hides, bronze of three qualities, 
grindstone~ and whetstones,· and arrow-head stones and cinnabar. 
YLl-chou paid lacquer, h~mp, fine and coarse cloth, and silken fabrics 
and floss silk. Liang-chou sent gold, iron, silver, steel, arrow-head 
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stones, musical stones, black bears~ foxes and wild cats; Young-chou 
tribute included lin andlang-kan stones. 20 The Lu-ao section of the 
Shang-shu, which is not reliable, indicates some tribute from the 
Western barbarians. 21 However, the presentation of tribute by the 
holders of dependencies to the Chou royal house has been doubted by 
some scholars such as H.G. Creel because of the lack of evidence in 
the Shih~ching,· the bronze inscriptions, and in the Tso-chuan, which 
are considered to be genuihe sources of Chou times. However, the 
Tso-chuan· does provide some informat~on about tribute. It mentions 
a conflict that arose between the. states of Ch' i ·and cti' u when .the 
state of Ch11u failed to send its proper tribute to the Chou royal 
court~ The state of Ch!i, which· was the hegemonic state during the 
early ch•un-ch'iu period, sent its army into the territory of Ch'u 
with the help of other states~ Ch'u then sent an emissary to Ch'i 
to ask the reason for this· inva~ion. ·Kuan-chung, the Ch'i minister, 
answered as follows: 
Duke K'ang of Shaou delivered the charge to T'ae-
kung, the first lord of our Ts'e, saying, ~Do you 
undertake to punish the guilty·among the princes 
of all the five .degrees . · .. in order to support 
and help the House of the Chow~· So there was given 
to our:founder rfile over the land, from the sea on 
the east to the Ho 6n the west, and from Muh-ling 
on the south to Woo~te·on the north. Your tribute 
of covered cases of the three-ribbed rush (p'ao-hsu) 
is not rendered, so that the king's sacrifices are 
not supplied with it ..... ' The messenger replied, 
'That the tribute has not been forwarded is the· fault22 of the lord;:-- how should he presume not to pay it?' 
H,G, Creel regards this incident involving the states of Ch'i and Ch'u 
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as part of an elaborate diplo~atic maneuvering for·the hegemony, 
and he denies that the issue of the tribute has any real meaning.23 
However, as will be discussed later, the tribute of Ch'u to the Chou 
roya 1 court had a serious po 1i ti ca 1 .meaning. Tribute was supposed to 
con~ist of characteristic local products. 24 Most of the tribute was 
used in the Chou royal sacrifices. In ancient times, participation 
by one tribal group in another .. s sacrifices meant political submission. 25 
In this regard, the p'ao~hsu which .was used to strain liquor for the 
Chou royal sacrifice, 0as one_of the important items used in the 
sacrifices of the Chou royal house. Its presentation iignified the 
. .
political subm1ssion of C~'u to the Chou royal house,· In this regard, 
Ch'u's failure to send-:.it to the Chou royal house was a good excuse 
which the Ch'i army exploited,so- as to invade the territory of Ch'u 
legitimately. This incident :clearly shows that the holders of 
dependencies were supposed to send certain stipulated tribute to the 
Chou royal court. 
Another dispute ~bout tribute occurr~d when Tzu ch'an, the 
pri"me minister of the state of Cheng, argued about the amount of 
tribute required from the state of.ChJn, which was at the _time the 
hegemon state.· The· state of Cheng was one of the small states that 
lived under pressur~ from the powerful stat~s of Chin and Chtu, who 
were vyi.hg to contra l the hegemony. Tzu-ch' an as the premier of this 
small state .was a_man who had a deep insigh_t into reality by dint of 
his reasonable character and his broad knowledge. He tried-to carry 
out the political renovation of his state by sometimes overlooking 
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traditional customs and ideas.and undertaking radical reforms, such 
as the·~nactment of written law, which was against the traditional 
idea of rule-by-l:!_ (~--LS~';).· However, in the diplomatic field, he 
utilized the traditional ideas and system to reduce the burden of 
tribut~ which was impos~d on his state from Chin; 26 He mentioned the 
traditional custom concerning tribute in a diplomatic conference which 
was held under the auspices of the state of Chin. He reportedly said: 
Formerly, the Son of H~aven regulated the amount 
of the contribution ( ~ ) according to the rank 
of the state. Where the rank was high, the 
contr~~ution was heavy ... this was the rule of 
Chow. _ . . 
At another assembly of states, Tzu-Ch'an mentioned another regulation 
or custom which ·was ·said to have existed in Western Chou times: 
When the states were assembled to adjust the 
business2gf their contribution, it was according to ·rule. , 
By citing this traditional·rule of Chou, Tzu-ch'an was successful in · 
reducing the amount of tribute which was imposed on Cheng. -His 
statements indicate that the· holders of dependencies of the Western 
Chou paid a certain·type of tribute in graded amounts to the Chou 
roya 1 house. 
As to: the nature of the tribute, the Ku-liang chuan says: 
Formerly the holders of dependencies co2;ributed 
national products to the· Son of Heaven. . 
The Tso-chuan mentions that: 
In spring the Son of Heaven·sent Chia Fu to ask 
for carriages., This mission was contrary to 
propriety. It did not.belong to the princes 
to contribute carriages or dresses to the king; 
and.it was not fo~ the Son of ~5aven privately 
to ask for money or.valuables. 
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Both passa~es suggest that·the,tribute of the ~alders of dependencies 
was confined to the indigenous and special products of the localities. 
As al ready related, the Yu-kung section of the Shang-shu stipulates 
as much. · It can be presum·ed that the ho 1 ders of dependencies in 
Western ~hou times wer~ required to-make court visits and to.present 
tribute to the Chou roy"al court,·although we do not know the frequency 
or the detailed regulations. 
The court visits seem to have had several purposes. First of 
all the court visits provided the Chou king and the holders of 
dependencies with opportunities for social intercourse. According 
to the Chtiu-kuan ssu-kou ·section of the Chou-li, there was an 
office called the hsi~o.:.hsing jen (t} .. ~1/,) which was in charge of 
tribute from dependencies, and prepared the entertainments for the 
tribute bearers. It is unknown whether there really was such an 
office in Western Chou times or not. However, it is believed that 
there must have ~xisted some person or institution which took care 
of theie things for the king, This social i~tercourse would have · 
promo~ed good will and friendship among the holders of dependencies 
and between the holders and the.Chou king. The visits also undoubtedly 
fostered a sense of sol i.darity and a common bond which must have 
facilitated joint action in case of-bartiarian inva~iori. The Shih-ching 
indicates a political purpose behind ·the court visits. It runs: 
The lords came to court for an audience ... 
they are rewarded by .the ·son of Heaven; happy be. 
the lords, the Son of Heaven gave them charges; 
happy b~ the lords, felicity and blessing (extend, 
prolong them;) cause them to continue (in favor) 
... their leaves are abundant; happy be the 
lords, they protect the ~tate of the Son of Heaven 
... The.Son of Heaven (measures, scrLltinizes) 
supervises them; happy be the lords, may felicity 
and bles~ings strengthem them~ how plea§~nt, how 
(rambling) easy they are when arriving. 
J J ·~ • 
Two passages in the. Tso-chuan reveal·. some more details: : 
The princes· attended at the court of the. 
emperor33which was called "giving a report of office. . 
The other passage states: · 
Formerly, when princes of states appeared at the 
king's court to r~c~ive instructions about their 
government, the king gratified them with an · 
entertainment. 34 . the princes receiving his commands . . •. 
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Both pass~ges clearly· indic~te that the purpose of the court visit. 
of the holders of dependencies was t6 give a report of their state's 
affairs to the Chou king and to·receive instructions from the king. 
The court visit of the holders of dependenci~s to the Chou royal 
h6us~ ~as ·one of the devices bj which the Chou king controlled the 
holders of dependencies.in that.he received their.reports and gave 
them i'nstructions on how to manage· _their states t 
In controlling the holders ·of dependencies, the Chou royal house 
had another dev.ice called the hsun-shou (~{'1 ) , or "tol:Jr of 
. inspection.II As to· the tour of. inspection by the Chou king, the 
Chou-li, the Li-chi, and the Tso-chuan preserve mention of it. 
According to the Li-chi: 
The Son of Heaven, every five years, made a tour 
of inspection through the fiefs. In the second,month 
of the year ... he gave audienc~ to the princes; 
inquired out those who Wer~ 100 years old 
where any of the spirits of the hills and rivers 
had-been unattended to,'it was held to be an act of 
irreverence, and the irr~verent ruler was deprived. 
of a part of his te·rritory. Where there had been 
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neglect of the proper order in the observances of the 
ancestral temple, it was held· to show a want of filial 
piety, and_the ran~ of'.the unfilial ruler was reduced. 
Whe~e any ceremohy had.been altered, or any instrument 
of music changed, i~ ~as .held to be an instance of 
disobedience, and the disobedient ruler was banished. 
Where the statutory changed, it was held to be rebellion, 
and the rebellious ruler was taken off. The ruler who 
had done good servic~ for the people, and shown them 
an example of-virtu35 .received an addition to his territory and rank. · . 
The.next.passage continues to say that the Son of Heaven continued his 
tour to the south, the west, and the.north, observing the same cere- .. 
monies and inspecttng each state. This implies that through his 
personal trip, the Chou king examined the condition of government 
and the realiti~s of the people's lives, and· allotted rewards and 
puni'shments to the holders accordingly. However, it seems unlikely 
.that the Chou king made a regular practice of such trips to check out 
all of the dependencies at certain fixed times. But there is no doubt 
that the Chou king mad~ some triRS because these are mentioned in the 
Mencius, the· Shi h..:.chi ng, and the bronze inscriptions. The Mencius says: 
· The emperor visited the princes, which was called 
a tour of inspection .... It was a custom in 
the spring to examine~the plowing, and to supply 
any oeficiency of seed, and in autumn to examine 
th~ reaping, and assist where there was a deficiency 
of the crop. When the emperor entered the boundaries 
· of a st~te, if the new ground was being reclaimed, 
and the old fields well cultivated; if the old were 
nourished and the worthy honored; and if men of 
distinguished talents were placed in office; then 
the prince was rewarded ... if on entering a state, 
the ground was found left wild ... ·if the old were 
neglected and the worthy unhonored; and if the 
offices were filled with ha3g taxgatherers; then the prince_was reprimanded. 
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The Mencius closely echoes the Li-chi. However, the Shih-ching and 
the bronze inscriptions,- which are the most trustworthy sources, 
offer no details about the king'·s ·personal trips to the dependencies, 
although they do mention sue~ trips .. The Chou-sung section of the 
Shih-thi"ng says:· "He makes :his seasonable tour in his state. 1137 
According to the commentary, after the conquest of Shang, King Wu 
made a triumphal tour:across the state and offered a sacrifice tb 
Heaven. A bronze i nscri pt ion .shows that ~i ng Ch' eng made an inspection 
trip to the southeast. The Tso~chuan has a statement about the 
inspection trip of the king in the W~stern Chou times. It runs: 
The.princes have their.services on'the king's 
b~half,~and the ki§g has his tours of in~pection 
among the princes. · 
Another passage says: 
The king3~ade a progress of survey·of the fief of Kwoh.. . ·· 
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I.he Shih~ching, the bronze inscriptions, and the Tso-chuan clearly 
show the king did make inspections tours·in Western Chou times, although 
there is no information about the frequency or the conditions of 
these tours to support the statements of the Li-chi and the Mencius. 
Yet it is clear that through the touf of inspection, the king main-
tained personal touch with the holders of dependencies in various 
parts of the country, and impressed the Chou royal authority upon 
the holders. 
Another kind of court visit was the more informal Ch'ao-p'ing 
(.~~~) .or p'ing (11~). The P'ing-i section of the Li-chi says 
about this, 
~·
It was a statute made by the Son of Heaven for 
the feudal lords, that every year ·they should 
interchange a ·small mission, and .every;.three years 
a great one; thus stiwM1ating one another to the 
exerci'se of courtesy/. 
This says that in Western Chou· times, friendly visits among the holders 
of dependencies were arranged by the Chou ·king. A simi 1 ar mention of. 
this practice is found in the ChoO-li. 41 Also the Tso-chuan seems to 
potnt to the existence of this practice among the holders of 
dependencies: 
It was an ancient regulation that the princes 
of states should interchange these court-visits 
once in five years~ in order.to bel~er their 
o6servance of the king 1 s commands. 
· The -L ;.:.chi and the Tso-chuan are 1n contradiction about the frequency 
of these visits. According to other indications in the Li-chi and 
the Tso-ch~an, it seems sure that the friendly visit among the 
holders of dependencies mainly occurred when one of them died and 
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a successor was installed. As to the purpose of the friendly visit 
as arranged by the Chou royal house, the Li-chi says: 
When the princes thus stimulated one.another to 
the observance of the ceremonial. usages; they 
did not make any attacks.ori one another, and in 
their states there was no oppression or encroachment. 
In this way the Son of He~ven cherished and 
nourished them; there was no occasion for any 
appeals to arms, and they were furnished with an 
instrument to maintain themselves in rectitude. 43 
The Li-chi_ ~lso says that friendly· visits among the holders of 
dependencies was designed by the Chou· royal house to promote good 
will and friendship among them, and to prevent the rise of disorder 
. . . 
and ·confusion, which could affect the. overall stability and order 
of the kingdom. As alrea.dy indica~e_d, the authenticity of the. Li-chi 
as an ~i~toftcal sout~e is questionable. However, it appears certain 
that there existed some 'type of friendly visits exchanged among the 
. ..
holders, as indicated in the Tso-chuan. The friendly visits exchanged 
by the holders must be seen as one of the devices used by the Chou 
royal house to control them. Among these devices, it seems likely 
that the court visit was the most important. ·According to the Li-chi 
and the Tso~chuan, the practice of the court' visit symbolized the 
special political relationship between the Chou king and the holders 
of dependencies.· The.Li~chi says: 
The ceremonies at the·court audiences of the 
,different seasons were intended to illustrate 
the righs~ous relations between ruler and 
subject.· · · 
The Tso-chuan also runs: 
There are court visits, to rectify the true 
position of the different ranks of nobility, 
and 4g arrange the order of the young and the old. . . 
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The passages clearly indicate that the court_ visit served not only 
as a means for reporting state affairs and receiving instructions, 
but al so as an express·; on of the relationship between sovereign and 
subject in the Chou realm. The Mencius says that -if tne holder 
failed to appear at the. Chou royal court, he was· reduced in rank; 
if he· did not ·appear a·:second· tim~,-· he was deprived of some of his 
territory, and if he failed to appear a third time, then the six 
armies of the king removed him. The· court visit was thus a principal 
obligation of the holders as vassals of the Chou royal court. 
The Chou royal house not only controlled the holders ·of the 
de~endencies with these devices, but also bound them to the Chou 
house 6n the basis of their blood relationships. The holders of 
non-Chi' surname.who were the heads of the tribal groups allied with 
· the Chou i.n the conquest of the S_hang recei v~d a new surname from 
-the Chou royal house and were brought into the Chou clanship through 
intermarriage with the Chou royal _house. Accordingly, they were 
addressed as maternal uncle, the Po-chiu (!fGij) by the Chou king. 
The holders of the Chi surname were·.called paternal uncle, the 
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Po-f_u : ( {(-3 9-,). 46 All were!:apparently allowed to participate in 
·the Chou ancestor worshfp. To maintain its leadership as the tsung-
chu ( ~ ..... t ) ,' the keeper of the ritua 1 chamber, and to keep order 
among the numerous branch families, the Chou royal house stressed 
the ancestor worship and issued special iristructions about it to all 
kinsmen who were granted territorial dependencies. The instructions 
which were given to Po Ch'in, the son of the Duke of Chou and the 
future ruler of Lu state, ·are as follows: 
Reverently and carefully, ·you discharge your filial 
duties, graridly and respectfully you behave to 
spi'rits and to m_en. I admire your virtue, and 
pronounce i't great, and not to be forgotten .. God· 
wil-1 always enjoy your offerings; the people will 
be reverently harmonious under your sway. I raise 
yo~, therefore, to the rank of High ij~ke, to rule 
this eastern part of our great land. 
Another passage in the Shih-ching runs: 
The descend~nt of the Prince of Chou (Chou kung), 
the son of prfnce Chuang, .with dragon banners 
presents .sacrifice; the six reiri~ are.like sinews; 
in spring and autumn he never (slackens) is 
neglectful, -he offers the sacrifice without error; 
th~ very august sovereign· God, the august ancestor 
Hou Jsi, he sacrifices to them with red victims; 
they enjoy them,. they approve of them, they send 
down Blessings that are many; the prince of Chou, 
the lMgust ancestor, will also bestow blessings upon 
you. · · . , 
"These passages indicate that when the holders of dependencies were 
enfeoffed, they were instructed to offer sacrifice to the Chou 
ancestors ·includin[ Hou Chi-, the founding ancestor of the Cho~ clan. 
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The Chou royal house also elaborated an ancestral cult system 
and laid down the delicate·ritual of ancestor·worship precisely to 
the smallest detail, for itself and the holders to observe. The cult 
ca 11 s for seven chape 1 s on raised platforms, or t' ang_ ( ,t ) i'n the 
grand temple· called ·the t'ai-miao ('{.,~~ ). The central chapel was 
dedicated to the first ancestor of the Chou clan, Hou Chi.' On either 
side were the chapels of the three chao ( (3J ) and the three mu (#, ).49 
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Four of these--two-on either side--were allotted to closely related. 
ancestors who were entitled to monthly sacrifices. The two other 
side c~apels, those ne~rest that of the Hou Chi, were reserved for 
two remote _anGestors who were no longer entitled to monthly but only 
to season a 1 sacri'fices." These were probably the 11 p.erpetua 1. home" 
(shi h-shih, i!:!, 'i }of Kings Wen and Wu, the founders. of the dynasty. 
The~~ncestral cult,~ystems~of.~he holder~·of the·dependencies·were 
arranged in the same way, except that they had only five chapels: two 
for the nearer ancesto~s~ two for more distant ones, and one for the 
first ancestor Hou Chi. In each generation, a series of tablets was 
di spl a·ced ·one rank to a 11 ow for the· new tablet of the just-.deceased 
to 6e iristalled •. After.six generations had passed, the tablet 
attain~d its.definitive place, in the chapel of the first ancestor, 
. where it took part in the collective sacrific~s. 50 The chief 
mourner in the ancestr~l ~ites and the chief officer of sacrifices 
Was suppos~d to be the eldest son 6f .the principal wife a~cording to 
the rule of primogeniture. Accordingly, the Chou· king who was 
supposed to be the eldest son of·the,Chi clan was in charge of 
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ancestor worship and the offering of sacrifice in the Chou royal 
house;· while the holders of dependencies, who were supposed to be 
the :oldest sons of their clans, were also responsible for,ancestor 
worship in their states. The kinship between the Chou royal house 
and the ·holders was supposed to remain closely linked through this 
common ancestor w6rship and the system of primogeniture, even after 
the branch families of the Chi clan had expanded greatly with the 
pas~ing of time. 51 According to some Chou ·traditions, this blood 
re 1 at i onshi p between the Chou r·oya 1 house and the holders was reflected 
politically. The Kuo..:yu shows this dualistic relationship between 
the Chou roya 1.house and its holders. It states: 
. ,_, 
· In the ancient system, the royal ·domain was called 
. the t •· i en+'.fu, the ateas near to the roya 1 domain 
were referred to .as the hou-.fu, the area .after the 
hou~fu and the wei-fu was the·~1n-fu: The barbarians 
of the rand Wan were the.yao-fu. The barbarians 
of Lung and Ti were the huang-fu. The t'ien-fu 
offered the daily sacrifice, the hou-fu carried out 
the monthly· sacrifice .. The pin-fu conducted the 
yearly sacrifi~e. -The yao-fu contributed the . 
tribute sacfifices· once in six years. The huang-fu 
appeared at the Chou royal court for the sacrifice 
once in thirty years .. It was the ancient custom 
that the holders of dependencies carried out the 
daily ·sacrifice, the monihly sacrifice, the yearly 
sacrifice, the contribution of tribute once in ~ix 
years, and th~2appea~ance for the sacrifice once in thirty years. · . 
While it is questionable whether this zonal system existed or not, the 
passage indicates that the freque~cy of parti~ipation in the sacrifices 
or sending in o"f sacrifi cia 1 offe_ri ngs, depended upon the degree of 
distance from the Chou royal house •. The Chou pen-chi section of the 
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Shih-chi has the same description as the Kuo-yu. 53 A description of 
' ' . 
the holders•· participation in Chou royal ancestor worship is found 
in the Shih-ching, a genuine source.for the Western Chou period. 
It states: 
There are those who come, very concordant; they 
arrive and stand, very solemn; assisting (at the 
sacrifite) are the rulers and princes; the Son of 
Heaven is very august. Oh we offer the large . 
male animal, assist us in setting forth the sacri-
fice; great was my august father, §~ (tranquilizes)· 
comforts me, his pious _son . . . . ·. 
The Kuo-yii~ the Shih-chi, and the Shih-ching all suggest that the Chou 
roya 1 house had constant contact with its· holders through p~rti ci pati on 
in the ceremony of Chou. royal· ancestor worship. There are· some other 
indications in the Shih-ching, suggesting that the holders' partici-
pati'on in ttie royal ancestor.worship occurred when they came to the 
capital for audiences. The Shih-ching says: 
When he completed the b~ilding of Lo-yi (the eastern 
capital of Chou), the Duke of Chou received in audience 
the holders of-dependencies and gu{ded5;hem to the shrine of .King Wen to -0ffer sacrifice. . 
Anoth~r passage runs:· 
The poets say, the holders of dependencies came 
to help the royal sa56ifice and visited the temple of ancestor worship. . 
The Chou poets composed: ·the fo 11 owing hymn for the· ceremony: 
Oh you ministers and officers! Be attentive 
in your tasks; the king regulates your achievements; 
c6me and deliberate, come and scrutinize. It is 
th~ end ~f the sg7ing; what do you then further. wait for. . . . . . · 
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The commentary dates·the following poem to the time of King Ch'eng 
and the Duke of Chou: 
The holders oi depen~~~~ies made first the court· 
visit to King Ch'egg ~nd offered sacrifice at the 
shrine of King Wu. · · . 
According to the commentary, the Duke of Chou retired from the position 
of regent to King Ch'eng ~fter helpirig ~im for seven years. When 
King Ch'eng became~full ru1er,--the holder.smade a court visit and 
. offered sacri'fice at th_e shring of King Wu. The Shih ... ching says: 
They appear·before their sovereign king, they seek 
· their emblems of distinction; . .' . they are led 
to appear before the·shrihed dead father to show 
t~eir piety, to bring ofg9rings, to increase their v 1 go ro us o l d age . ~ . . . . 
The poem shows when King Ch'eng took over after the Duke of Chou 
retired, the holders came to his co~rt and carried out sacrifices 
at the shrine of King Wu. All the indications in the passages of 
. . .the Shih-thing show.that whenever, the holders of dependencies made 
court visits, they also offered sacrifices at the ancestral temple._ 
It ~eems· that the holders' participation in the t~mple of ancestor 
worship may not' have been· confined to. those of the Chi surname. The 
Shth-ching -impli'e? that _the holders of non-Chi surname also parti-
cipated in the Chou royal ancestor worship: 
The descendants of ~5e two kings came to 
help the sacrifice. 
.gs
The contemporary poets composed the following poem for this occasion: 
In a flock the egrets· go flying, on that western 
moat; our guests arrive (dignitaries assisting 
at the sacrifice), they.also have that appearance . 
. There, there is nothing.to dislike, here, there is 
nothing to disrelish (for the spirits, all our 
-offerings are perfect).; may we constantly be in 
attendance (in the temple), i~ order to perpetuate 
. the fame (of the ancestors). 
The Cheng I commentary identifies the descendants of the two kings 
with the holders of Sung and Ch'i. As is known well, the state of 
Sung was granted by King Wu to Wei-tzu, who was one of the descendants 
of the last Shang kinefand was iupposed to ~aintain the sacrifices to 
his ancestors. The State of Ch'i was established by King Wu in 
honor of YU who was one of the sage kin~s of ancient China. ·Both 
were families of non-Chi surname. The. commentary says they came to 
offer the ~acrifice at the Chou ancestral temple. Another commentary 
on the Shih-ching also says the same thing:· 
Wei-tzu made the court visit and offered 
sacr.Hi ces to the Chou. rg~a 1 ancestors in 
the time of King Ch'eng. 
To praise this, the contemporary poet? composed the following poem: 
There is a guest who stays one night, 
there i's a guest who stays two nights; we hand 
him tethers,·to tether his ·horsesr--We escort 
him, we attend upon him and comfort him; he 
has _ great dignity, (.H6jven) sends down felicity · that is very restful •. 
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According to the commentary, after the great rebellion against the 
Chou was crushed, King Ch •·eng established Wei-tzu as the ruler of 
the Sung state. Wei-tzu tame to the Chou royal court for an audience, 
and then offered sacrifice at the royal Chou ancestral temple. 
Therefore, it may be conc-luded that all the holders of dependencies 
in Western Chou times·were supposed ·to·offer sacrifice at the Chou 
royal-ancestral temple when ·they came to court for audiences, regardless 
of their surname. When they made the·court visit and offered the 
sacrifice at the temple of the Chou _royal ancestor worship, it seems 
that they had the opportunity to show their. piety and filial duty. 
- . A verse in the Shih-ching runs ~s follows: 
The wild-duck are on the Ching; 
The ducal Dead-reposes and is at peace. 
Your wine is clear, _. · 
Your foo-d smells~·good •. · 
The Dead One quietly drinks;· 
Ble~sings are in the making. 
The wild-duck are on th~ sands 
"The Dead One is calm·and well disposed 
Your wine is plentiful, 
Your food is good 
the Dead One quietly drin~ij; 
Blessings are being made.--
Thfs verse was not one which was ,composed for the occasion when the 
holders of dependencies came to the Chou royal court for audience 
and -offered sacrifice at the ancestral temple. It was one of the 
verses used i'n the ceremony of ancestor worship in Western Chou times. 
In the.verse, the impersonator of-the· dead man {a former Duke or 
ruler), was extremely dignified and calm,-the sacrificial offerings 
were sincere, and through him the ancestor enjoyed the offerings and 
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promised blessings. It was believed in Chou·.times that when a sacrifice 
w~s.·offered to the.ancestor, he came down for the duration of the 
ceremony, entering a living person chos~n beforehand. Such a person 
was not a representativ~ of the ancestor, but the actual bearer of 
the ancestor's soul. After the ceremony, the ancestor appreciated 
the offerings and promised good fortune to his descendants. If he 
had been a prince, he had wide powers that he could use to bless and 
protect the whole territory of .his.descendants. 65 This ceremony of 
sacrifice for the dead ancestor·turned easily into a clan feast. A 
verse in the Shih-ching says: 
When death and mourning affright us 
Brothers a re~. very dear.; . . . .. 
When brothers are h~rd pressed 
·Even good friends . · 
At the. most do but.~heave .a. sigh." .... 
Brothers may quarrel within the walls, 
But outside they defend.one another from insult; 
·Whereas even good friends 
Pay But short heed. 
But when th~ times of mourning or 
Violence are over,·· 
When all is calm and still, 
Even Brothers 
Are not the equal of friends 
Set out your dishes and meat-stands 
Drink wine to your fill; 
All you brothers are here ~ggether 
Peaceful, happy, and mild. 
The verse shows.that after finishirig the offering.of sacrifi~e, each 
member of the clan shared the s~crificial food and tried to promote 
general good will. Needless to say, the regular practice of offering 
sacrifice to the common ancestor, and the repeated clan feast, would 
reaffirm consci'ousness of a cormnon blood relationship, and engender 
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friendship among the members. It .is not hard to understand how the 
Chou royal ·house could build up solidarity and a corrrnon bond among 
..
the branch families and the relatives through such means. Among all 
the control devices used by the Chou court to regulate its vassals, 
the sense of a·common relationship ·inculcated through these communal 
r~ligious events was certainly one of the more' effective. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
CHANGES IN THE FUNCTION AND THE NATURE OF THE 
TRIBUTARY SYSTEM' IN THE CH'.UN-CH' IU PERIOD 
The emergence of new states ,in the Ch'un-ch'iu period (ca 771-· 
481 B.C.) coincided,with the breakdown of the feng-chien system of 
the Wester'n Chou. Accardi ng to the study of Kuo Chung-t' ao, by the 
beginning of the Ch'un-ch'iu period there existed one hundred seventy 
states. With the weakening of the royal house of. Chou, these states 
began to pursue all the more their own.individual policies. A few 
had already started to emerge as important states with sufficient power 
to enable them to maintain their predominance throughout the Ch'un-
ch'iu period .. Richard L~ Walker classifies the emerging states into 
two-~ategories; ·the central and the peripheral, according to their 
rela~t.ve .geographical po~Hion, and the degree to which they preserved 
Chou cultural values., The ce~tral states incJuded the states of ~u, 
Cheng, Wei, Sung, Ch'i, Ts'ao, Ts'ai, and.the royal Chou state in the 
old cultural heart of North China. The main periphenal states were 
Ch'in, Chtn, Vii, Kuo, and Liang in Shen-si and Shan-si; the state of 
Yen in ~he vicinity of modern Peking~ In the south, extending in a 
belt along the Yang-tzu valley, were the states of Ch'u, Sui, Sheri, 
Hsi, HsU, T'eng, Chiao, Chou, and Pa.· In preser:1t-day Chiang-su and 
Che-chiang were the states of Wu and Yueh. In the outer zone beyond 
these peripheral states lived the b~rbarians_ -~ the Ti {11l, ) in the 
north, the I Ct ) in the ea-st, the Man (. ·i ) in the south, and the 
Jung ( ~ ·) tn the west. 1 
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·. At the beginning ~f the Ch'tin-ch'iu period, the central states 
had ·already developed highly regulated and specialized means of 
communication. -They possessed an advanced culture which they had 
inherited from the Western Chou~ The royal house of Chou continued 
to have some weight with these central states be~ause it constituted 
a ritu~l cent~r, and because it ~ould still exercise some pdlitical 
authority when heces.sary. The centra 1 states sti 11 recognized the 
mor3.l law of the feng-chien system. They were compact in size and 
trowded each other. 
The periphetal states h~d the adv~ntages of more convenience. 
They were states that had-come.within the ambience ·of Chou culture 
· in relatively recent tjmes; and they still preserved some of the old 
. . 
barbarian cultural trai.ts. 2 · Therefo.re, they were less closely tied to 
the original-~.feng~chien:System and -··its m,oral>law.: 1 .As --they. became .. 
more.and.mar~ powerful,they,developed a character of their own, and 
. . 
soon they began to outstrip the central stat~s in power. Generally, 
the central states such,as Cheng, Lu, Wei; Sung and the royal Chou 
were less aBle to respond quickly to the new situation, and gradually 
they Became minor states, while the periophera1 states which had more 
room for expansion and development quickly consolidated their power 
through· the annexatiori of smaller-states, or the absorption of_bar~ 
barian terri'tory. The_peripheral PC?Wers then began to encroach upon 
the central states.· 
· Statesmen of the ttme graded a 11 the states into ranks according 
to their national wealth and strength:· the great powers, the 
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ta- kuo ( f,i~ ); the ~econdary powers, the tz' u-kuo ( :.}~1® ) , and 
the small .states, the hsiao-kuo (\\,1~ ). The great powers consisted 
of Chin in the northeast and Ch'u in the south, the secondary powers 
included the states of Ch'in and Ch'i, while the central states of Lu, 
Ch'eng, Sung, Ts!.~i, and Ts'ao and Wei ranked among the lesser states. 3 
Below the small states were the so-called attached states, the fu-yeng 
(fA'i ~)) and the co 1 onies, the shu ( /9.k ) . But these were not recog-
nized as independent sovereign states. 4 
The increasing confrontations and struggles among these states 
encouraged the development _of political centralization within each of 
them. Rulers began to employ kinsmen and·non~kinsmen·indiscriminately 
for the sake o~ greate~ 3idministrative efficiency. 5 With the rise of 
bureaucratic systems, political power devolved into the hands of 
impersona 1-bureaucracies, -whose, major goal was to .. serve. the .power .. and 
aims of.the state. The reform of the tax system in Lu, 6 the rise of 
the·chiin~hsien (prefectural) system in Ch'u, 7 and the reorganization 
of the mn i tary system i'n Chin were some of the new measures carried 
out to increase power capability in the states. 
Socio-econ_omi c developments and changes were manifest i.n every 
aspect of .1 ife.· There ··appeared independent farming. Pri.vate ownership 
of the. land came into exi"stence as population expanded. Commercial 
activities and trade spread out rapidly and developed at the inter-
state level. With the development of commercial activities there came 
the growth of a money economy. Th~se changes_ brought abou.t th~ gradual 
emergen~e of new-social and economic groups including merchants, 
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ski 11 ed artisans nnd craftsmen, and. the shi h (-1" )· or scholar-· 
official class. The Ch'un-ch'iu period was also a turning-point in 
intellectual development and change. ··The old concept of the 
charismatic authority of the nobility underwent radical revision. 
New-values modifi~d or replaced the ol~, and traditional terms acquired . .
radically different mea~ings and·~~lues.9 New ideas sprang up in 
exuberance. These intellectual developments and changes took place 
within the cont:ext of ~he· traditional moral law, which ~..,as still held 
in some respect.tn the·Ch'un-ch'iu period. 
Almost all of th~ ~tates experienced these political and 
intellectual deyelopment~; and evol~ed irito indepen~ent and sovereign 
territorial units. Some statements reported in the Tso-chuan indi-
cate~the nature-of-these-new states: -
To pass.through -0ui state with6ut asking our 
permissi'on is to treat our state as if it were 
a border (.dependency of) "ch' u · . . . is to dea 1 
with.it as if Sung were not a state. If we 
put to death i'ts messenger, Ch'u is sure to 
i'nvade us, a·nd Sung wi 11 p10; sh;· In either case Sung ceases_ to be a stat~. 
It was customary for envoys to obtai.n permission when they passed 
through a state ·whkh lay in the path o~ their mission, Envoys who 
attempted to pass witfiout permissio~ were s~ized and put to death. 
The Sung minister, Hua _Yuan, put the envoy of Ch' u to death, knowing 
'that Sung was oeing provoked by Ch'u. Sung then was invaded by Ch'u. 
This i.ncident indicates·the- extent!<} which the small state defended 
and ·'Valued tts: _s-overetgnty even. under the pressure--of a great ·power. 
Another passage in the Tso-chuan also shows the role of the 
~oncept of sovereign in dealing with internal affairs: 
If when any of the ministers of our ruler leaves 
the world, the qreat officers of Chin must deter-
mine who shall be his successor, this is to make 
·Cheng· a· district or border (de~1ndency) of Chin ... · it ceased to be·a state. · 
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The state- of Cheng was one ·of the small states under pressure from 
Chin and Ch'u, who were competing for the hegemony at the time. The 
passage shows that the state of Cheng was strongly opposed to the 
interference of Chin ·in its domestic affairs. The incident discloses 
the ~xtent to ~hich a small st~te might insist upori managing its 
internal affairs compl~tely independently, regardless of pressure 
from the great powers. 
These states also-considered themselves territorial states, and 
as such they refused to yield so much as an inch of ground in terri-
torial disputes. Actording to the Shih-thi: 
The boys in Pi-1 i ang, a border town of Wu, an·d 
Chung-li, a border town 6f Ch'u, disputed over 
a mulberry tree (between- the border of two states).. 
Both. sides attacked each· other in anger, and some · 
people of Pi-liang·were ·ki1led. Then Ta-fu of · 
· Pi-liang attacked Chung-li. The· king of Ch~u 
destroyed Pi-Hang with his army12 The king of Wu also destroyed Chu~g-lj of Ch'u. · 
The passages:clear.ly show :that· each state in the Ch'un-ch'iu period was 
an lndependen~, terri·_t_ori a 1 , and sovereign unit, ·with its own governing 
system and military force. Triter-state relationships during the 
Ch'un-ch'tu period were accomp1ished on the basis of these independent 
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and sovereign states, which together made up a multi-state system. 13 
In.the intercoufse of the states in the Ch'un-ch'iu period, 
the rulers of these new states.were equ~lly addressed as chun {';5 ), 
the _sovereign, regardless of their formal titles, i.e., duke {kung 
. . 
. fl::- ), ma~qu_i s · (hou 1~ ) , earl (E2.1 (3 ) , viscount { tzu f- ) , and · 
baron (nan .!fi ) , which had supposedly been conferred by the Chou 
royal holise. 14 The Tso-chuan reports the following speech: 
My chun thanks the chun of Ch'i for his kindness 
in setting the. temple of our ancestors at peace 
and also thanks the thu~ of Cheng for his loyalty. 15 
The statement i'n the passage· ·was given by Shu-hs i ang, a statesman of 
Chin, ·to the honorab 1 e. guests _of the marqui's of Ch' i and -the ea·r1 of 
Cheng,· at a state banquet ·ar·ranged by the ·marquis of Chin.' Chin was 
then a great power, while Ch'i- was ·a secondary power, and Cheng was a 
small state;· There were gre~t differences among these three states 
in s-i'"ze of terrttory ·a~d popu_lation, national wealth, and military 
power. Despi'te these facts, ·the same name {.chun} for the ruiers of·. 
the three states meant ttiat each-fule~ was equal to the others, no 
. . 
matter the rea] size or power of the state he ruled, State sovereignty 
was ·also equally recogni~ed in the:stipulations of the treaties·con-
tracted among the new.· states. In the Ch'· un-:--ch t; u period, many multi-
party treattes were concluded among the states.· In most cases, the 
treaties were bilateral and presc~ibed mutual and_ reciprocal obliga-
tions for the p~rti ci pat.ing stat~·s } 6 The· Tso-chuan provides an 
example of tn.ts tn tn.e covenant of K'·uei-ch'i'u of 651 B.C, It says: 
All of our contracting parties should speak to 
one another only in ter~s of friy~dship after 
. the cone 1us j on of this covenant. . · 
Another example from the Tso-chuan provides as follows: 
All of our contr18ting parties should not do this or that. ·· · · 
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The ob 1i gati ons· stipulated in these treaties, as indicated by the 
term of "all," were equa1 for all the participating states. No 
participating state could possibly claim that its signature carried 
any more weight than that of any other participating state. There 
was no discrimination of any kind in the ·stipulations of the treaties. 
All .. states in. the Ch 1 un-ch 1 iu period were in theory equal when they 
entered into treaties, even though different results might ensue in 
the·: enforcement:·'.of the ·treaties.,,·, In .int_ernational politics, the 
ulti'mate goal of these states was the expression of their sovereignty 
on a basi"s of equality. 
However, the expan~ton and developmertt_of the.states was possib]e 
only at the.expense of neigh~ors. ·Thus the. absorption and annexation 
of the weaker and smaller states by the stronger was the continued 
trend.· In the process, about one hundred seventy states were reduced 
to thirteen by the end of the_ Ch'un-~h.'iu period. 19 This trend con-
tinued throughout the succeeding Chan~kuo period, and ended .in the 
eventual unification of China by Chtin in 221 B.C. According to the 
stu.dy_ of Chou.:...yun Hsu; there were about 1212 wars in the period of 
722-472 B~c.'·and only thirty-eight years of peace. 20 In this whirlpool 
' l 
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of continuous war and struggle, the moral law and ritual ceremonies 
of the Chou, while important, carried little weight unless power con-
siderations argued in favor of adherence. Although there was the 
repeated insistence that the Chinese states were considered as within 
and the barbarians were considered as outside, 21 religious and cultural 
ties and the common heritage were never the decisive factor in inter-
state politics. When necessity demanded, states did not hesitate 
to form alliances with the barbarians. 
In the meantime, the royal Chou had sunk to the level of a small 
state, and maintained its existence only by relying on the great states 
such as Ch'i or Chin. The royal Chou still had ritual authority; it 
monopolized sacrifices to Heaven, and had the exclusive privilege of 
investing or recognizing the rulers of states. When Ch'i or Chin 
controlled -the hegemony,-._ they guided the rulers of the other states 
into.making visits to the royal Chou court. However, the ritual 
authority, sanction, and symbolic leadership provided by the Chou 
carried little weight in international politics. In the absence of 
the central· power of the Chou, states and leagues of states fought 
each other in-accordance with their perceptions of national interest. 
-war was the final arbiter of survival. The survival of the small 
states depended upon their ability to find allies or to pick the 
wfnni'ng side and join it. State security and power were the exclusive 
concerns of the day, and this led to the formation of leagues or 
a 11 i ances of states in the so-ca 11 ed perfod of the hegemony, the 
pa-'-cheng c~r~-~ ) . The league or a11 i anee, the meng (. ~ ) , con-
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sisted·~enerally of several small states with a leading power, the 
meng-chu (~ "3:: ), such as the great powers of Chin or Ch I u, at its 
head. The league was made up of a series of bilateral treaties 
concluded for various purposes, such as mutual defense, trade, 
marriage, or the maintenance of traditional friendship. The treaties 
called for a solemn ceremony, usually held at an outdoor site. The 
ritual began with the reading-aloud of the agreed terms in the 
presence of the heads of the participating states. The document, 
which was written on a wooden planchette or bamboo slips, was bound 
to~ sacrifitial ox. An oath sworn among the participants pledged 
them to friendship and good faith. The presiding ruler then cut the 
ear of the sacrificial victim, and smeared its blood on the treaty 
and on the lips of the contracting parties. One copy of the treaty 
was buried with the sacrificial victim to notify the god of the soil. 
Each .of the signatories also kept a copy. 22 The formation of a 
league or alliance fos'tered a semblance of stability and peace for a 
greater or lesser period ~f time. This ptovided an incentive for 
vigorous diplomatic activity among the states, and there accordingly 
came into being some new rules and ceremonies pertaining to interstate 
relations. 
According to the·Tso-chuan, there were four kinds of formal 
tnterstate contacts: the outdoor conference, or hui (~ ); the 
- 13 
friendly miss ion, or p I i ng C~i~ ), the ad hoc envoy or mission, 
the .~sing.;.jen C4j/:)~ and-the co·urt visit, the ch'ao (~9 ).
The outdoor conference, or hui, was a pre-arranged meeting of 
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rulers. of different states. It was a special, face-to-face meeting. 
The conference was usually held in the open, by a lake or on hills 
near some sacred spots. The outdoor element of the conference suggests 
that the custom may have originated in an epoch of less confident 
interstate relations, when rulers dared not open their capitals to 
other rulers who were accompanied by their retainers. The .business 
discussed at such conferences included joint war plans; consultations 
on defense or intervention into other states; the making of peace; 
the reaffirmation of friendly relations; and the arrangement of 
marriages between ruling families. The mis~i·on (p'ing) was a friendly 
inquiry sent by the ruler of one state to· ~nother. It was a kind of 
deputized communication among the states. rt was practiced more 
frequently than personal contact among rulers or nobles. There were 
courtesy missions and the diplomatic missions. Courtesy missions 
were sent to marriage and funeral ceremonies along with certain gifts, 
while diplomatic missions were used to request the extradition of a 
usurper and his accompHce, to ask foreign aid in domestic troubles, 
or to report to a friendly ruler the conclusion of a peace. A 
conference of. rulers was pre-arranged by d-i spatchi ng this sort of 
mission. 23 The ad hoc emissaries were messengers used to carry on 
most of the preliminary work in any matters of importance. They 
were selected from among officials ·of high rank, and they enjoyed 
diplomatic immunity while carrying out their missions. There was 
another term, hsing-jen which could be rendered as "envoy." He had 
about the same function as the shih ·({!),24 The court visit involved 
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the visit of one ruler to another. In this case, in contrast to the 
outdoor conference, the visiting ruler went into the capital of the· 
host state, and the meeting was held in the ancestral temple or the 
palace of the host ruler. In the ceremony, courtesy was paramount 
and any discourtesy was taken seriously. The court visit was the 
supreme expression of friendly relations and good will among the 
states. 25 Among all these practices, the friendly mission and the 
court visit were the most important in international affairs during 
the hegemony period. To understand the friendly mission and the 
court visit, it is necessary to pay close attention both to the 
political tensions and struggles among the states, and also to the 
internal organization.of the league system. 
As-was mentioned above, the formation of a league or alliance 
consisted mostly of the small states lined up behind a leading power. 
Howevef, the relationship of the le~ding power with its smaller allies 
was clearly one of sDperior and inferior. According to the Tso-chuan: 
After the covenant of today, if the state of 
Ch'fog hear any commands but those of Tsin, and 
incline to any other,· may there happen to it 
accordtng2~o what is (imprecated) in this .covenant! · 
Another example in the Tso-chuan says: 
The reason why the states acknowledge the 
supremacy of the ruler of Tsin lies in the 
rules of ~ropriety, by which are (here) to 
oe understood the service of a great state 
by a small one .... The service appears 
in obedience to th27commands which are given from time to time. 
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The examples·:irtdicate that in the league system, the leading power, 
or meng-chu, could command the allied small states and the small 
states were supposed to obey the leading power, acknowledging its 
supremacy. As to the reason why the small states acknowledged the 
supremacy and followed the commands of the leading power, the 
Tso-chqan states as follows:. 
In the covenant of Sung, your lordships' commands 
were for the benefit of the small states, and you 
also ordered us to seek the repose and stability 
of our alta~§, and the protection and comfort of 
our people. 
As indicated in the passage, the small states accepted the lordship 
and comnand of the leading state for the protectfon and benefit of 
their own states. ln return for protect1on and security, the allied 
small -states were responsible for making certain payments. -For example, 
in the case of the state of Lu, which was an ally of Chin: 
In its relation with Tsin, Loo contributes its 
due wttHout fail; its valuable c~riosities are 
always arriving; its princes, ministers, and 
~reat officers come, one after another, to our 
court.· Our historiographers do not cease 
record~~g. Our treasury is not left empty a 
month. 
The passage indicates that ·the.state of Lu sent its contributions ! 
periodically to the court of Chin, and that its rulers and ministers 
6ften visited the court of Chin. The state of Cheng was also one of the 
small states which allied itself with Chin: 
Through the orders of your great state 
coming not at an irregular time, our state has 
been wearied and distressed; at anyt~~e some 
unlooked for requirement might. come. 
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According to the indi~ation of the passage, the state of Cheng sent 
its regular contribution or offerings to the court of Chin but also 
had to render additional contributions at the sudden demand of the 
leading power. Because of this, Cheng was on the edge of ruin. The 
state .. of Ch'u, which was another great state in competition for 
control of t~e hegemony with Chin, was as quick as Chin in exploiting 
its small state allies. The state of Ts'ai was one of the small 
states ·allied with Ch'u: 
At an earlier period, Duke Wan of Ts'ae had 
wished to serve Tsin~ ... through fear of 
Ts'oo, however, he died without being able to 
carry his.purpose into effect. After this, the 
people of Ts'oo laid t~e_ir 31quirement on Ts' ae without regard to any rule. 
P'aou, the viscount of Hbo still refused to do 
service to it, saying "preservation and ruin 
happen_as appointed; why should I incur the 32 numerous expenses connected with serving Ts'oo?" 
The passages indicate that the states of Ts'ai and Hu paid heavy 
contributions at the frequent demand of Ch'u. According to the 
indications above, tn the hierarchical relationship of superior 
and inferior, the small states by agreement or demand paid heavily 
for the security and protect ion· of their states, while acknowledging 
the superiority of the· great power~- On the other hand, when one of 
the allied small states was threatened or invaded by other states, 
the leading power was requi"red to mobilize its own.army and those of 
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the other alied states to protect ~ts aly. The Tso-chuan stylizes 
this relationship with the terms hsiao shih ta ( 1\, ~~  and ta tzu 
hsi a6 ( j:!~,I~,which meant the serving of the great by the sma 11 , and 
the cherishing of the smal by the _great.33 The·way this··r~l~tionship 
was ,intended to work is·. ·discussed in the Tso-chuan: 
·when a great state visits·a smal one, it should 
.do five good things; be indulgent to its offenses, 
pardon its erro~s and failures, relieve its 
calamities, reward it for its virtues and laws, 
and teach it where it is deficient. There is no 
pressure on the smal state. It cherishes (the 
great state's) virtue and submits to it .. when 
a smal state goes to. a great one, it has five bad 
things to do. It must explain _its trespasses, beg 
forgiveness for its deficiencies, perform governmental 
services, and contribute its proper dues, and 
atend to its various offerings, felicitate (the 
great state) on its happine~4, and show its condolence with it in its misfortunes. 
The passage seems to advance a doctrine that the great states were 
responsible for the maintenance and protection of the smal ones 
thiough. its kind ·guardianship and advice, while the smal states 
should happily submit themselves to the great ones. The peaceful 
co-existence of al states should fesult from the observance of these 
hierarchical rules. The smal states should extend good faith 
(hs in {t).,and the 1 arge one benevo 1 ence (j en1·: ) . 35 These 
reciprocal obligations among the states reflected in a new way the 
moral law of the feng~chien system of the Western Chou. In fact, in 
many ways rulers of the states were bound in their actions by the 
old rules of propriety. Excessive contributions were protested on 
these grounds oy the smal states.36 Actions of rulers that violated 
the rules of propriety were remonstrated against by ministers. 
There were punitive expeditions to punish the disobedient. 37 
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However, as the stronger states gradually annexed and absorbed 
the weaker, the sense of solidarity based on good faith and 
benevolence in the multi-state l.eagues began to disappear. Continued 
military pressure and threat was imposed on the small states. The 
Tso-chuan records this situation as follows: 
Through the smallness of our state 
whose demands upon it come we know not when, 
we do not dare to dwell at ease, b~a collect 
all the contributions due from us. 
This was the case of Cheng, which was located between the great powers 
of Chin and _Ch' u. The state of Cheng was often invaded by Chin ·and 
Ch'u as those btg states fought eaih other for control of the hegemony. 
In the alternate invasions of the two gr·eat powers, the only thing 
Cheng could do was to make huge -0fferings to both the states. Another 
example of this kind ts the case df T'ang: 
T'ang is a small kingdom. Though I do my 
utmost to serve those large kingdoms on either 
side of it, we cannot escape suf~§ring from 
t~em. What cours~ shall I take? 
In the Ch 1 un-ch'iu period, the state of T'ang was located between the 
states of Ch'u and Ch'i. In order to survive, the ruler of T'ang 
sent payments to both of the great powers. Yet the state of T'ang 
still suffered military threat from the great powers. To get some 
idea of how to escape the situation, the ruler o_f T'ang sought advice 
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from Mencius. Mencius· said "dig deeper your moats, build higher 
youf walls, and guard them along with your people. In case of attack, 
be prepared to die in your defense, and have the people so that they 
wi 11 not leave you. This is the ·proper course. 11 An idea Mencius 
suggested here was that people will respond happily to a benevolent 
government a~d will even die for it. 40 The advice of Mencius proved 
impo~sibl·e to follow, however. · The Tso-chuan indicates another way 
in which the small states might hope to survive: 
... the way in which a small state escapes 
(being incriminated by) a great one is by sending 
to it friendly missions and making various 
offertngs, with the hua~red things set forth 
in the court-yard ... 
The small states' best survival strategy was to listen to the demands 
of·the great power and send the ,required offerings, in accordance with 
the·idea that "the great are served by the small." According to the 
Tso:...chuan: 
A great state commands, and a sma11 42tate ooeys. I know nothing but to obey. 
But there came a point when the small states could no longer 
meet the demands the great powers laid upon them, and when they could 
no longer pay, they were extinguished .. The reciprocal obligations 
Between great and small states changed into a one-sided obligation 
laid on the small. This international situation called for the great 
powers to assume the lordship iri the ab~ence of the central power of 
the Chou,-.5ut since the small states were not created by the great as 
part of an effort to control a large realm, the moral obligations 
that bound them all together were much weaker than in the case of 
the feng-c~ien system of the Western Chou. 
In. the heyday of the system, the obligations inherent in the 
hsiao shihta relationship were often discharged through friendly 
missions and court visits. The Tso-chuan says: 
I have heard that the way in·which a small state 
escapes (being incriminated by) a great one is 
by sending to it frientjly missions and making 
various offerings, on which there are the hundred 
thirigs set forth in the court-yard. Or if the · 
prince go himself to the court (of the great 
state) to show his service, then he assumes a 
pleased appearance, and ~akes ·elegant and valuable 
p~es~~ts, even beyond what could be required of 
him. . 
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As to the frequency of these friendly missions and visits, the Tso-
chuan states as follows: 
When Dukes ·w~n and Seang of Tsin ·1ed the states, 
the rule was that the other princes should appear 
in the court of Tsin once in five years, and 
send a friendly mission once in three years. 44 
This refers to the time when Chi.h assumed contra 1 of hegemony under 
the leadership of Dukes Wan and Hsiang. According to the commentary 
of Cheng I, the frequency was the same as that observed by the ho·1 ders 
of dependencies toward the royal court in the Western Chou period. 45 
This is the frequency mentioned in the Li-chi. 46 However, the 
frequency of missions and visits in the Ch'un-ch'iu period seems 
actually to have depended_ upon the desire of the leading state: 
The duke was at the meeting of Wei the month 
before this .... He went to Tsin, says 
Tso-she, on a court visit, and to hear how 
often such visits, and vi7its of friendly inquiry, should be paid. 
In the 9th month, Yew Keih of Ch'ing went 
to Tsin, to inform that court, that the earl 
was going to the court of !§'oo in compliance 
with the covenant of Sung. 
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This shows that the number of visits of the small states to the great 
powers might be a matter stipulated in a treaty. The numbers of 
friendly missions and court visits seems to have increased whenever 
the international situation deteriorated, as happened when Chin held 
the control of the hegemony again in th~ thirteenth year of Duke 
Ch'ao of Lu. The Tso-chuan disctisses this: 
. . .. the king requfred the· princes every year ·to 
send.a complimentary mission, that they might be 
kept i'n mi'nd of the contributions they had to pay; 
after the interval (of a year), they went themselves 
to court for the practice of ceremonies; when the 
time for a second visit to court came, there was a 
meeting for di'splay of (the king's) majesty; when 
the time for a second meeting came, there was a 
covenant for the exhibition of his clear intelligence. 
The.keeping of their duties in mind was to secure 
~he (continuance of) ·fri~ndly relations .... 
From anti'quity downwards, these rules, we may say, 
were never neglected. The.principles of the 
pres~rvation ot the ruin (of states) depended on 
them. It is the ~~le for Tsin to be lord of 
covenants . . , . 
The speech in the passage was delivered by Shu Hsiang, statesman of 
Chtn, ~hen he went to the state of Ch'i to explain the reason why 
Chin was tryi'ng to renew its relati~nships with the other st.ates. 
As indicated in the passage, Chin tried to set forth the practice of 
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friendly mission every year and a court visit once in two years. As 
to the reason, Shu Hsiang went 6n to say· 
.if they observe the ceremonies, but do not have 
a feeling of awe, then order comes to be without 
respect; if they have a feeling of awe, but do 
not declare it, their respect is not sufficiently 
di-splayed. The want of that display leads to 
the casting away of respect; the various affairs 
of business are not brought to a succes~oul issue, 
and there ensue downfall and overthrow. 
Then he suggested·that increasing the frequency of the friendly missions 
and court visits, based upon proper rules handed down, from ancient 
times,'would cover up these deficiencies and bring about harmony and 
concord among the states. However, Ch'i rejected the Chin proposal, 
because it did not want to increase the exchanges to the benefit of 
Chin. Knowing.that there was also disaffection among the other states, 
Chin enlarged_ its military forces~ 51 Then the states grew afraid of 
it, and submitted to its wishes. What all this shows is that visits 
and mtssions to Chin increased as a direct result of its demonstration 
of mili'tary .power. The smaller and weaker states had no choice but 
to listen to the demands of the great power. 
Another example in the Tso-chLlan seems to suggest that the court 
visit was carried out only by the small states: 
On the accession of any prince, smaller states 
appeared (.By their princes). at his court, and 
larger ones sent friendly missions for the 
con~inuance o! th~~r fri~2dship, and cementing 
their good fatth ..• ~ . 
The Tso-thuan says nothing about great states paying court visits to 
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small ones during the period of the hegemony. This leads to the 
supposition that a friendly mission might be sent by a great power 
to a small state, while the court visit was made only by the small 
states to the large ones. This must indicate that the ceremony of 
the court visit, which meant a .visit of the ruler of a small state 
to the court of a great one, included special functions and had a 
subservient connotation in the hierarchy of international relationships. 
However, concerning the practical function and meaning of the 
ceremony of the court visit, the Tso-chuan has nothing recorded 
directly. The records about court visits in the Tso-chuan show them 
to have been highly ceremonial affairs directed or affirming good 
relationships among the states. As has been stated, the court visit 
was a visit of one ruler-to another. The courtesy-of the host ruler 
toward the visiting on~ was all-important,·as it·was an expression of 
the highest-friends~ip between the:two countries. Yet such a visit 
might be prompted by fear. The Shih-chi states: 
In the summer of the twenty-seventh year, the 
Duke of Cheng made a court visit to Chin. In 
the winter of the same year, he made a court 
vi si't to king Lig§ of Ch I u because of fear of 
Ch'u's strength. 
The passage discloses that a court visit from the small states might be 
motivated or forced by military threat. In this regard, Han Fei-tzu 
cor~ectly characterizes the nature of the ceremonial court visit as 
follows: 
Thus whoever has great strength sees others 
visit his court; whoever ha~ 4little strength visits the court of others. 
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The passage indicates that the smaller and weaker states were expected 
to make court visits to the strongef ones. Although Han Fei-tzu 
lived in the Chan-kuo period, his statement reflects the realities 
of inferior-superior relationships among states in the previous 
Ch 1 un~Ch 1 iu period. As to one function or purpose of the court visit, 
the Tso-chuan says: 
In the 7th month, my ruler further appeared at 
your court to comple!s the business of (the 
submission of) Chin. · 
This concerns the situation where the state of Cheng, which was one of 
the allies of Ch•u, took sides with Chin and made a court visit to the 
ruler of Chin to offer submission. Another example in the Tso-chuan 
also indicates this: 
\ 
The year afte~ (the meeti r:ig at).· Kei h-1 e·ang, 
Tsze-keaou being old, Kung-sun Hea attended 
our ruler to your court, when he had an audience 
at the summer sacrifice56and assisted in holding the offerings of flesh. 
This example indicates that when a ruler of a small state made a court 
vtsit, he not onJy attended at the court but also offered a sacrifice 
at the ancestral temple of th~ superior power. As previously dis-
cussed, this practice was carried out in Western Chou times, when 
the holders of dependend es made court visits to the Chou royal house 
and also offered sacrifice at the royal ancestral temple. Much later, 
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in the Han Dynasty, it was similarly the practice to have subjugated 
barbarians participate·in the sacrifices at the imperial ancestral 
temple. 57 Participation in such ceremonies meant political submission 
in primitive times. It must have meant much the same in the Ch'un-
ch'iu period. 
According to an indication in the Tso-chuan: 
In summer, the people of Tsin summoned (the earl 
of) Ch'ing to appear at their court, when the 
people ·of Ch'ing employed the Shaou-ching, 58 Kung-sun K'eaou (Taze-ch'an), to reply .... 
The summons of the ruler of Cheng by Chin happened when the earl of 
Cheng took his departure before completing his court visit to the Chin, 
because Chin did not b~have courteously to him. 59 When Chin summoned 
him, the Earl of Cheng sent two of his ministers to explain the matter. 
The Tso-chuan also records a court visit by the ruler of a small 
state, during which certain military-matters were discussed. 60 This 
might mean that the leading power could summon the ruler of a small 
state for certain political or military reasons. The political 
situation of the small states is more clearly seen in the Han Fei-tzu. 
It says: 
The ruler of men, if his country is small, has to 
serve big powers, and i.f his army- is weak, has to 
fear strong armies. Any request by a big power 
the small country always has to accept; any demand61 by a strong army the weak army always has to obey. 
Han Fei-tzu simply.indicates thai the small ·and weak states had to 
accept any demands from the strong ones. According to the indications, 
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it seems likely that the ceremony of the court visit of the small 
~tates to the great one was an expression of submission mainly in i 
ceremonial but also often in a more practical sense. 
However, the political submission of the small states through 
the ceremony of the court visit was not fixed pennanently. Leagues 
or alliances rose and fell frequently according to th~ changes in 
the power balance, and shifts in each nation's interests. In accordance 
with this trend, the attitude of the small states also changed 
frequently: 
Tsze-l'eng said 11 Tsin and Ts'oo make no effo.,.,t to 
show ktndn.ess ( to sm~ 11 er states), but keep 
struggling for the sup~riority; there is no 
reason why we should not take the side of the 
(first} corner. Thei2have no faith--why should we show good faith? · 
Another example also discloses the resolution and will of the small 
states: 
After the covenant ·of today, if the state of 
Ch 1 ing hear any commands but those of Tsiri, and 
inc 1 ine to any other,. may there happen to it 
according to what is (imprecated) in this 
covenant! ... after this covenant of today, if 
the st~te of Ch'ing follow any other but that 
which extends propriety to it and strength to 
protect its people, but dares to waver in its 
adherence, may there happen to it according to 
(the imprecations in) this covenant, Seun Yen_ 
said, "Change (the conditions of) this covenant." 
Kung-.sun Shay-che said, 11 These are solemn words 
in·which we have appealed to the great Spirits. 
rf we may change tg3m, we may also revolt from your great state. 11 · _ 
This exchange between Chin and Cheng. took place while they were making 
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a covenant.together, with Cheng submitting to Chin, which was the 
leading power at the time. As indicated in the passage, Chin demanded 
that Cheng obey it, and it tried to make this condition a stipulation 
of the covenant. The state of Cheng insisted that it would follow 
the way of protecting its. people. When Chin tried to change this 
condition, then Cheng threatened to secede from the covenant. In 
fact, the state of Cheng took sides with either Chin or Ch'u depending 
on how its national interest was affected, and would not bind itself 
to either side. It chose which of the two it preferred to serve as 
a "sma_ll power serving the great." Therefore, it can be said that 
court visits by small states to the great ones followed a principle 
of nat~onal interest, even though the visit was a ritual expression 
of political submission, and accep_tance of certain political obligations 
and duties to the great power; The court visits ended whenever the 
small states' national interests were jeopardized thereby, even though 
their relationshtp was a rityally permanent one of superior and 
inferior. 
In compartson with the ceremony of the court visit during Western 
Chou times, ·it can be said that the same termi no 1 ogy (ch' ao ) 
continu~d in use in Ch'un-ch'iu times. However, the function :and 
nature of the ceremony of the court visit in each period were different 
in nuance. As was mentioned, the feng-chien system of the Western 
Chou consisted of numerous dependencies which were mostly established 
by the royal house of Chou after the conquest of Shang. In most cases, 
these dependencies were politically autonomous units and self-sufficient 
in economy, although they were organized-and interacted together 
according to their place in the kinship hierarchy, at the apex 
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of which stood the Chou royal house. To control these numerous 
dependencies, the king of Chou developed a number of control devices 
such as the doctrine of the Mandate of Heaven, the proto-bureaucratic 
system, the title Son of Heaven, and the vision of one world, the 
t'ien-hsia. Among these control devices, the ceremonial court visit 
of the holders of the dependencies to the royal house of Chou was 
one important means by which the royal house of Chou renewed the 
sentimental and religious ties that bound them all together in the same 
kinship group. In this regard, the practice of the court visit of 
the holders of dependencies to the royal house of Chou was also an 
expression of their subordinate place in the framework of the feng-
chien system .. 41 
By contrast, the· Ch'un-ch'iu period consisted of numerous 
independent, territorial, and sovereign units loosely associated 
together in a multi-state system. In the multi-state system, the 
ceremony of the court visit was the means through which small states 
dealt with large ones, but their political submission in a ritual 
rel ati onshi p of superior and inferior was only temporary and con ti n·gent 
upon short-term shifts in the larger interstate power balance. The 
polfti·cal elftes of the states of the Ch'un-ch'iu period expressed 
thei"r mutual relationships in a moral and religious vocabulary that 
could not quite capture the new realities of power, 
CONCLUSION
Until modern times, international r~lations in East Asia were 
established on a tributary basis with China as suzerain over all the 
rest. This tributary system originated in the Western Chou times and 
the first step in its ultimate development into a system of inter-
national relations took place during the Ch'un-ch'iu period. After 
the conquest of the Shang, the royal house of Chou developed a series 
of devices to control its huge territory. The feng-chien (tributary) 
system was one of the most important of these devices. The system was 
made up of numerous territorial dependencies established by the royal 
house of Chou. The holders of these dependencies included close and 
distant relatives of the royal house of Chou, and the heads of some 
twenty-one triba 1 groups who were a 11 i ed with the Chou in conquering 
Shang. In character they were divergent and heterogeneous. 
The royal house of Chou established dependencies at strategic 
poi'nts throughout the territory, a 1 ong both banks of _the Ye 11 ow Ri v~r, 
and stretchtng from southern Manchuri'a to the middle and. 1 ower va 11 ey 
of the Yang-tzu River. In each territory granted from the Chou roya 1 
house, the dependencies built local settlements, walled cities, and 
towns. These cities and towns, which were referred to as kuo, ~, 
or feng, consisted of a walled urban area and a surrounding agricultural 
area~ The walled urban area included religious and ceremonial centers, 
granaries, garri'sons,and residences for the elite. Each dependency 
had independent judicial and tax authority, but all were linked in 
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various ways to the royal Chou court. 
To control the numerous and heterogeneous dependencies, the 
royal house of Chou developed various practical and ideological 
techniques. However, even though these devices and techniques played 
important roles in consolidating and maintaining Chou royal power, 
they were not aimed at the direct control of internal affairs in 
each dependency. The royal house of Chou, which had only recently 
emerged from a tribal level of development, did not have any experience 
of bureaucratic rule, and used another complex of techniques to control 
the dependendes -- that is, the tributary system. According to the 
information in the classical texts and in -the bronze inscriptions, 
the tri'butary system provided for the court visit, the ch'ao, and 
the tribute, ·the·kung. It is likely·that the holders of the dependencies 
were supposed to make the court visits· in person to the royal house of 
Chou at certain ftxed times. During the court visit, the holders made 
reports to the ktng,· and received instructions from him. They also 
expressed thetr filial duty as one of the·descendants of the common 
ancestor by offering sacrifice at the royal ancestral temple. The 
court vtsits of the h6lders were an expression of their vassalage in 
the framework of·the feng~chien system. 
Eventually, however, fully independent and sovereign states 
emerged- out of the breakdown of the feng~chien system. They con-
. tracted treaties· among themselves on a basis of equality. However, 
in the process of i_ncreasi ng · confrontatton and struggle among the 
states, international relationships gradually became hierarchical, 
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with relative status based on n·ational wealth and military force. 
The great powers assumed the hegemony in the absence of the central 
power of Chou, and demanded the submission of the small states 
together with heavy material contributions and payments. This 
situation was ~al led shih-ta which meant that the small states must 
serve the great. "Serving the great" in its ceremonial form 
demanded that the small states pay court visits and make substantial 
offerings. This symbolized the temporary political submission of 
the small states. However, the relationship was not permanent, but 
changed in response to changing riational inte~ests and power. It 
was a kind of cynical diplomatic practice carried on by the states 
in a multi-state system, and lacked the permanent kin ties and 
religious .overtones of the tributary system in the Western Chou. 
Comparing the pr?cti"ce of the court. visit of the Western Chou 
with that of the Ch'un-ch'iu period, one finds that the same terminology 
persisted in use. However, the -nature and actual meaning of the court 
visit in the two periods were quite different. In Western Chou times, 
the court visit was an expression of long-term vassalage on the part 
of the holders of the dependencies to the king of Chou within the 
framework of the feng~chien system; in the Ch'un-chliu period the 
purely coerctve dimensions of the practice were most in evidence. 
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Son of King Li Hsien-lin 
Descendant of Wan-ch'iu 
Shun 
Son of King Wen Ch'eng-
cheng 
Son of the Duke 
of Chou 
T'ai kung shang Ying-ch'iu 
fu 





































State (Surname) The Founder Location ... Modern Place 
CIJj a Man~cheng hsien, 
( ~? ) Shensi ll~ 
Chin Chi Son of King Wen Ta-hsia Yuan hsien, ( Ju_ ) (·fil~ ). Shansi ·;3 
Ch I in Ying Descendant of Ch' in Ch' i ng-shui hsien, 
( ,r- ) (~ ) Po I Shensi .;.;_,;,-.. t~1'/}t....
Chiang Ying Cheng-yang hsien, Pi ) ( ,a ) Honan I',- \;¢l/ 
Chiao Shen-chou, Honan 
( ,;- )t\ -c.
\ .. ~.
Chiao Yu-yang fu, 
( . ~ ) Hupeh i~ 
Chia-fu Chin-hsian hsten, 
(Jf 'j_ ) Shansi 
Ching Chi Ho-chin hsien, 
(1fyt )_ (ilflz_ ) Shansi 
Chiang Chi Son of the Duke Ku-shih hs.ien, (ft% ) (Ii& ) of Chou 
Chou Chiang Ch I un-yu An-chliu hsien, (4 ) ( t ) Shantung 
~ 
Chou Yen-li hsien, 
(*J' ) Hupeh 
Chou-lai Yin-huai hsien, 
C-4~, ) Anhwei 
Chu Ts·'ao Descendant of Tsou hsien, 
(tff> ) C.tf } Chuan hsii Shantung 
Chu Ch' i. Desdendant of Ning-yang hsien, 
U#~ l c-t.~ ). Yao Shantung 
Chung-1 i' Yin-huai hsien, (~;- ' .. ) Anhwei ~'l_~{~. 




State (Surname) The Founder Location Modern Place 
Chu Chi Chu Chu-chou, 
(i ) (a ) Shantung 
\ . 
Chuan T'ang-ch'eng hsien, 
(~ ) Shantung 
Ch'uan Tang-yang hsien, 
({~) Hupeh 
Ch'u Mieh Desdendant of Hsing-chou, ('Jt) (·$) Chuan hsi Hupeh 
Ch I ueh-kung 
~~~ )
Ch'un Pai-ho hsien, 









Fan Cni Son of the Duke Hui hsien, 
((l) CtJf;_ ) of Chou Honan 
F~ 
Chung shan pu Ch'i-yuan hsien, 
c -r Honan 
'




Feng CIJj ang 
(~) t'[)
F@g ·chi Son of King Wen Hu hsien, Shensi 
(,~~). CfzJt ) .
Feng-fu Feng-ch' iu hsi en, 
({1';J. Honan 
Han Chi Son of King Wu Han-ch'eng hsi en, 
C~\ ). (tnl). Shensi 
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State (Surname) The Founder Location Modern Place 
Han Wei hsien, 
(i) Shantung 
Ho. Chi Son of King Wen Ho-chou, Shansi (~t ) (~) 
f 
Hsi Tsi hsien, Honan 
({g )_
/\}' 
Hsi-kuo Brother of Shen-chou, Honan 





Hsiao-chu Ts'ao Descendant of T'eng hsien, 
(t\,t~ ) (~) Chu wen kung Shantung 




(-1£:;jc ). Chiangsu 
Hsien-yu Cht Chen-ting fu, 
(~~) (.~ ) Hopeh ....- ~ 
Hstng Chi Son of the Duke Hsing-tai hsien, 
(1t~ ) (~) of Chou Honan 
Hsu Yen Hsu-ch'eng hsien, 
(/~) v{@) Honan 
Hsu Chtang .Descendant of Yeh hsien, 
(t,;r ) C{) Po I Honan 
Hsu y·;ng Descendant of Ssu-chou, 
0i L- ) (j~) Po I Anhwei ft.
Hsu-chi.i Feng Descendant of Tung-p' ing chou, 
(1~0) J. (I~) T'ai' hao Shantung 
Hsiin Chi_ Chung chou, 
(~ ) (,fcti) Shansi 
Hu Kuei Ying-chou fu, 
(~1) (({~ ) Anhwei 
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State (Surname) The Founder Location Modern Place 
H~ Ssu Hu hsien, 
(~ ) (t]J,') Shensi 
Hua Chi Fei Yen-shih hsien, 
~~ ) ( trft ) Honan /tI 
Huang Yinq Huang-chou hsien, 
(~) .(4-) Honan ~ ..."'.t-
i-f_f I l-
Hui Yun Descendant of Mi hsien, Honan 
Cf'&) (&,) Chu-jung 
I Yun Chuan-wu Chi-mo hsien, 
(~) (tfj,) Shantung 
Jen· Fe@_ Descendant of Ch'i-ning chou, 
( ,{1:-) (l~) T'ai hao Shantung 
Jeng 
(t(J?>)
Jo Shang-mi Nei-hsiang hsien, 
:(1$f,J) Honan 
Ju · Descendant of . 
(\) T '·ai hao 
Jui Tung-chou fu, 
(~) Shensi 
Kao Chi Son of King Wen Ch'eng-wu hsien, 
(~p) Ct.Ti) Shantung 
Ko..lt" Ning-lu hsien, 
( \i) Honan 
/'6, 
Ku Ch' i Chin-chou, 
(i) c~\S) Hopeh 
Ku Ying Ku-ch'eng hsien, 
(;~~) (\.) Hupeh 
r\·v
Kuan Chi" Son of King Wen Cheng-chou, 
(~) (bf~) Honan 
~ 
Kuan Ssu Kuan-ch'eng hsien, 
C>2t!). . (mu:) Shantung 
Ku·e; Mieh Hsiung Kuei-chou, 
( (]z ) (1f) Hupei 
Kt urf-wu Chi Hsi.i-chou fu, 






( 'GR ) ·,y 
Kuo 
(m)
























Hsiung . ( fi-1f . -~\.J-J 
Chi 
(11..\1., } 











Son of King 
K1 uang 
Son of the Duke Ch'u-fu 
of Chou 
Son of King Wen 









































.State (Surname) The Founder Location Modern Place 
Mi, Chi Mi hsien, 
(I~) (ta\) Honan 
Mi-hsu Chi · Ling-t'ai hsien, 
(~f~) (~) Shensi 
Nan-yen Chi Descendant of Tsu-ch'eng hsien, 
( ~ fcJ.- ) (~) Huang-ti Honan 
Ni-Man Feng Descendant of Fei hsien, 
(~~~J) (~) T'ai-hao Shantung ,-a 
Ni-man Ch'i Descendant of Feng Wu-k'ang hsien, 
(11}5\J~) ( -tg\) Fang-feng Chechiang 
Pa Chi Pa hsien, 
(·EJ) (hf~) Szechwan 
P'ei' 
(~13) 
P'ei" Wei-hui fu, 
(;l~) Honan 
Pei-yen Ch.i Chao kung shih Ta-hsiang hsien 
(%~ ") (~) Honan "' ...... 
Pi : Chi Son·of :King-Wen Pi-yuan Hsien-yang hsien, 
C{~J ·( i!fft.. ) .Shens i 
Pi Chi Shan-I hsien, 
(~li7 ) (iLf.z, ) Shantung 
Pi Jen Descendant of T'eng hsien, 
(ft) (11 ) Huang-ti Shantung 
Pi-yang Yun 
Cf~ W.")) (-tr~ )
Po Hsi-p'ing hsien, 
(~). Honan 
Pu-keng (i,i· ) . Hsiang-ch'eng hsien, Hunan 
P'u-ku Po-hsihg hsien, 
(~flf~)' Shantung 
Shan Ch'i-yuan hsien, 
(-:rt. ) Honan 
Shen Descendant of 
(~) T1 ai-t 1 ai 
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State (Surname) The Founder Location Modern Place 
Shen Chi Ju-ni ng fu, 
(V/0) (~) Honan 
Shen Chiang Descendant of Hsieh Nan-yang fu, (\t ) ( ~ ) Po I Honan ~ 
Shih Ch'i-ning chou, (tr) Shantung 
Shu-chiu Yen Shu-ch'eng hsien, 
(/~?~) ( {1! ) Anhwei ~ '\' ._q
Shu-liao Yen Shu-ch'eng hsien, 




Ssu Descendant of 
(./:t1k ) T' ai-t •·ai 
Sui Kuei Ningyang hsien, 
(}!_) (/t/t, ) Shantung 
Sui Chi Sui-chou, t13tt) (t1Tz. ) Hupeh 
Su, Ferig Descendant of Tung-p I i ng chou, 
Uf<-3 ) cra ) T'ai hao · Shantung 
Sung Tzu Wei tzu ch'i Shang-ch'iu Shang-ch'iu hsien, 
c~~) c r > Honan 
Tai K'ao-ch'eng hsien, 
(.~-) Honan 
Pai Wu-kung :hs i en, 
(~) ( {JJl;J Shensi : \\.\' ,1- "··
Tan. Chi Son of King Wen Na-ch'u Hsing;..men chou, 
(~ft) (4Jt) Hupeh 
T'an Tzu Chi-nan fu, 
(kl) 
. 'i(}, I 
. (1 ) Shantung 
T'an Chi Descendant of T' an-ch '!eng hsi en, 
(1h~) (c ) Hsiao-hao Shantung ,~ .. 
.T'ang Ch'. i Descendant of Shui-chou, 
(t~) . (::?f ) Yao Hupei 
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State (Surname) The Founder Location Modern Place 
Tao· Ch'ueh-shan hsien, 
(~) Honan 
Teng Mat Teng-chou, Honan (\$ ) (\ )
T'eng Chi Son of King Wen T'eng-hsien, 
't1t)(~) Shantung 
Ti Ting-ch'eng hsien, 
(1il) Honan 




( tf ) 
Tsung Hsu-ch'eng hsien, 
(11,) Sha·ntung 
T~i Chi Son of King Wen Ts'ai Ts'ai hsien, 
( ~'" ) (ilrt) Honan 
Ts'ao Chi ·. , Son of Kfog Wen T'ao-ch'iu Ting-t'ao hsien, 
(~) (~) Shantung 
Tu Chi Descendant ·of Yao Hsi-an fu, 
( t:r:. ) .(~ ) Shensi 
Tun Chi Shang-shui hsien, 
rtr1) (blt). Honan 
Tung-kuo Chi Brother of King. Wen Fan-shui hsien, 
(~%,~) Cbft) Honan 
T'ung Yen T'ung-ch'eng hsi en, 
(1=\~ ). .(1~.) Anhwei 
T'an Tzu Chi-nan fu, 
~~ ). (.t ) Shantung -~(-\ ;.f' 
Wei Chi Jui-chou hsien, 
(lfj } (~ )_ Shansi 
Wei Chi Son of King Wen Ch'ao-ko Hsi n hs_i en, 
(f1'tb ) C1Jft ) Honan 
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State (Surname) The Founder Location Modern Place 
Wen Chi Su kung Wen hsien, 
( ~ ~ ) (? ) Honan .·JP. \_.
Wu Chi- Son of King Wen Mei-1 i : Wu-hsi. hsien, i
( fa:_ ) (Mi) Chaigsu 
Yang Chi I-shui hsien, 
(~ (~) Shantung ,,) 
Yan Chi Hung-t'ung hsien, 
(·£)~) ( tfi-i, ) ·Shansi i"7.',) 
y~ Ying Ch'u-hu hsien, (,\v) (~L) Shantung 
Ying Chi' Son of King Wu Su-shan hsien, . (t~ ) (t!Ct) Honan ,-~
'\ ~-. 
Ying-shih Yen · Descendant of Li-an chou, 
(fRlr;:) u~-) Kao-t:' ao Anhwei 





( -~ ?;2 ) 
~~ 
Yu-1 i Yen Te-p'ing hsien, 
(1~~) (~i ) Shantung 
Yu-min 
(~f~-~) 
Yu-yu Yao Yu-ch'eng hsien, 
(·t41!q) (~~-) Honan 
\~ 
Yu Chi . Son of King Wen Yen-chin hsien, 
(/~~) (11ft) Shansi 
Yu Yun Ch' i-yang Chi n-chou fu, . 
(~fJ) (.[r~ ) Shantung 
\.~ 
Yu Chi Son of King Wu Huai -ch' i ng fu·, 
CJ~) (lrti_) Honan 
Yu Chi Descendant of YU-chung P'ing-lu hsien, 























( bw: ) 
Chi 
( in\ ) 
. \ 




Son of King Wen Yuan-hsiang Ch'i-yuan hsien, 
Honan 
Chu-shan hs i'en, 
Hupeh 
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